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PHEF'ACE 

Hearing theory is a meeting place of researchers with various 

scientific backgrounds. A number of workers in this field 

enthousiastically agreed upon presenting preprint material 

for a small Symposium which was to be held 22 and 23 June 1972 

in the Institute of Perception Hesearch, Eindhoven. 

In this material several themes are discussed, e.g. 

- The mechanics of the cochlea 

Coding of frequency and time information in the 

auditory pathway 

- Inferences from the frequency and time character

istics of masking 

- Relations between binaural hearing and pitch per

ception 

- The pitch of complex tones 

This collection of 22 preprints is not to be regarded as farm

al proceedings of the Symposium. It is incomplete in that not 

all preprints were available at the moment of printing. More

over, it is essentially incomplete because the discussions are 

lacking. 

It is a pleasure to thank the authors for their willingness to 

prepare the preprints according to the Symposium format in a 

very brief period of time. The wholeharted cooperation of co 

workers at the IPO is gratefully acknowledged. A special word 

of thanks is adressed to Jan F'. Schouten without whose support 

this Symposium would not have been held. 

Ben L. Cardozo 

Eindhoven, May 29th 1972 
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PITCH OF DICHOTICALLY DELAYED NOISE 

F '1 * <rans A. B1. sen 

BILSEN 1 

Research Labaratory of Electronics, lVT.I.-T., Cambridge, Ivlass. 

1. Introduc ti on. 

Continuous noise (or any other appropriate sound) presented to 

one ear and the same noise delayed to the ether ear give rise to the 

following sensations. Fora delay shorter than (roughly spoken) 2 ms, 

the noises fuse and a single noise image is perceived whose position 

depends on the delay. As the delay ~ increases beyend this bound, the 

noise image remains at one side of the head, but becomes more diffuse. 

Recently, we have observed that, in addition to this increase in 

diffuseness, a faint but distinct pitch image corresponding to 1/~ 

appears in the middle of the head. 

In view of the close analogy that exists between this pitch phe

nomenon and monotic repetition pitch (MRP), produced by noise added to 

its delayed version in the same ear (Bilsen, 1970), we shall for con

venianee refer to the farmer as dichotic repetition pitch (DRP). 

Although DRP is fainter than MRP, both have equal subjective pitch 

and timbre qualities. There is, however, a significant difference in 

existence region; MRP has been reported for l < T <10 ms, whereas DRP 

exists for roughly ~ > 3 ms. 

2.Exneriments 

Pitch matching experiments by five subjects, using wide-band 

white :1oise as well as narrow-band white noise as basic stimuli, were 

performed to explore the characteristics of DRP in more detail. A 

subject, who heard the signal by headphones at a sensation level of 

about 25 dB (in a silent anechoic room), was free to follow two possi

ble matching procedures. Either he was allowed to make an MRPhm) 

equal to a DRP(~d) by adjusting the (monotic) delay "m' fora fixed 
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(dichotic) delay ~d (see Fig.l). Or, in addition, he might use an 

!v!RP(~ ) and a DRP(~ ) as a fixed reference. In the latter case, he was 
0 0 

matching a musical IviRP interval against a musical DRP interval. Control 

experiments were performed with a pure tone (period ~ and ~ ) as a 
m o 

matching stimulus. 

The results of individual pitch matchings are represented in Figs 

2 and 3 for wide-band noise (white noise with high-cutoff 2000Hz). 

When the (un)delayed noise is phase inverted, the pitch, DRP_, deviates 

significantly from the pitch, DRP+' for equal polarity of the undelayed 

and delayed noise. In general, two pitches can be perceived, one a 

little higher, the other a little lower than 1/~d (ambiguity of pitch). 

Measured points for narrow-band white noise (third actave with 

center frequency f ) are represented in Fig.4 in normalized farm. Here 
0 

DRP_(•d,f
0

)/DRP+(Td,f
0

) is plottedas a function of n (=f
0
Td), forse-

veral values of f • Note that DRP (~d,f ) is always equal to 1/~d. 
0 + 0 

With good approximation the results can be represented by the fol-

lowing empirical formulas (solid lines): 

The wide-band DRP_values may be related to the narrow-band. DRP values 

by assuming the existence of a dominant speetral region (c.f. Bilsen, 

1970, for MRP). This region is found by equating the two expressions; 

thus, 
f (dominant) = l/(2x0.0008) = 625Hz. 

0 

It is noteworthy that this is approximately the frequency region 

for optimal binaural beats (Licklider et al., 1950). 

Additional experiments with multiple-souree dichotic stimuli (see 

Figs 1, 5 and 6) show that the DRP phenomena are subjectively similar 

and probably involve the same binaural mechanisms as the FP phenomena 

studied by Fourcin (1970). The principal new finding is that pitch can 

be evolved by a single dichotically-presented source. 

3.Conclusions and speculations 

Because DRP signals do not provide the cochleae with speetral in

formation, given the essential independenee of the two cochleae, timing 

information must be used in the creation of a central pattern of neural 

activity from which pitch is extracted. 

Houtsma and Goldstein (1972) have supplied evidence that musical 

pitch of complex tones is mediated by a central processor operatir·~ on 

neural signals derived from those effective stimulus partials that are 
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tonotopivally resolved. Thus, parsimony would require the neural acti~ 

vity pattern pitch is extracted from to resembie a "central spectrum". 

Within the framewerk of binaural mechanisms that effectively add 

the cochlear outputs separately for resolved frequency bands, like those 

postulated by Durlach (1970) and Colburn (1969) in their models for 

binaura1 signal detection, the central spectrum should be a cosine-like 

fLL"lction of frequency for DRP+' or a sine-like function for DRP • 

Campare BMLD patterns for dichotically delayed noise. 

In particular, this can exp1ain the similari ty between the narrovv

band MPx behavior (Bilsen, 1970) and the corresponding DRP behavior as 

expressed by the empirical formulas. 

Consideration of how pitch is extracted from the central spectrum 

leads to questions of place- or time-pattem process , partly, like 

those that arise in manaural pitch (de Boer, 1956; Schouten et al., 

1962; Ritsma, 1970; Whitfie1d, 1970; Bilsen, 1970). 
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VAN DEN BRINK 1 

THE INFLUENCE OF FATIGUE UPON THE PITCH OF PURE TONES AND 
COMPLEX SOUNDS 

G. van den Brink 

Dept. of Biological and Medical Physics, Medical Faculty 
Rotterdam; Lab. for Technical Physics, Technical University 
Delft, The Netherlands 

Introduetion 

Certain kinds of hearing loss are accompanied by pitch changes. 

Even in cases which are not considered to be pathological, 

small irregularities in threshold and equal loudness audio

grams, which are not more than a few decibels, are correlated 

with pitch irregularities (van den Brink, 1969). Not only for 

permanent deafness, but also in cases of temporary hearing los

ses, induced by exposure to a loud sound, are accompanied by 

pitch changes. 

The purpose of the present experiments were to study the in

fluence of a fatiguing signal upon the pitch of pure tones and 

to verify whether earlier findings (Van den Brink, 1971) about 

the link between the pitch of a complex signal and the 

pitches of its separate speetral components are valid also in 

the case of auditory fatigue. 

We can be quite sure about the fact, that a temporary threshold 

shift caused by exposure to loud sounds is due to temporary in

activity of the most sensitive haircells in the organ of Corti. 

The measurement of pitch changes for pure tones and complex 

signals caused by fatigue, therefore, may enable us to decide 

whether the speetral components of residue-like signals {in 

our case harmonie AM signals) interacted already on or befere 

the level of the organ of Corti. 

Experimental set-up and procedure 

The experimental set-up as well as the measuring procedure are 

similar to these applied in earlier experiments on binaural 
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diplacusis (1969 and 1971). Detailed information about the set 

up has been shown befare (1971); only the sequence of stimulus 

presentation is illustrated here in Fig. 1. 

.,.__ 1,6 sec. •'-
1 I 
I I 

fatiguing 
signal 

1,6sec. ~ 

ref. 

I 
I 

I 

ltest (adj> 

~1.2 sec.~moments of dec ision--+! 

Fig. 1. Sequence of stimulus presentation. 

left ear 

right ear 

With intervals of 1.6 sec. a fatiguing sound was presented 

periodically during 1.6 sec. in the subjeet's left ear. During 

the intervals two pairs of sound bursts were presented alter

nately to the two ears in a sequence left - right - left -

right. The duration of each burst was 0.4 sec. They consisted 

either of pure tones or of harmonie AM signals. The fatiguing 

signal was always a pure tone. The after-effect of the fati

guing tone upon the pitch of the left ear signal (ref.) is very 

strong immediately after it is switched off; it decreases 

rapidly at first and more slowly later on. It was verified that 

fatigue was in a steady state after 30 to 45 seconds under our 

circumstances. The effect of fatigue upon pitch was unnoticeable 

after a period of about 10 minutes. The decision whether the 

test signal in the right ear was either equal or not to the 

signal in the left ear was always made at a moment 1.2 sec. 

after the end of the fatiguing signal. The frequency of the 

test signal (right) was carefully adjusted to a pitch that was 

equal to the pitch of the left ear signal at that moment. 

Matchings were made as a function of the frequency of the left 

ear signal. 

Although the effect of diplacusis was always superimposed on 

the effect of fatigue, this binaural matching procedure enabled 

us to campare a fatigued ear with an unfatigued ear. It has 

been verified that the fatiguing signal in the left ear had no 
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influence on pitch in the right ear. 

Results 

In the Figs 2 - 5 the curves indicated with a) represent data 

obtained with pure tones. The relative frequency difference 

fr - f 1 / f 1 as is necessary for equal pitches in both ears is 

plotted as a function of the frequency of the pure tone signal 

in the left ear. The curves indicated with b) result from pitch 

matchings with harmonically amplitude modulated signals. 

The value of A~ = ~ is plotted as a function of g; k = f/g, 

f being the carrier frequency, g being the modulation frequency. 

The modulation depth was 100%. The curves indicated with c) are 

obtained by - rather arbitrarily - calculating the average mat

ching value for the separate speetral components of the AM sig

nal, giving the carrier component f = kg weight 2 and the com

ponents (k - 1)g and (k + 1)g weight 1. We are fully aware of 

the fact that this choice of 1 : 2 : 1 for the weights is 

rather arbitrary indeed. Speetral dominanee as well as combi

nation tones might be taken into account. 

+ 0,0 21""T"-.-.,....,,....,..-.--r--r"-T"""T'"ï 

i +0 ,01 

.AL 0 H--+1--1'\-'lf+-1'--T+-~--1'----t 
f 

-0.01 

-0,02 a 
~~~~~-~-L_.~~ 

SOO 800 1000 1SOO 2000 3000Hz. 

:iO 200 300 400 600 Hz. 

Fig. 2. a, b and c see 

text; k - 5; no fatiguing 

tone ref. and test signal 

60 dB SPL. 

+0,03 

t +0.02 

..!1. +0,01 
f 0 

-0.01 
a 

soo 8001000 1500 2000 3000 Hz. 

+0,03 

t +0.02 
+0,01 

.i!. 0 b f 

0 
c __,... g 

100 150 200 300 400 600Hz. 

Fig. 3. k = 5; fatiguing tone 

700 Hz, 110 dB SPL. ref. and 

test signal 60 dB SPL. 
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The data calculated in this way, however, already show a re

markab agreement with the measured AM data in the case of no 

fatigue, provided that the speetral components of the signal 

are beyond 2000 Hz (1971). A rather severe hearing loss between 

2000 and 3500 Hz in both ears of this subject may be the cause 

of the last restriction. 

The agreement mentioned above is clearly shown in Fig. 2: there 

is a convincing correspondence between the curves b (measured) 

and c (calculated), except in the right part of the curves. 

Other data (1971) show that a lack of correspondence in the 

fine structure exists systematically in all measurements where 

the frequency of the speetral components exceeds 2000 Hz. The 

rough trend in the curves remains, however, also beyond 2000 Hz. 

In the case of fatigue, the same phenomena exist, as is shown 

in Fig. 3. Due to a 700 Hz, 110 dB SPL fatiguing signal there 

is a systematic elevation of the oure tone diplacusis curve. 

Beyond about 900 Hz the test tone in the right ear had to be 

adjusted about 2% higher than without fatigue in order to have 

the same pitch as in the left ear. It is trivial that curve c) 

shows roughly the same elevation beyond 180 Hz, since it is 

calculated from curve a). The measured values for AM signals, 

however, show a simi trend, although the correspondence in 

the fine structure is not present. 

Fig. 4 shows the results of a measurement with k = 6 and the 

same fatiguing signal, whereas Fig. 5 respresents data obtained 

with a fatiguing signal with a frequencv of 1000 Hz, 110 dB SPL 

and k = 5. Also in Figs 4 and 5 the elevation of the measured 

AM curves (b) (compared with the case of no fatigue) is about 

the same as in the calculated curves. In Fig. 5 there even is a 

striking correspondence in the fine structure which, however, 

may be due to a coincidence: There also is a correspondence 

with the fine structure of the pure tone curve. Particularly 

in this case the maxima in the pure tone curve are spaeed such 

along the frequency scale that the f - g and f + g components 

coincide with maxima simultaneously with the carrier component. 
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Fig. 4. k = 6; fatiguing 

tone 700 Hz, 110 dB SPL. 

Accuracv 

VAN DEN BRINK 

+ 0,01 I"'T'"-r--r-....,......---r---..-,.--.-"'T'"'I 

f 
+0,05 

+0,04 

..è1 +0,03 
f 

+0,0 

sin _,, 

5 

eoo 1000 tsoo 2000 JOOOHz. 

+O,OS 

f 
+0.0 

+0,03 

.è! +0,02 
f +0,0 1 

0 

b 

-s 
100 1SO 200 300 400 100Hz. 

Fig. 5. k = 5; fatiguing 

tone 1000 Hz, 110 dB SPL. 

During these measurements the impression grew that the accuracy 

of these matchings was less in the sloping parts than it was for 

frequencies where maxima or minima existed . 

f 
M 

I 

+ 
2<T c•t.l 

• 0.02 

• 0,01 

i) ,I) ll· 
I 

-0.02 

-1.0 
0.5 

0 

1000 

Csin.l f --'!0> 

1200 1.400 1600 1800 2000Hz 

Fig. 6. Top: pure tone 

diplacusis; bottom: two 

times the "standard 

deviation". 
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In the upper part of Fig. 6 a pure tone diplacusis pattern bet

ween 1000 and 2000 Hz is given. This curve was obtained with 11 

matchings per measuring point. The highest two and the lewest 

two of the 11 values were rejected. The measuring points give 

the averages of the median seven values. At the bottorn of this 

figure we plotted the width of the frequency range as deter

mined by these seven values, as an approximation of twice the 

standard deviation. This result confirms that, indeed, the 

measuring accuracy, is systematically depending upon the slope 

of the curve: the less steep the curve, the better the accuracy. 

The differencies, however, are rather small. In this one ex

periment the average value of ais about 0.2%. The earlier des

cribed experiments, however, were carried out more carefully 

than this one, so that the accuracy can be estimated at 0.1 to 

0.2%. 

Conclusions 

As usually is the case, the results of one experiment give in

spiration for at least one following experiment. The results 

so far, show that the effect of fatigue upon pitch is similar 

to the effect of a permanent perception hearing loss. The 

striking correspondence between the fine structure of binaural 

pitch matching curves for AM signals, as existing for unim

paired ears without fatigue, compared with curves calculated 

from pure tone results usually does not exist any more. The 

rough shifts in both curves, however, are similar. The results 

indicate that, in the sequence of processes that occur between 

stimulation at the outer ear with complex sounds and sensation, 

the speetral components of the stimulus are still present as 

such at the place in the system where the cause of fatigue and 

perception deafness is localized i.e. in the organ of Corti. 

The areas in the organ of Corti that correspond with the se

parate speetral components, evidentely, do all play a role in 

the process of perception, and may be ether places, correspon

ding with combination tones, as well~ The described experiments 

do not enable us, to separate and manipulate with ·the separate 

components. Further experiments will be carried out with syn

thesized harmonie three and two component signals, such, that 
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amplitudes and phases of the components can be varied mutually 

independently with monotic as well as dichotic stirnulation. 
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DUIFHUIS 

PERIPRERAL ASPECTS OF NON-SIMULTANEDUS MASKING 

Hendrikus Duifhuis 

Institute for Perception Research, Eindhoven, Holland 

1. Introduetion 

As long as masking is considered phenomenologically as the 

threshold increment of a sound due to the presence of another 

(masking) sound (part 2 of the A.S.A. 1960 definition), the 

investigator of masking is nat likely to gain much insight in 

the function of the hearing organ. For that purpose it is ne

cessary to trace and to locate the mechanisms underlying th~ 

masking phenomenon. From literature data it appears that at 

different levels in the hearing organ contributions must arise 

to psychoacoustically measurable masking. The existence of 

dichotic masking implies that a central component is involved. 

The fact that (non-'remote 9 ) monotic masking is more promi

nent, on the other hand, suggests that peripheral contribu

tions are nat negligible. The picture is made still more com

plex by the finding that in non-simultaneous (forward) masking 

several components can be distinguished having different time 

constants (cf, e.g., Botsford 1971). 

In this paper we will restriet ourselves to the peripheral 

aspects of non-simultaneous masking that are related to the 

peripheral auditory frequency analysis. Two arguments for 

this restrietion are: (1) our knowledge of the function of 

peripheral auditory processing might be practicable, especial

ly regarding peripheral frequency analysis, less is known, 

however, about central processing, and (2) we have the feeling 

that the peripheral aspect is aften underestimated, especial

ly so in non-simultaneous masking. 

In simultaneous masking the similarity between pure-tone 
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(or narrow-band) masking curve and tuning curve (as determined 

for several mammals) strongly suggest the cochlear frequency 

analysis as a common underlying mechanism. (In this paper we 

will use the term cochlear frequency analysis avoiding the 

question whether this is mainly brought about by basilar mem

brane motion, or that some mechanical or neural "sharpening" 

within the cochlea plays a significant part). From the two 

curves mentioned above at any rate the tuning curve provides 

a measure of the peripheral auditory frequency selectivity. 

The high selectivity observed must be of relevanee to non-si

multaneous masking, as it will produce a not negligible stret

ching in time, especially at short signals. The stretching 

causes responses to stimuli, originally separated in time, to 

overlap. Therefore is it desirabie to consicter critically the 

statement that backward masking is attributable to time depen

dent properties of the auditory nervous system (e.g., Jeffress, 

1970). 

2. Experiments on backward masking 

In the literature several experiments have been described 

in which backward masking was determined for a number of dif

ferent acoustical stimuli. The masking effect appears to de

pend on stimulus parameters such as speetral and time-composi

tion, and masker intensity. We will restriet ourselves to ex

periments in which the duration T of the masked sound 
p 

(probe P) is relatively short and in which further the spec-

trum of the masker M encloses that of P. 

As regards the speetral composition of M and P three main 

categories can be distinguished: 

A. P narrow-band and M narrow-band (centre frequencies f and 
p 

fM) 

B. P narrow-band and M broad-band (centre frequency f ) 
p 

C. P b~oad-band and M broad-band. 

Thus categorized, a number of references to the literature 

are given in Tabla I. 

For a quantitative comparison of the data we would start 

from the following mannar of the data presentation. In catego

ry A we take as distance -ót, the interval between P-onset and 

M-onset. In group B we use the interval between the middle of 
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P and M-onset. Under that condition measurements wlth diffe-

rent probe duration ( ) are well comparable, and in B4 maxi-

mal masking was obtained at ~t=O (Fig. 1). For the dependent 

variable, the amount of masking, 

Al 

B 1,2,3,5 

84 

c 1,2,3,4 

C5 

PROSE MASKER 

-Al t~ 

~~-·..LI __ ___._ \ __ ,.,. 

most authors give the threshold 

increment of P. Others, however, 

give the threshold related to some 

reference level. In most cases 

practically all backward masking 

occurs for -~ t < 10 ms. Therefore, 

for the threshold Lp to be presen

ted in the diagrams we choose the 

threshold at - ~ t = 10 ms as a 

reference. In Fig. 2 to Fig. 5 a 

number of literature data are com

pared with each other. The data 

of C6 (subj. SJM, 70 dB SPL) fit 

time the d.rawn line of Fig. 3 closely. 

lp 

Fig. 1. Definition of 
~t in different stimu
li. 

dB M, dBSl 
30 Al à Milter ó7 

84. Duifhuis 50 

20 • 

10 

0 

-10 m1 
15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 

Al 

Fig. 2. Backward and for
ward masking for periadie 
short tonal signals (Al) 
compared with masking of 
a periadie pulse on a pe
riodic tone (B4). 
Repetition frequency 50 Hz, 
fp = 1 kHz. 

For further details concerning the 

various measuring procedures the 

reader is referred to the original 

articles. 

dB 
Tp.ms 40 M,dBSPl 

"" 5 
61 .. 10 Pickett 70 

lp 30 92 ° • 
5 

10 
Elliott 70 

95 0 Gruber 75 

20 es x Wilson 70 

10 

0 

-10 

-20 ms 
-30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 - at 

Fig. J. Backward masking in 
case of a long noise masker 
and a short probe (tonal in 
B1, B2, and B5, and a click 
in C 5). 
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dB 
50 

84 Duifhuis 

Lp fp' • 1 kHz 

I :: 
+ 2 kHz 

dB • M, dB SL 
50 i\ Cl • Chistovitch 63 

C2 Á Raab 70 

Lp 40 
C3 :1 Babkoff 63 
C4 + Ronken 55 

30 . +x\ 
20 

10 

20 + 1~ 
10 

+ ~ Á 

• 
0 0 + 

-10 ms -10 ms 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 

-~· 

Fig. 4. Masking of a peria
die pulse on a periadie 
short tone. 

Fig. 5. Backward and forward 
masking for short clicks. 

Repetition frequency 25 Hz 
for fp = 1 kHz, and 50 Hz 
for f = 2 kHz. The measu
red tRreshold is that of 
the part-tone f • p 

3. Discussion 

In the discussion on our experiment B4 (Duifhuis 1971, 

1972), of which some results are depictid in Fig. 2 and 

Fig. 4 it was concluded that the observed threshold increment 

is due to cochlear interaction of P and M. The threshold in-

erement for L'lt < 0, however, can also be considered to be 

backward masking and as such be compared with other litera

ture data. A great similarity is immediately seen, which also 

holds quantitatively if the masker level is taken into ac

count. 

The major part of backward masking occurs within approx. 

10 ms (in Fig. 3 perhaps 20 ms). The maximum backward masking 

at L'lt = 0, depends on the intensity of M, but apparently also 

on the composition of P. In C1 up to c4(Fig. 5) the composi

tion of M equals that of P, so that the masking at L'lt = 0 can 

be derived directly from the DL in loudness. 

(Table I continued) 

5. T is the decay time of the click. 

6. The stimuli were presented in a continuous low-level mas

king noise background (2dB spectrum level). 
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Generally, the masking is a few deelbles below the sensation 

level of M. If P and M are not equally composed, the masking 

level at ~t = 0 is generally somewhat lower. 

The observed quantitative similarity leads to the follow

ing postulate: 

Postulate 1: Backward masking has a dominant short term com

ponent which is brought about by temporal overlap of cochlear 

(filter) responses. 

In further support of this postulate the following argu

ments are put forward. Measurements of Elliott (1962b) showed 

that with the increase of fp (0.5, 1, and 4 kHz, respectivel~ 

backward masking extended over a shorter interval. This is in 

agreement with our own results (e.g., Fig. 4) and is inter

preted as being in agreement with the assumption that the 

relative bandwidth along the cochlear partition is in first 

approximation constant. This implies that rise times and de

cay times of the cochlear filters decrease with increasing 

frequency, so that with increasing frequency the overlap of 

responses diminishes. The trend signalized here is also found 

with the comparison of B1 and B2 with B5 in Fig J. The mas

king as function of ~t is smoother at fp = 0.5 kHz that at 

fp = 1 kHz (B5, and B1, B2, respectively). Recently Patterson 

(1971) confirmed this findingfora single value of àt. 

(Further experiments on this topic are under study, some re

sults of which are likely to be presentedat the symposium). 

As the response time of the (cochlear) filter is approx. in

versely proportional to the bandwidth, which is approx. pro

portional to the tuning frequency, it appears to be more 

convenient to express àt in the dimensionless quantity à k' 

so that àk = f:.t.fp. (cf. Duifhuis, 1971) • The two curves 

o:f F'i g. 4 then almost coincide. A further argument is provid-

ed by the effect of phase on the masking level as was estab

lish.?rJ in Duifhuis (1971, 1972 Sec. 4.J). A wavefarm inter

action prediets such an influence of phase. This could not 

be verified in most of the other (other than B4) experiments, 

because there the phases of P and M are not related in a 

well-defined way. 

The data from category C, where Pas well as Mare braad

band, are more difficult to describe quantitatively with the 
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proposed postulate. The neat time de~inition in the acoustic 

stimulus is done away with by the complexity o~ the time pat

terns arising over the whole cochlear partition. There~ore, 

in ~act these stimuli are not very suitable ~or the investi

gation o~ the mechanisms underlying non-simultaneous masking. 

In category A and B it can be made plausible that the probe 

P because o~ its restricted bandwidth scans the response o~ 

the cochlear partit.ion at the place which is maximally sen

sitive to ~p· With broad-band stimuli, however, interaction 

occurs over the entire cochlear partition, I~ apically two 

responses already overlap almost completely, they can still 

be separated at the base. There~ore, the high-~requency com

ponents determine to a considerable extent the listener's 

capability o~ separating P and M in time. From Fig. 5 it can 

be seen that in C1 up to C4 backward masking comes almost 

completely about wlthin 5 ms. On the basis o~ the suggestion 

that high-~requency components are relevant, the shortening 

o:f the interval over- which backward masking extends i~ com

pared to the results in category B, was to be expected. This 

shortening applies to a less extent to C5 and C6. The di~

~erent character o~ M in experiments Cl up to C4 compared 

with C5 and C6 causes the results to be not simply comparable. 

It is recommended to veri~y whether this dissimilarity results 

in such a perceptive dt~~erence that di~~erent threshold cri

teria are used. 

For a :further veri~ication o~ postulate 1 we there~ore 

expect more :from measurements with a coherent masker (e.g., 

pulse) than ~rom measurements with a noise masker. In order 

to check the dependenee on ~requency one can, besides uti

lizing a tone burst ~or P, either imbed signals o~ the type 

C1 to C4 in noise (band-stop ~iltered) or send them through 

a band-pass ~ilter. The use o~ a perioctic masker can provide 

an advantage with regard to the elimination o~ adaptation 

e~~ects. 

Postulate 1 implies another postulate, since the cochlear 

overlap o:f originally separated time patterns works two ways. 

There~ore, ~orward masking can also be attributed, at least 

partly, to the cochlear ~ilter mechanism. 
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Postulate 2: In forward masking two components are to be dis

tinguished. The first is concerned with the effect of cochlear 

interaction, which extends over approx. 20 ms and which des

cribes the major amount of short-term forward masking. The 

other component can be described with an exponentially de

creasing threshold having a time constant of the order of 

magnitude of 75 ms. 

The argumentation regarding the cochlear interaction ment

ioned in the postulate, is analogous to that for backward 

masking. As for the second component of forward masking, the 

following is remarked. Generally, forward masking, like T.T. S., 

is presented as a threshold increment which as a function of 

the logarithm of time decreases linearly. This description en

counters objections for the limit values of At. Botsford 

(1971) showed for T.T.S. that a description of such a trend 

with two exponentially decreasing factors also covers the 

data reasonably well. Such a mechanism is only then more 

plausible than a description with a logarithmic At, if it is 

assumed that the auditory system treats amplitudes logarith

mically. Fig. 6 shows that the threshold increment (in dB on 

a log scale) for intervals greater than approx. 20 ms can be 

reasonably well described with a time constant T ct75 ms 

(exp-t/T ). The presented data are from Zwlslocki et al.0959~ 

Stein (1960), and Plomp (1964), Gruber and Boerger (1971), a 

and Wilson and Carhart (1971). The deviation from the expon

ential trend occurs in the region where cochlear interaction 

is to be expected (At> 20 ms). It should be noticed that these 

deviations are somewhat compressed on the logarithmic dB

scale. 

In conclusion we would remark that apparently a signifi

cant amount of backward masking, as well as a portion of for

ward masking can be attributed to filter properties of the 

peripheral ear. The proposed postulates are based on a rela

tively high estimate of the peripheral frequency resolving 

power, which is supported by other experiments, but which 

deserves further confirmation. We will nat exclude the possi

bility of a comparable masking effect at a higher neural le

vel, but we believe that in short-term backward masking this 

is of secondary importance. 
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Fig. 6. Forward masking. The lines reprasent a time 
constant of 75 ms. Significant deviations occur at 
6 t < 20 ms. For details concerning the different ex

perimental procedures the reader is referred to the 
original papers. The indicated parameter is the mas
ker level. 

A further verification of the proposed postulates, deser

ves attention. For this, new data on the cochlear frequency 

resolving power wlll be of the highest importance. 
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IPO EINDHOVEN HOLLAND 22/2) JUNE 

DOES FREüUENCY SHARP:C~ITilG OCCUR IN THE COCHLEA? 

E. F. EVAI\:3 

EV.til~ 

DEPI'. OF COW.IDNICA'rrm;, UNIVERSITY 01<, KEELE, STAFFS, U.K. 

1 

The first successful recording from individual cochlear nerve fibres 
was by Tasaki ( 195l+-) in the anaesthetized guinea pig. His classica! 
frequency response curve, for a fibre subserving the characteristic 
frequency of 7 kHz, resembled sufficiently the broadly tuned "resonance 
curve" of the basil!J.r membrane for the conclusion to be drawn th1.t the 
neural frequency response function rnerely reflected the mechanica! 
response of the basilar ~ernbrane. On the other hand, data subsequently 
obtained from the cat·cochlear nerve, notably by Kian~ and colleagues 
(1965,1967), but confirmed by others (e.g. Simmens and Linehan 1968, 
ae Boer 1969; Evans et al 1970, 1971 ) , indic!lte the cat neural frequency 
resnonse to be substqntially narrower. 

The pres.;nt experiments were designed to investigate possible species 
differences between c<tt and guinea pig, and to make a detailed comparison 
botween the frequency response of single cochlear fibres in the guinea pig 
and the available mechanica! data in the same species from the measure
ments of von Békésy (1944) ~~ Johnstone and colleagues (e.g. 1970). 

Using ultrafine micropipettes, recordinga were made from several 
hundred single cochlear nerve fibres in the pentobarbitone anaesthetized 
guinea pig. The fibres were positively identified on grounds of latency, 
spike polarity, and histology. Stimuli were delivered in a closed system 
and stimulus levels monitored at the tympanie membrane. Frequency 
threshold curves (FTC s) were determined in the classica! way usin~ visual 
and aural criteria of 'threshold' of responsetoa 100 msec tone (with 
5 msec rise and fal1 times) occurring 4/ sec, and by a frequency sweep 
method. They were corrected to threshold dB SPL at the tympanie membrane 
in the closed bulla condition. 

The minimum thresholds of the fibres approached within 10-20 dB of 
the behavioural threshold reported in the literature (e.g. Heffner et al 
1971 ). Exceptions to this were a few high frequency fibres and fibres 
from preparations vihere there was evidence of malfunction of the cochlea 
either from abnormally low perfusion or local damage. Their thresholds 
were over 70 dB SPL. Data from these fibres are shown with open symbols 
in Figs. 3 ff. With these fibres excepted, the range of thresholds at a 
given frequency in any one animal was less than 20 dB. 

The great majority of frequency threshold curves obtained resembled 
those for the cat (Fig. 1; cf. Fig. 1b of Kiang et al, 1967). Thus, these 
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curves are sharply tuned and asymmetrical (on a logarithmic frequency 
scRle) for fibres above 2 kHz, and progressively less sharp and less 
asymmetrical for fibres of lower characteristic frequencies (CF). The 
lower frequency fibres also show a curieus inflexion on the high frequency 
cut-offs. All these curves are substantially sharper than the corres~ond
ing frequency response functions derived for the basilar membrane by von 
B~k~sy (1944) and Johnstone and colleagues (1970). About 20~ of the fibres, 
horrever, had ancrnaleus frequency response properties Vic. 2). Hearly all 
of these were the high threshold fibres obtained from abnormal cochleas 
as described above. The FTCs of these units resembled the mecl:anical 
frequency response functions. 

120 
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m 

\ ::g 
\ 
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::::::::::::······ ... ../························-······························ ..... : 
···· ... ::::::::::•-::-: ..................... .... 

0·1 10 50 
Tone frequency (kHz) 

Fig. 1. Frequency threshold curves of 8 cochlear nerve fibres from 6 
guinea pigs, in dB SPL at the tympanie membrane. Lower dotted curves: 
analegeus measurements of vibration amplitude of the guinea pig basilar 
membrane by von B~k~ay ( < 1 kHz) and Johnstone et a.l (curve at 18 kHz). 
The machanical curves have been corrected to relate to sound nressure at 
the tympanie membrane in the closed bulla condition and are p~sitioned 
arbitrarily on the intensity scale. 
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",he slopcs of the low 111d high-frequency cut-offs of the portion of 
the l'''!'Cs within 5 and ?5 dB of threshold are shown in Fics. 3 and 4-
resp~':cti vely. :ii'ibres denoted by oren symbols are from the abnormally hir~h 
thr"lE"ilOld popul :tion. r~he ccchlear nerve low frequency cut-of'fs were 
stAeper than the correspona"ing mechanical measures by factors of between 
2-12 for fibres \lith CF below 2 kHz, and 6-36 for fibres above 2 kHz. 
Correspondine; ratios for the high frequency cut-offs were: 0.5-3 for f'ibres 
below 2 kiiz .' and 1-7 for fibres with CF above 2 kHz. The slopes of t!1e 
hit~h frequency cut-offs represent the minimum values, for they incre::L::;e 
nith stimnlus level, to over 1000 dB/octave in some cases. 

The rel'ltive sharpness of each f,Uinea pig FTC was measured as the 
"~1 OriB'' valw, namely the ra.tio of characteristic frequency to the b:".ncl
vr.i.clth at 10 dB 8.bove tlu·e:-holr1 (li'ig. 5). The neura.l banr'l.widths vrere thw;. 
nA.rro.rer tha:l the corre~monding bqsilar membrane values by factors of 
bet<reen 3-10 and 1.3-5, f'or îTbres .rith CF above a.nd below 2 kiiz 
rcspectively. 
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COCHiillil.R :m.1lliPENING 5 

These results are quantitatively in agreement with similar mea.sures 
for cat cochlear nerve fibres (Evans & -~'/ilson, 1971), except for a greil.ter 
spread of data and the hi,:';h threshold anomalous fibres found in the [Uinea 
pi,'-'. 

This, then, brinr:s the guinea pig in line vdth tho consistent body 
of ,1:J:t;a on the frequency response of the cat (e.g. Y.l.ang et al 1965; 1967; 
1:2tsuki et al 1958; Simrnons and Linehan 1968; de Boer 1969; Evans & 
iiilson 1971 ) • The neural meas11res are consistently narrower than the 
correspondinc: values for the basilar membrane response of the e:uinea pie;. 
At intermediate frequencies (3-10kHz), this difference between the neural 
and mechanical 'tunin,::' apnroaches an order of magnitude. Unfortunately, 
no actual measurements of the guinea pig basilar membrane motion exist at 
regions corresnonding to these intermediate frequencies, and the above 
oemparisons h·we been rn.11.de by interpointion between the low frequency data 
of von Bèkèsy a."'ld the high frequP.ncy data of Johnstone and collea~·ues. 
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CiJCIILEAR SHARPETITIIG-

'I'he question therefore ~i::>es whether the r.1ecrvmical data are in 
error or whether the internolr1tion is unjuP.tif:icd. 'i"'hiR question !ns 
recei ved adoed force fro;n recent measurements by Rhoc1e ( 1971 ) at a poin~ 
in the sguirrel mnnk.-:y cochlea subservinc frequenciec of a bout 7 kLz • 

6 

. ihile Rhorle nublished slope values in substanti<ü ar:ree:rrcmt >Tith the 
findinr;s of Johnstone et ~1 (1970), he founcl signific1.nt non-linear:i.t:i.c:s. 
These are such that if a constant amplitude criterion is used for con
structinr; n frequency rcsfJonse function from Rhode' s d-1.b., i:hc:n this 
function has cut-off slop"s and bandwidth approachint: thosc ::1easurer! in 
cochJ.ea.r nerves of comp~.rable ·:::F. However, the fact th:1.t this deriv'1tion 
depenas upon a non-lineari ty specifically .!:!2.1 f0tmd by von rillkbsy or by 
,T olm~ tone and colleagues, or by 'dil ~on and ,J ohns tone ( this s::nn;oo si um), 
makes it difficult to interpret. 

Another nossible explan~.tion for the app1.rec1t di:~crep':;c~; l)etvreen 
the neural and mecivmicnl frequency re::.ponse functions wns 13U:'.~ested by 
I-Iux1ey ( 19G9). He que:;tioned v;hether the sursica.l mxm:i.nn- of thc coc:J.c"t 
neressary to carry out the direct ":ee>.::mre·:te:-:.ts of the bn.::>il ··u:' JPmhr'l.re 
,.,of:jcn conlel éi stro" 3. hi[!'h r'le.,.ree of rcscnrtncr, in t:'w 'CJ<;c''"n'ci"..J cl·''Y·:~ts. 

"'11} .. ,_, '·' 
Thi~ sun:esti~n; mecifica1ly lookcéi at in A. secend seri·:s of' e:::nf:ri· :on+- s 
(Bvans 1970). .:re, rer-oréiin0s m;re mr>de fr0m sin<>;le cochlo··.r fibr0s i.n 
thr; ,·;uinea :pic, as above, but :U'ter the scala t~,·mp:1ni :,-vJ. been snr,·;i0:1ll .. 
opcned over nearly half the first (b!lsal) turn. .Jic:;. t) sl1o·;r0 freqlJf•nc::_,• 
threshold curves obtained from a nU;:!l>er of fibres in on!.è :,ninr:·a pir· ï.fter 
making an exposure of the lJasil::~.r r::er1brane n.nü drainine: t.hc nerilyrJnh 
from tl1e scal'l tynpani, ns indicJ.tcd. T1w cnrves do not r1iffer s:;rstennt
ically fron tho;~e obtained from inta.c.t cccl·J,:jas. ',"~··:·:,r "'rr:o ;~till [nliJ

::;·':;anti•ül~r sh" r:;cr th1.n tl'e mechanicA.l. 'i1C.<tsnre·.J,c,nf::'. of .T<>h!1::;tone n.nd 
colle-,.:~ues (lo··rer ào+:ted CT!rvr). 

:~xpcrimnnts on sinr;1e cochlcar fibres in t.hn C'lt inclic.s.te t.l·"t the 
a:o:o:=trent diffcrence in sharpness of frer!llE':nc.'r r8S''Ol1.3f) 1v:,t·men i:Jw 
moch.J.nicaJ and neur."!.l el"mt:mts of the cocl•l_ea :i' •lo'~-. dne t0 ncn-lincar 
slnrpr:ninp; r1oclvmis::ts (de Dor:r, 1 9:,9: ;~vans, il o ~' ~'~nb0rr,. ar'.~: til ~wn 1 970 · 
Lvan:> ancl .iilson 1971\ OY' te l'l.ter1.l :i.nhibition C~>.r,~.n:::., .iin::;.~n~•t:T-'" .'1.nd 
·Jilson, 1971; Jils(Jn and .l~va.ns, 1:?71 ). The c0cY·lr.o:l ~nneo..~s t--) P~J :3..~: ~; 
s imr' ;; linr-,.r fi l -t;P.,... 

Tbr> s~.rrml -:::'lt: crncl ns~ (\n'3 to lY" élrmvn fr0:r: tJ~-,r;r'! consirl~~rati 0n~ n.ro 
either (a) th::o+ the r:1easurements of the h<tsi1:-tr m":::tbrnne rcs:,onses :.re 
still r:ross1y in error: (b) t!nt. the r11oti0n :;f tl:e basil".r '~e:nbra:ne (1n""' 
not represent the effective :nechr>.nic'3.l ir>;)ut to the hai:c ~ell trn.nP
ductio~ system, i)l' that (c) the broAcl1y b.med linear basi.l·,.r ;:le:n·llr.ane 
filter is followec1 by ':1. secor:l more shar-ol:' tuned f'ilter. 'L'he :-.rest:"~: 
e:q>Primen+s ano tl-Jose reported by '.lilson anél .• Tohnstone (thi~ s~'rT[los:Lu:") 
sup'lort the l8.st r.'lr:;c;estion. i\ consistent findin~ in ou:- ::1P:::tsurer:1ent.~; 

in the cat cochlcar nerve (e.r,. Evans and ',ï~l_son 1971) ili1d in thc: prf!::wnt 
stud:r in the c:uinea pig, is the wide rance of 1 tunin,";' 1Jl'OIJcrties a~· :L"lY 

r:iven chrtr·,cteristic frequency. This tore,ether vr:i tl1 the f:i.,,din;: in +.:'1e 
guinea pig of brondly tune cl f-i bres fro:n pn.tholocical cochleas, offers 
circum.sto.ntirtl evid8nce for the exi::;tence of a second filter .i'lose :3}-,qrr 
tuninc in physiolc,~ically vulnerable. 
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tlu!!;o Fastl 

t''A STL 

Ins ti tut für E 13k troaku~ tik der T.U. Miinchen, Garmany 

1. Introduetion 

h•~sults of threshold measurements suggest a selectivity of 

the ear which is an order of magnitude ~reater than tnat of 

"resonance curves" of the basilar membrane displacemenL. 

1 

F'rorr exneri111ents of Scholl (1·)62) and Elliott (1167) it has 

been concluded that the ear's sel·3ctivit..v might increèlse 

with time after the be~inning of the stimulation. lf this 

hvoothesis is correct, the masking contour produced bv a 

short narrow hand masker should be much braader thar1 the 

masking contour of a lon!l; 111asker. In order to test this ore

rliction, the following simultaneous and forward maskinu; expe

riments were performed. 

2. Simultaneous Masking 

The masking contour of a critica.! band \\Ïde noise (masker) 

centeredat 1,ti5 kHz was measured witn tonal signals by the 

methad of tracking. f•îve sub.jects \.\'Î ttl normal hearing and 

psvchoacoustical experience particinated. The presentation 

was manaurally through a free-field correction network over 

an earphone (B~YSR DI 48). 

In F'ig. 1 t !le das he(1 line i ndi ca tes t he rnaski m~ con tour for 

a continuous masker (SPL 70 dR) and 500 ms sig;nal duration, 

i.e. stearlv state condition. The dash-dotted curve reoreser1ts 

the corresponding displacement of the basilar membrane; the 

~reat difference in selectivitv is clearlv visible. 
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(SPL 70 rm) centererf at 12,3 Bark (hatched area). Sl'L
8 

of 

sig:nal is ::1;i.ven as function of i.ts critical band rate z and 

fre 1uency f ~, respec ti vely. F'or con tinuous masker, the maski.ng 

contour corr~sponrls to the dashed curve (siu:nal duration 

T = SOO ms) and the filled trianQ;les (I' = lU rr.s), respecti-s ~ s 
vely. i'or 10 ms masker duration ( Ts = 10 m~) the open circles 

rcpresent the central values with interquartile ranges. ihe 

rlash-rlotted li.ne indicates the selectivitv of the hasilar 

memhrane rtisolacement. 

~hen the signal rluration Ts Kas rerluced from 500 ms to 10 ms 

(masker still conti.nuous), the rcsultiug n•askinu; contour is 

n;iven by the fillerl triFtn~les. Compari.son with the r1as!H~rl 

U ne shows that the whole masking contour seems to t>e ~Jhiftcd 
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upwarrl bv a hout 1 o dB. The symbo ls in .Fi.u;. 1 repres cm t U Je 

central value of at least 100 threshold determinations, tlw 

llars inflicate the interquartile ran!.!;es. 

F'or a :t;atcrl masker with :2._10 ms duration, 500 ms silent int.er

Vèll anrl 10 ms sig;nal duration, the results are 1uite similar 

to t.hose representerl Iw the filled triangles •. ~i~nal and 

mask~r starting simultaneouslv, were switched on and oft 

Gaussüm shaned ancl fed throul.!;h thircl octave band filters to 

avoiel speetral effects. 

fhe open circles in fîg;. 1 st1ow the mask.ing; contour for u 

rlun.ttion as sflOrt as 10 ms tor si!!,'nYl and masker. \\e find 

alrrost no diffcrence between open and fillecl svmbols, i.·~. 

tor s:wrt (IC) n's) as well a.s for' coutinuous rr1asker.s, tt1e same 

iorn1 of the rnaskin~ contour can be observed. 'fhus, our simul

tmH~Otl.S na ski ng; experiment. in di ca t es t ila t no increase of t he 

selectivitv durine; stimulation bv the masker takes place. 

Green (l:Jfd) llad observed that the threshold at Lhe 

:·dopes '"as up to 40 dH hi12;ller for a ~ated ll'asker thau for a 

coutinuous fl1asker. lu our exp·~riment, the dii'ference lJet\\Cen 

g:ated and continuous thresholrl (filled and open svr11bols in 

f'i~. 1) was onlv few "13. l'ilis strikin2: discrepancy lias t.o lle 

~xnlained. 

As mention8~ abov~, in our measurements the masker was 

S\d te her! on and off \d t11 a Gaussian st1aned si ~nal. ln lireen' s 

experin1ent, the masker S\d tctling signal ''as shapçd rectanu;u

larlv. The consetu:mces of this mettwdical diiï·~rence snall 

be di scussed bv means of tî g;. 2. 

The unper part of Fig. 2 shows the selectivitv of the ear as 

rr easured in tt1reshol rl experim en ts ( t hin li nes) in campari son 

with the spectra of different shaped 10 ms tone impulses at 

2 kHz (thick lines). The thick solid line represents ttw 

speetral pattern of a third octave lland filter; the dasned, 

dot t ed and dnsh-clot t ed lines gi ve t he spec tral pat ter·u::. of 

rectan~ularlv, tranezoidally and Gaussian shaped 10 ms imnul

ses, respectively. The corresponding time-functions are shown 

in the lower part of Fig. 2. 
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Fie;. 2 \laskin!!; (thin solid lifl•_!S) of tonal 6i~nals by 

narrow band maskers \d th different c~nter fre tuencv f . l"h8 c 
masked thres•wld LTh is slwwn as a function of fre·tu~ncv t 

Rnd critica! tn:wrl rate z, t'e:specti\elv. rrtJ inr!jcate"' 

t!lresholrl in tuiet. i"or comparison speetral P:!tLerns (ttlick 

lines) are stwvvn producer! bv ;: tnird octave twnrl lilL:~r· 

(soUd) and hv sin•de 2 kil~ tone irr.Pulses \dth r~ct<lll:?;UI:c;r 

(dashed), tr~'nezoidal (dott<..:rl) anrJ Gm1ssicm (rlash-dotterl) 

shane (see lower rart of fi~ure). 

lt can easilv heseen in f•"i!!;. 2 thnt soectral effects plny an 

i w nor t a n t r o 1 e i n t efl" nor a l ""as k i n!.!; ex per i n' cm t s • Care ha s t o 

he taken that the short ti!'1e sneetra of mäsker anrl signa!, 

resnectivelv, rlo not exceerl thethin lines in l'ii!,. 2, nhich 

reoresent the ear's selectivitv in a steadv state coudition. 

In another ~aoer ( Zwicker and fastl, 1~72) it will be demon

straled in detail that for t11e diffcrences lJet\\een Green'::; 

and our results mainlv lhe speetral effect is respousit>le. 

Thus, we tested our ap11rehension that tttere mil!,;tlL lJe 110 

increase of the ear's selectivitv by some for\\arct mash.lH!!. 
experiwents. 
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,, . For\\ard \in ski ng; 

Two exncrienced observers measurerl the thresholrl of 3 ms 

t ona I si e:na 1 s maskert bv a sinuso i (~al masker wi th a fre.JUCdC v 

of 2 kHz nnr! durations of 200, 30, 10 and 5 ms, respectivelv. 

The SPL of the maskin~ tone was 80 riB. Again, signal and 

masker were swi tc~lCrl on and off Gauss i an shaped and fed 

throue;h ttli rrt oe tave band fi 1 t ers. The time pat tern of t he 

stiwulus presentation is given in the upper part of ~1g. 3. 

with without signa! with without 

~t~~s ~~soa~- ~ms ~ 
30ms 10ms Sms 

l 
SPLs 

1.6 2 kHz 3,4 1,6 2 kHz 3,4 1,6 2 kHz 3,4 1.6 2 kHz 3.4 

ts---

Fig.3 Forward wasking contours of 5 ms signals as function 

of masker duration TM. 

nate, signal frequencv 

SPL of signa! is given on the orrlis 
f on the abszissa. The masker is s 

represented bv a 2 kHz tone with tsO dB SPL, the time-rlelav 

td between masker- and signai-offset is parameter. The signal 

occurs onlv after each second masker imnuls. 

lf a sharpening; of the masking contour during stiwulation 

takes nlace, i t should become broarler wi th necr·easing masker 

duration, at least for short delav times. 
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fhe lo~er nart of Fi~. 3 shows so~ewhat simnlifi~rl mas~in~ 

natterns, corresnon~in~ to the maskin~ con~itions mentionerl 

above. The ~el11v-time td between masker offset anct si~nal 

offset is the param~ter (at td = 0 ms sig;nal anrl masker end 

sirrultaneouslv). 

F'or forward maskine;, Fig. 3 inrlicates that the maskin:_; 

naltern remains nearly constant for all masker rlurntiou.s. 

Perhans thc slones are even steeper for short rrasker dura

tions. Thus, the result of this exneriment su~gests also 

that there is no increasc of the selectivity of the rnaskin!l,' 

contour rlnring sUmulation. 

\) 

In a compHrable experiment, Elliott (ll67) came to sorr·e\\tlat 

r1iffercnt results, whict1 have been int~rpreterl RS an increase 

of the ear' s selectivi tv \\ith time. Si nee t~lliott used trane

zoirlallv sllanerl signnls nnd maskers, we can conclurle frorr 

l''il;. 2 (rlotterl lin~) that speetral effects were involverl, 

esneciallv at the low fremencv sJope of the masker. 

4. n]scussion 

The experiments on simultaneous and fonutrrl maskine; at s•wrt 

masker rlurRtions sue;gest that no timc-rlepenrlant snarnenin~ 

~ecllanism is involved i11 tne great selectivitv of the aurli

tory svsterr. Measurements of single fibre responses as well 

as exneriments wi tl1 the cubic rli fierenee tone support trd s 

conclusion. ln order to test tnis conclllsion further, experi

ments on back~\ard maskin12; are in progress. 
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PITCH AND POWER SPECTRA OF SHORT TONE PULSES 

Leo M. Grobben 

E.N.T. Dept., State University Utrecht Netherlands. 

A. THE PITCH OF SHORT TONES 

Discrimination of pitch of short tone pulses has been studied by 

many workers (1-10). Depending upon methods of experimentation dif

ferent values have been found for the frequency difference limen (D.L.) 

All the authors, however, demonstrated that the D.L. even under diffe

rent definitions increases with decreasing duration. Gabor ( 5 ) de

veloped a theoretical methad of signal representation in which bath 

time and frequency dependenee are considered; he used experimental 

work of others ( 12, 13 ) to "prove" his concept in a not very con

vincing way. Many comments ( 6,9,10,11 ) on this approach stated that 

some aspects of Gabor's work were not quite clear and JUstified. 

One of the most important criticisme is the remark , that Gabor's the

ory is only valid for a linear system, which does not apply for the 

hearing organ ( 3,14 ). 

Recently Ronken ( 10 ) investigated again the time ( 6 t ) bandwidth 

(~ f) constraint by oomparing pitch discrimination of short tone 

pulses, with different envelopes but with the same carrier frequendes 

( 1000 Hz ) and the same bandwidth. At first sight he found very dif

ferent values of the /l f .,4 t product, which, however, got much more 

alike when he used a more sui table At defini tion basecl on a signal 

to noise ratio concept. 

Ex:periments 

With a metbod earlier described ( 15 ) we determined pitch dis

crimination of tone pulses as a function of time duration for both 
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square and gaussian envelope of the pulse. Two normal hearing sub

jects, ( D.V. and L.G.) and onè severely perceptive hard of hea

ring, (A.B.), all of them trained in this kind of psychoacoustic mea

surements, had to match the pitch of a tone pulse p witQ variable car

rier frequency with the pitch of a raferenee tone r. In the block di~ 

gram ( figure 1 ) the scheme of the~paratus used is represented. 

The normal hearing subjecte listehed with condensor telephone recei

vers and the hard of hearing subject with headphones because of lack 

of output of the former. The sound level was 40 phones. Both p and r 

were listened to in binaural presentation. 

Figure 2 shows some of the results: the standard deviation Óf of 25 

matchings as a function of the number n of periods of the pulse. In 

the case of the square envelope (start ànd stop phase always beingO) 

the number of cycles ia unmistakable. In the case of the gaussian en

velope this number is derived from the tone definition as described 

in figure 6. 

The most interesting part of the graphs in figure 2 is their midpor

tion where 6 f decreases wi th increasing n. Plotted in a double lo

gari th mie diagram ( same scale on both a.xes ~es show slopes of 

about - 45° around this midportion. For small n Óf seems to be ra

ther constant; pitch discriminatien there,is almest impossible as one 

hears a click with very few pitch clues. For large values of n (lon

ger tone ) the curves are getting flat again: a constant ()r for 

longer duration. In figure 3 the product Ó f, Ó t for the three 

subjects is represented as a function of frequency of the reference 

tone for both square and gaussian envelope. 

In figure 5 our Ó f valuea for pulses of 300 msec are plotted in the 

graph Rakowsky (16) showed, oomparing different investigations of 

pitch discriminatien of tones. 

As one aspect of training and spread of our measurements, the slopas 

of the ()f- n curves for two subjects are presented in figure 4, in 

chronologie order. 

Results 

From figure 3 one can conclude that in the case of normal hearing 

subJecte even with the rather "pessimistic" definition of duration of 

the gaussian pulse, the eS f. !) t product is on the average lower than 
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in the case of the square pulse. The hard of hearing subJect does not 

give this reeult clearly. Especially in the high frequency range, 

where her hearing loss is the largest, discriminatien of the gaussian 

pulse frequency is worse. Figure 7 shows her tone audiogram, 

B. PITCH DISCRIMINATION OF SHORT TONES IN NOISE 

Camparieon between the b f. b t produ.cts in cases of square and gaus

sian envelopes suggested that the presence of side lobes in the Fou

rier frequency power spectrum could be responsible for the difference 

JUSt mentioned. Masking of those side lobes would perhaps change the 

frequency discrimination. RaJCan ( 17 ) recently showed an interes

ting correlation between Fourier power spectrum and tone pulse pitch 

in listening to tone burst with different start and stop phases. 

Ex:periments 

In the case of n=4 the l<,ourier power spectrum of a square-enveloped 

tone pulse has rather large components even far outside the carrier 

frequency. As is illustrated in figure 8 side lobes of the frequency 

spectrum are masked by band rejected noise, the cut-off frequencies 

being carefully chosen. The experimental procedure however was exactly 

the same as described above. In order to be able to make a justified 

comparison between 'f's in the masked and in the unmasked si tua

tion, matchings of the two kinds are executed alternatively. Af'ter 

6 or 7 matchings a pause of some 10 minutes was introduced whereas a 

whole series of 25 adjustments with and 25 without noise took about 

one hour. 

Resul ts. 

In figure 9 quotients of' ~f masked and b f unmasked for three tw.J.·.,.. 

mal hearing test subjecte are plotted as a function of fr for diffe..,.. 

rent envelopes and noise configurations. From this figure one can con

clude that in general: 

1. b f(sq. Erlv)decreases ( pitch discriminatien impraves ) if noise, 

that maske the most important side lobes of the lt,ourier frequency 

power spectrum is addeQ ( 0 and • ) • 

2. This effect probably would be strenger if noise, usually a distur

bing factor in all observation, did not deteriorate the pitch cliscri-
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mination. This can be seen from the effect on 6 f of noise with a 

wide reJection gap. ( cut- off frequencies at 3rd or 4th side lobe max

imum.) 

3. Pitch of gaussian pulses can be better discriminated without than wi th 

disturbing noise. The absence of side bands renders their masking un

necessary; hence discriminatien sball be reduced by any type of noise. 
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PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS ON GRATING ACUITY 

T. Houtgast 

HOUTGAST 

Institute for Perception TNO, Soesterberg, The Netherlands 

Suromary 

The "internal" modulation depth of auditory grating stimuli 1s probed 

with a test tone. Two psychophysical methods are applied: (I) a traditional 

masking paradigm and (2) a metbod based on the pulsation threshold phenome

non. This phenomenon can be described as follows: when a test tone and a 

masker are alternated continuously, the test-tone level can be adjusted to 

what can be called a "pulsation threshold" (for levels above this value the 

test-tone bursts are perceived as a pulsating tone, whereas for lower levels 

they are perceived as a continuous tone). As an auditory gratingis made 

progressively narrower the "internal" modulation depth of the grating tends 

to decrease because of the limited frequency resolution of the ear. The 

amount of decrease as a function of grating width gives an estimate of the 

ear's frequency selectivity. The frequency selectivities revealed by our 

two methods are substantially different. These differences are discussed 

in terros of a secoud stage of frequency selectivity (sharpening) following 

a first stage of poor (mechanica!) frequency resolution. 

1. Introduetion 

For studies of the ear's frequency selectivity an attractive stimulus 

is a random noise with a sinusoidally rippled spectrum. Thus the intensity 

as a function of (linear) frequency is simply sinusoidal in form. The pa

rameters of interest are the peak-to-trough depth (called modulation depth) 

and the peak-to-peak frequency distance. In general, the limitations of 

the ears frequency resolution are revealed by a decrease in the "internal" 

modulation depth as the peak-to-peak distance is decreased. 
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A highly interesting series of experiments with such stimuli was perfor

med recently by Wilsen and Evans (1971). Psychophysical data on the lirnits 

of grating resolution were obtained, together with electrophysiological 

rneasurernents on cochlear nerve fibres in the cat, revealing the decrease in 

the "internal" rnodulation depth as a function of the decrease in peak-to

peak distance of the grating. These data are roughly consistent and predict

able if the frequency response area of single nerve fibres are considered as 

reflecting the smearing functions effective upon the speetral grating. The 

high frequency resolution revealed by these data, cornpared with the relati

vely poor frequency selectivity as observerd in the mechanica! part of the 

~nner ear, suggests that after a first stage of poor (rnechanical) resolu

tion, there rnay exist a secend stage of sharpening. 

As a contribution to the investigation of the ear's frequency select 

vity a series of psychophysical experirnents was perforrned with grating sti

muli. The "internal" rnodulation depth was probed with a test tone, as a 

function of the peak-to-peak distance of the grating. Two methods were used 

which, in preveous experirnents, consistently produced different estimates 

of the ear's frequency selectivity; this is of interest with respect to 

the suggested two stages of frequency resolution. 

2. Experirnents 

Stimuli. Fig. 1 indicates how the grating was produced and placed in the 

appropriate orientations with respect to the probe frequency f
0

• The rela

tive intensity of the delayed noise was always fixed at 0.36, resulting in 

a modulation depth of 12 dB. In a series of measurements the probe frequen

cy f was fixed. The dealy (T) and the phase (+) of the added noise deter-
o -

mines the orientation of the grating around the probe frequency. The peak-

to-peak distance of the grating is determined by the parameter n, indica

ting the number of peaks between 0 Hz and the probe frequency. For each 

value of n, four grating orientations were investigated, as indicated in 

Fig. I (example for n = 2). 
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Fig. I. Schematic 
representation of 
the way in which 
the grating stimu
lus was obtained. 
In a series of mea
surements the fre
quency f 0 of the 
probe tone was fixed 
and the grating was 
made progressively 
finer by increasing 
n from 0 to 12. For 
each n-value four 
orientations of the 
grating with respect 
to probe frequency 
f 0 were considered 
(example for n = 2) 

Methods. The test tone was switched on and off continuously, 125 msec on, 

125 msec off, etc. (with smooth 20 msec rise and decay curves). The sub

ject controlled the level of these tone bursts by means of a knob. The 

grating stimulus, the masker, was presented in two different ways, resul

ting in two different methods. (I) Continuous masker: The masker is pre

sented continuously and the subject is instructed to adjust the level of 

the tone bursts to that value at which the tone bursts are just perceptible. 

This methad will be referred to as "masking". (2) Pulsating masker: The 

masker is presented only in the 125 msec gaps between the tone bursts. 

In this case, for high probe levels a pulsating tone is perceived whereas, 

for a region of lower levels, the series of tone bursts gives risL to the 
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perception of a continuous tone. The subject is instructed to adjust the 

level of the tone bursts to the highest value for which no pulsation of 

the tone is perceived. This metbod is referred to as "pulsation". (It was 

suggested before, Houtgast (1971), that this pulsation metbod might bere

lated directly to the neural representation of the masker). 

The usual problems associated with adjustment procedures are probably 

not important bere since the data of interest always are the differences 

between the adjustments for the grating orientations cos top and cos valley 

and between sin pos and sin neg (see Fig. 1). The stimuli were presented 

monaurally be earphone. The level at which the grated noise was presented 

was such that the level of the tone bursts at masked threshold (method 1) 

was on the average about 45 dB SL. 

Results. Data were obtained from four subjects, with f 0 = 1000 Hz and n ran

ging from 0 to 12. The average threshold differences between the conditions 

cos top -cos valley and between sin pos - sin neg are presented in Fig. 2, 

(top panel). The bar at the base-line for n = o indicates the reliability 

of the data points (~ 2 st. error). The subsequent processing of these data 

is directed to the question: what linear weighting function around the probe 

frequency (thus what filter characteristic) can account for the bluring of 

the grating, as reflected by the cos (top-valley) curve, and the phase shift 

of the grating, as reflected by the sin (pos- neg) curve? In other words: 

what filter around f
0 

gives output differences for grating orientations cos 

(top-valley) and for sin (pos-neg), as a function of n, which correspond to 

the measured data? For this purpose we need to define a relation between 

the level differences at the filter output and the measured threshold dif

ferences. For n = o the "grating" is flat and the conditions cos top and cos 

valley actually refer to two flat spectra, 12 dB apart. Thus, any linear 

filter will show a level difference at the output of 12 dB for these condi

tions. The "masking" data show about the same difference. The "pulsation" 

data for n = o show a considerable smaller difference. (This might be rela

ted to observations of Méller (1970) on cochlear nucleus units showing that 

the slope of the function firing rate versus stimulus level is steeper for 

tone stimulation than for noise stimulation). The most reasonable relation 

between the measured level differences and the level difference at the out

put of a linear filter is a proportional one, the proportionality being 

determined by the data for n = o. With this assumption, the data completely 

determine the shape of the filter. When the threshold differences cos (top-
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Fig. 2.The uppermost panels present the average data of four subjects ob
tained with a 1000 Hz probe, in both masking and pulsation conditions. The 
middle panels present the intensity-weighting functions which account for 
the data; their equivalent-square bandwidth ~f is indicated. The lower 
panels present these weighting functions as ordinary filter characteristics; 
the - 3 dB bandwidth is indicated. The dotted line indicates the accuracy 
limit, given the accuracy of the data points as indicated in the top graph 
by the vertical bar at n = o. 

valley) are referred to as Cn (dB) and the differences s~n (pos-neg) as s 
n 

(dB), the filter, described as an intensity-weighting function lJ(f), is ob-
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This function, estimated from both the "masking" and "pulsating" data, 

are presented in Fig. 2, (middle panel). The selectivity of these filters 

may he expressed by the bandwidth ~f of a rectangular filter covering the 

same area and with the same top value W(f
0
). This bandwidth 

1.1 C'YI/Co l-l can be obtained 

from 

10 -1 
1.1 C.,./Co 

10 + 1 

The intensity-weighting function can he converted into a more traditional 

attenuation curve in dB by defining W(f0 ) as o dB. (Of course, the negati

ve-going part of W(f) cannot be expressed in this way.) These curves are 

presented in Fig. 2, bottom. The -3 dB bandwidth is indicated. The dotted 

line indicates the accuracy limit, given the accuracy of the data points 

presented in the top graph. 

In conclusion, the grating data can he used to estimate a linear weight

ing function,or filter characteristic (accepting the proportionality between 

the filter output level and the threshold level based upon the data for 

n = o). The selectivity of W(f), as expressed by ~f, is determined by the 

cos(top-valley) data; the sin(pos-neg) data are required to specify the 

shape (asymmetry) of W(f). 

For a number of other values of probe frequency f
0 

(roughly 250, 500, 

2000 and 4000Hz) the cos(top-valley) data were obtained from two subjects. 

The frequency selectivity revealed by these data, expressed in the equiva

lent bandwidth ~f, is presented in Fig. 3. 
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3. s2eculative discussion 

The results obtained with the two different methods reveal quite dif

ferent degrees of frequency selectivity. It is tempting to relate this to 

the two stages of frequency resolution as mentioned in the introduction: a 

poor (mechanical) resolution (accounting for the stimulation pattern along 

the basilar membrane), followed by some processof sharpening (the sum of 

the two processes accounting for the neural representation). Within this 

scheme it appears that the effect of the second stage (sharpening) is not 

(fully) reflected in the "masking" data. It is not unreasonable to assume 

that detectability is determined for the most part only by the amount of 

mechanical interaction between signal and masker. On the other hand, the 

pulsation threshold, by hypothesis implying continuity in nerveus activity 

(Houtgast, 1971) may indeed correctly reflect the overall result of the two 

processes. 

Unfortunately, this second process cannot be stuclied separately s~nce 

any change in the stimulus also involves the first stage. lts nature can 

only be revealed by camparing the result of the first stage (stimulation 

pattern along the basilar membrane) and the overall results of the two 

stages (neural representation). The characteristics of the first one may 

be obtained from direct observations of membrane movements, Mossbauer 

measurements and psychophysical measurements which are assumed to reflect 

mechanical interactions (e.g., beats of mistuned consonants, roughness and, 

perhaps, masked-threshold data). The characteristics after the second stage 

may be obtained from electrophysiological observations and from psychophy

sical measurements assumed to reflect the neural representation (e.g., the 

limits of grating perception, timbre differences and, perhaps, pulsation 

threshold data). 

The general differences between the stimulation pattern and the neural 

representation reveals the following properties of that intriguing second

stage. 

(I) It should cause a considerable increase in the frequency selectivity 

for frequencies higher than the characteristic frequency of a given 

single fibre. 

(2) In combination with the first stage it should roughly behave linearly 

(that is, the single-fibre activity caused by a braad-band signal is 

predictable, to some extent, as the sum of the activities caused by 

the individual speetral components). 
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(3) Is it possible that, despite (2)t the process has some non-linear pro

perties which may account for two-tone suppression, combination tones 

and the different slopes of the firing rate versus stimulation level 

curves for tone and noise stimuli? 

(4) Can the process be such that data based on the masked threshold of a 

test tone do not (completely) reveal its action? 

lf such a process could be formalized it would certainly throw light on a 

variety of different phenomena. 
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INTRODUCTION 

,Presentation of an audi tory stimulus 

x(t) , 0 ~ t ~ to 

may elicit a sequence of action potentials 

z(t) = E o(t-t) , n = I,N n n 
from a neuron in the audi tory system. 

Periodically repeated presentation of the stimulus 

x(t) : x(t+kto) = x(t) , k = I,K 

allows the formation of the ensemble of elicited responses. 

Definition: The Post Stimulus Response Ensemble (PSRE) of stimulus 

x(t), 0 ~ t < t 0 , is the ensemble of responses induced 

by the repetitiv~ presentation of stimulus x(t): 

(I) 

(2) 

z(t+kto) : 0 ~ t < to, k = l,K (3) 

If no systematic changes dependent on k are visible in this ensemble." 

e.g. no habituation, then the PSRE is homogeneous. In this case the 

average value of the PSRE, i.e. the Post Stimulus Time Histogram 

(PSTH) or event-density n(t) 

I K 
n(t) = K k~l z(t+kto) , 0 ~ t < to (4) 

is the function normally used for the representation of the dynamic 

aspects of the single cell response. 

The re lation between stimulus x(t) and pulse sequence z (t) is 

always essentially nonlinear; the relation between stimulus x(t) 

and event-density n(t) may he nonlinear, but is usually not essentially 

nonlinear. For the study of the stochastic dynamics, i.e. the dynamic 

relation between stimulus x(t) and averaged or expected response n(t), 

the computation of the crosscorrelations farms a general and useful 
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approach (Wiener, 1958). 

The first-order crosscorrelation 

I R(T) =-
ta f

t a 
dt x(t-T) n(t) 

a 

JOHANNESMA 

represents the linear relation between x(t) and n(t): the harmonie 

part of the (average) response. 

The second-order crosscorrelation 

I jta 
R(a,T) =- dt x(t-a) x(t-T) n(t) 

ta 
a 

represents the dependenee of the average response n (t) on the 

quadratic properties of the stimulus x(t); e.g. on the second 

harmonie for a sinusoidal stimulus. 

Higher-order crosscorrelations represent more complex and usually 

less important aspects of the stimulus-response relations. 

This approach to the analysis of single-cell responses on 

repetitive stimuli, will be generalised in this paper for non

repetitive stimuli where no PSTH can be constructed and the event

density n(t) cannot be measured. The exploitation of the fact that 

the response is a pulse sequence allows a more general analysis 

including a relation with the concepts and methods used in pattern 

re cogni ti on. 

THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF STIMULUS-RESPONSE RELATIONS FOR SENSORY 

NEURONS. 

The correlation of stimulus x(t) and PSTH n(t) 

R(T) f
t a 

dt x(t-T) n (t) 
ta 

a 

= ta ra dt x(t-T) ~ k~l z(t+kta), because of Eq. (4) 
a 

I K Jta 
= K k~l ta dt x(t-T) z(t+kta) 

a 

~ k~l ta ra dt x(t+kta-T) z(t+kta), because of Eq. (2) 
a 

f
T a 

= Ta dt x(t-T) z(t) , 
a 

Ta K ta 

2 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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This equation states that the crosscorrelation between stimulus x(t) and 

PSTH or event-density n(t) is, always and exactly, equal to the cross

correlation between stimulus x(t) and pulse sequence z(t). The same can 

easily be derived for the second-order crosscorrelation 

R(cr,T) 
ta 

ra 
a 

dt x(t-cr) x(t-T) n(t) 

3 

Ta 
JTa dt x(t-cr) x(t-T) z(t) (8) 

a 
and for the crosscorrelation of arbitrary order. 

These mathematica! results imply that the information with respect to 

the response of a cell on the repetitive stimulus x(t) contained in the 

PSTH n(t) is also present in the crosscorrelations between stimulus x(t) 

and pulse-sequence z(t). 

Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) will from here on form the basic definitions of R(T) 

and R(cr,T) which apply both for repetitive and non-repetitive stimuli. 

The fact that the response z(t) is a pulse-sequence, leads to the following 

equations 

R(T) J
Ta 

dt x(t-T) z(t) 

a 

J
Ta N 

dt x(t-T) n~l ó(t-tn)' because of Eq. (I) 

a 

I N JTa 
-- I dt x(t-T) ó(t-t ) 
Ta n=l n 

a 

I N 
= -- I x(t --r) 

Ta n=l n 
(9) 

Eq. (9) states that the crosscorrelation of stimulus x(t) and pulse

sequence z(t) equals the average value of the stimulus preceding an action 

potential (de Boer and Kuyper, 1968). 

In the same way, it can be shown that 

I (Ta 
R(cr,T) = TQ aj dt x(t-cr) x(t-T) z(t) 

I N 
-- I x(t -cr) x(t -T) 
Ta n=l n n 

Analogous results again follow for the higher-order crosscorrelations. 

The meaning of these equations can be made more clear by definition of 

the pre-response stimulus ensemble. 

(I 0) 
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Definition: The Pre-Response Stimulus Ensemble (PRSE) is the ensemble of 

stimuli preceding an action potential 

4 

x (-r) = x(t --r) , n = I ,N 
n n (I I) 

The next step is to recognise the fact that the mth-order crosscorrelation 

functions of stimulus x(t) and pulse-sequence z(t) defined as 

R = R(-rl, '2• •. , T ) = /dt x(t--rl) • x(t--r2) .•. x(t--r ) z(t) (12) m m m 
is identical with the mth-order moment-function of the PRSE, defined as 

(Stratonovich, 1963) 
N 

Rm = R(-rl, '2• .. ' 'm) = n~l xn(Tl) • xn(-r2) •.• xn(•m) 

Several important conclusions may now be drawn. 

Conclusion I: 

The information on stimulus-response relations contained in the PSTH 

n(t) is also present in the crosscorrelation-functions of stimulus x(t) 

and pulse sequence z(t) and in the moment-functions of the Pre-Response 

Stimulus Ensemble. 

Conclusion 2: 

(13) 

For the definition of the Pre-Response Stimulus Ensemble and computation 

of the moment-functions R there is no need for the stimulus x(t) to be 
m . 

repetitive and/or simple. In fact complex, non-repetitive stimuli may be 

more adequate in this approach because of the potential richness of PRSE 

(e.g. Gaussian white noise, Poisson-distributed clicks, randomly in 

amplitude and frequency-modulated tones). 

Conclusion 3: 

Since the stimulus does not have to be repetitive the correlation method 

does not need controllability of the stimulus; observability may be 

sufficient. If the stimulus is not controllable formation and analysis of 

the PRSE seems the most adequate approach. 

Conclusion 4: 

The characteristics of the PRSE may be investigated and represented 

through the moment-functions R , by means of ether characteristics or 
m 

directly through the probability density distribution. 

In order to be able to extract quantative information from the PRSE and 

to establish the relation with pattern recognition we introduce a geometri

cal representation of the Pre-Response Stimulus Ensemble. Given a complex, 

repetitive or not, stimulus x(t) with highest-frequency components ~ W, 

the assumption is made that apriori physiological knowledge implies that 

the response z(t) does not depend on the part of the stimulus x(s) with 

s < t-T. (For the Cochlear Nucleus T might be "' 20 msec.) As a consequence 
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each element of the PRSE 

x Cr) = x(t -T) ; n = I ,N ; 0 < T < T 
n n 

can be represented by 2WT sample-values at 
m 

0 < T = 2W _::: T ; m = I ,M ; M = 2WT 

JOHANNESMA 5 

This implies that the function x (T) may be replaced by the 2WT-dimensional 
n 

vector x . Defining now a 2WT-dimensional signal space, then each 2WT-
n 

dimensional signal vector defines a point in this space and the PRSE farms 

a cloud, possibly even a cluster, in this space. The characteristics of 

this cloud (e.g. location, size, farm) will now become the point of 

interest. However, these characteristics can only be evaluated through a 

camparisen with some standard farm. 

Definition: The (original or complete) Stimulus Ensemble (SE) is the 

ensemble of stimuli contained in the complete stimulus of 

bandwidth W and duration To 

where 

·x = x(t -T) 
p p 

o < t = L < T 0 - p 2W-
m 

0-<T= <T· 
2W- ' 

This implies that stimuli are taken 

over the total duration To and each 

p = I ,P P = 2WT 
, To >> T 

m 1 ,M ; M = 2WT 

from the signal x(t) at distances ~W 
again sampled at ~W over a time T. 

The relation between stimulus x(t) and response z(t) can now be represented 

~n five Probability Density Functions (PDF). 

1. f <x) is the P.D.F. of the stimulus ensemble; 

this function describes the probability density of occurrence of sti

mulus x and may or may not be under experimental control. 

2. f(z) represents the probability of occurrence of an action potential 

per unit of time (I/2W) and equals the average frequency (N/T 0 ) for the 

given stimulus ensemble. 

3. f(~,z) is the combined PDF of stimulus and response ensemble; 

this function represents the probability density of occurrence of a 

stimulus X and an action potential at the end of X. 
4. f(~jz) is the conditional PDF of stimulus with respect to response; 

this function gives the probability density of occurrence of stimulus x 
when an action potential is known to occur. 

5. f(zj·x) is the conditional PDF of response with respect to stimulus; 

this function gives the probability of occurrence of an action 

potential directly following the presentation of stimulus x, is 

identical with the event-density n(t) and fellows directly from the 

PSTH. 

These five probability density functions are, however, not independent. 
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The Bayes'relation implies 

f c~) . f c z 1·x) = f <x, z ) = f c z ) f c x 1 z ) (14) 

Since stimulus x(t) and response z(t) are observable, the PDF of the 

stimulus ensemble f(x) and of the response ensemble f(z) can be measured. 

This implies that, because of Eq. (14) the following two approaches yield 

the same information. 

Forward approach 

Determination of f(zjx) from the average value of the Post-Stimulus 

Response Ensemble (PSTH). This approach fits well into the framewerk 

of system theory. It represents response predietien from the experimenters 

point of view. 

Backward approach 

Determination of f(~lz) from the distribution of the Pre-Response 

Stimulus Ensemble. This type of approach, which is strongly related to 

the theory of pattern recognition is focused upon stimulus estimation 

from the animal's point of view. 

With the simple relation between 

f c z 1 x) _ f ex, z) 
f(z) - f(x).f(z) 

these two approaches: 

_ f(x!z) 
- f (:~) 

In words: the normalised response density is equal to the quotient of 

aposteriori and apriori stimulus density. 

( 15) 

The forward approach directly studies f(zlx), i.e. the PSTH fora limited 

set of stimuli x. These stimuli are presented repetitively; as a 

consequence full stimulus control is needed. 

The backward approach evaluates f(ilz) or f(~,z), usually but not 

necessarily for complex stimuli, and compares these with f(~). 

The deterrnination of the functions R = R(TI,·T 2 , .. , T) can be m m 
formulated both in the forward approach as the crosscorrelations between 

stimulus x(t) and PSTH n(t) (Eq. (5) and Eq. (6)) and in the backward 

approach as the crosscorrelations between pulse-sequence z(t) and 

stimulus x(t) (Eq. (7) and Eq. (8)) as well as the moments of the Pre

Response Stimulus Ensemble (Eq. (9) and Eq. (10)). 

Since the Pre-Response Stimulus Ensemble is a selection out of the 

original Stimulus Ensemble it is possible to define the complement of the 

PRSE with respect to the SE. The colleetien of stimuli contained in the 

SE but not in the PRSE forms the Complementary PRSE. A comparative 

evaluation of PRSE and CPRSE is a well-known problem in the realm of 

pattem recognition. 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION ON EXTRACELLULAR SINGLE CELL RECORDINGS IN THE 

COCHLEAR NUCLEUS OF THE ANAESTHETISED CAT. 

First-order analysis 

7 

Gaussian white noise (random or pseudorandom) with a frequency content 

W large with respect to the characteristic frequency of the cell was used 

as auditory stimulus. 

Computation of first-order crosscorrelation 

R(T) = /dt x(t-•) z(t) = ~ x(tn-•) = ~ xn(•) 

gave three types of results. 

a. R(•) equals zero. This is the case for cells with a CF > 3kC; but, 

differing from results for primary auditory fibers, this may also 

occur for cells with a much lower CF. 

b. Complex R(•): either consisting of two well discernible types of 

oscillations or with a complex envelope 1n time and frequency. 

c. Simple R(•): describable as an amplitude modulation of a sine wave 

of approximately the C.F. of the cell. 

Five parameters were extracted from R(T): 

average time •a time duration a 
phase ' 4> 

average frequency wo, speetral width a , 
w 

The uncertainty product of time duration and speetral width was for the 

simple R(•) only slightly above the theoretica! limit of 0.5 

0.5 < crt. crw < 0.7 (16) 

This implies that the average pre-spike stimulus is (nearly) as narrow 

in the frequency-domain as is compatible with its duration in the time

domain. 

The wavefarm could be well approximated through 

R(T) 
_ l T-aJy- J 
- c l-B- e sin(wo•+<l>) 

where the parameters a, B and y follow from , 0 , cr and a . 
' w 

( 17) 

The farm of R(T) is not in an obvious way related with the type of neuron 

characterised by the PSTH on CF tone-bursts (Pfeiffer, 1966). The quality 

of R(T) seems clearly related with the amount of phase-lock in tone-burst 

response and with cell-type (compare Lavine, 1971). R(•) forms the average 

value of the PRSE. If R(•) differs significantly from zero, then the 

following analysis of the dispersion of this ensemble appears attractive. 

For each stimulus x the energy and similarity with the average pre-
n 

response stimulus R(T) is computed: 
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.... 
Energy: e 

n 
= dT {x (T)} 2 

n 

.... 
= x 

n 
• x 

n 
(18) 

Si mi lari ty: p 
n 

dT x (T) R(T) 
n 

lx l·lîtl n 

The square root of the energy re = I X" I represents the length of :: ' 
n n n 

v1hile p equals 
n 

the eosine of the angle between arbitrary pre-response 
-~ 

stimulus x~ and average pre-response stimulus R. 
n 

Distribution of similarity p and energy e for the Stimulus Ensemble 

f(p,e) 

and for the Pre-Response Stimulus Ensemble 

f(p,e;z) 

( 19) 

result in the probability density function of spike generation as function 

of similarity and energy of a signal x(t) 

f( l ) = f(p,e;z) 
z p,e f(p,e) 

This function supplies information concerning selectivity and threshold 

of the neuron. 

Second-order analysis 

For this analysis, which can be applied both on low- and on high

frequency cells, the stimuli were Gaussian white noise and/or randomly 

(20) 

in amplitude and frequency modulated tones. Subject of investigation is 

the second-order crosscorrelation of stimulus x(t) and pulse sequence z(t) 

R(cr,T) = jdt x(t-cr) x(t-T) z(t) = E x (cr) x (T) = E r (cr,T) n n n n n 
which equals the ensemble-averaged second moment or the autocorrelation of 

the PRSE. In an analogous way as the first-order moment R(T) may be 
~ 

represented as a 2WT-dimensional vector R, the second-order moment R(cr,T) 

can be regarded as a 2WT x 2WT-dimensional matrix R. The eigen-veetors of 

this matrix farm an orthogonal set spanning the signal-space; the eigen

veetors with the largest eigen-values form the main axes for the 

representation of the PRSE. Though this approach does well fit in with 

the theory of pattern recognition (Karhunen - Loève expansion) it does 

not appear well matched to the general characteristics of auditory signal 

transformation. A better suited description may be found by consirlering 

the signal bath as function of time and as function of frequency. 
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Definition: The ambiguity-function of the signal x (T), 0 < T < T, ~s 
n 

given through the expression (Rihaczek, 1968) 

-iwT v* E: (w,T) = x(T) e x (w) n n 

·.t 
where x*(w) = 

n 
0 
r dcr e~wcr x (cr) 

n 

Some symbol manipulations leads to 

J 
-~wa 

E:n(w,T) = dcr e rn(T,T-cr) 

E(w,T) = I E: (w,T) = I Jda e-iwcr r (T,T-cr) 
n n n n 

Jd~ e-~wcr v R(<,<-cr) 

This implies that the (average) ambiguity-function ~s the Fourier

transform of the (average) autocorrelation. 

The ambiguity-function has some interesting and relevant properties for 

auditory signal processing. The integral over all frequencies gives the 

energy density as function of time 

dw E: (w,T) 
n 

e (T) 
n dw E(w,T) E(T) 

integration over time gives energy density as function or frequency 

r 
0 

r 
0 

dT E(w,T) = E(w) dT E: (w,T) = e (w) , n n 

9 

( 21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

and integration over both frequency and time gives the total energy of the 

signal 

E (26) 

The ambiguity-function E: (w,T) may be considered as the complex energy of 
n 

x (T) as function of both frequency and time; E(w,T) ~s the average energy 
n 

differentiated with respect to frequency and time of the PRSE. The 

deviations of the ambiguity-functions of the individual pre-response 

stimuli E: (w,T) from the average ambiguity-function of the PRSE E(w,T) can 
n 

be evaluated ~n an analogous way as the deviations of the pre-response 

stimuli from the average pre-response stimulus. 

The (average) uncertainty product crw·crt, i.e. the combined frequency-time 

resolution of this cell for complex stimuli can be computed from the 

(average) ambiguity function. 

There does not necessarily exist a general apriori relation between 

the speetral density of the first-order crosscorrelation 
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(27) 

and the speetral density derived from the ambiguity function of the PRSE 

E(w) = jdr E(w,r) 

The proportion of these two densities 

0 :5 C(w) = I(w) < 1 E (w) -

appears to be the obvious definition of a synchronisation-coefficient, 

at least for complex stimuli. 

A related approach realisable with analog equipment ~n real time 

(25) 

(28) 

and resulting in the real energy as function of frequency and time can 

be implemented with a set of band-pass filters and quadratic rectifiers. 

If hk(T) is the impulse response of the band-pass filter with center 

frequency at w = wk then the filtered signal is 

~(t) = jdrhk(r) x(t-r) 

and the energy density of frequency components around w wk at time t 

is e(wk,t) = {xn(t)} 2 

The crosscorrelation of the energy density and the sequence of action 

poten ti als 

fdt e(~,t-r) z(t) 

= E e(~ ,t -r) = re (~ ,r) n K n n n K 

equals the sum of the pre-spike energy-densities. 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

The relation with the secoud-order crosscorrelation or the average auto

correlation of the PRSE is 

E(~,T) = jd\ hk(\) jd~ hk(~) R(r+\,r+~) 

and with the average ambiguity-function of the PRSE 

E(~,r) = jdw fda H~(w,a) E(w,r+a) 

where 

is the ambiguity-function of the filter impulse response. 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

The real, time and frequency dependent, energy density E(~,r) is an 

integration over frequency and time with a weighting function determined 

by the characteristics of the band-pass filter. This function may be 

considered as the sonogram of this neuron averaged over the PRSE. 

An inherent problem with this hardware analysis is that frequency and 

time resolution of the sonogram depend on the characteristics of the 

filters. 

Knowledge of the probability density function of the energy e(w,r) for 

the original Stimulus Ensemble 
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f(e(w,T) = f(e(w)) 

and for the Pre-Response Stimulus Ensemble 

f(e(w,T),z) 

allows the computation of the related forward distributions. 

Dynamic Response Area (DRA) defined as the probability density of 

occurrence of an action potential a time T after presentation of a signal 

with energy e at frequency w: 

f(zje(w,T)) = f(e(w,T),z) 
f(e(w,T)) 

Response Area (RA) defined as the probability density of occurrence 

of an action potential induced by the presentation of a signal with 

energy e at frequency w 

f(zje(w)) 
f(e(w),z) 
f(e(w)) 

f[JdT e(w,T)l 
Dynamic Response (DR) defined as the probability density of occurrence 

of an action potential a time T after the presentation of a signal with 

energy e ( r-~ e(w,T) ,z] 
f[-w 

dw 

f(zje(T)) 
f(e(T),z) = 
f(e(T)) 

[ rW e(w,T)] f _) dw 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

For the original Stimulus Ensemble any wide-band stimulus may, ~n 

principle, be choosen. The central question, which can only be answered 

experimentally, is to what extent the normalised distributions f(zjx), 

f(zjp,e) and f(zjE(w,T)) which characterise the cell, are independent of 

the stimulus ensemble. For a model study see Johannesma, 1971. 

In the backward approach random and pseudo-random Gaussian white noise 

and randomly or pseudo-randomly in amplitude and/or frequency modulated 

tones are used for determination of DRA f(zje(w,T)), RA f(zje(w)) and DR 

f(zje(T)) (compare Van Gisbergen e.a., 1971). 

In the forward approach tone-bursts are used for determination of the 

frequency dependent dynamic characteristics (DRA), tones of gradually 

increasing intensity for the response area (RA) and amplitude modulated 

noise for investigation of wide-band dynamic response (DR). 

Preliminary experimental data and computational results will be 

presented to illustrate applicability and effectiveness of this approach. 
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Phys.Lab.Dept.K.N.O. Wilhelmina Gasthuis, Amsterdam, Holland 

I Introduetion 

When looking at the great complexity of the apparatus which trans

farms sound into activity of primary neurons, one is led to think that 

also the relation between the wave-form of the sound stimulus on one 

side, and the course of the actual adequeate stimulus of a sensory cell 

on the other, will be very complex. 

Since also the exact location of primary spike generation 1s not 

known it is difficult to think of a simple model of the transformation 

of sound into nerve spikes. 

A most simple model is justified however when one assumes spike 

generation at the post-synaptic element of the (inner) haircell. 

In its most elementary form we can think the whole model to con

sist of a linear filter followed by a trigger mechanism (figure I). 

We will show how this very simple model, the modified Weiss model, 

is compatible with the experimental facts. 

If the model, in principle, is valid, one would expect that a 

filtered version of the sound stimulus should be the signal that 

modulates the receptor potential of the haircell. 

It will be shown that indeed this filtered version of the stimu

lating wavefarm has very characteristic properties at the spike moments. 
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linear circuit 
input 

x(t) y(t) 
output 

c 
T 

z(tJ 

NS 

noise souree 

fig. 1 a The modified Weiss model. 

The filter C does not correspond with basilar membrane filtering 

according to von Békésys data, but is a much sharper filter (see 

Discussion). 

II. Analysis of the modified Weiss model. 

One possible way of analysing systems like the system in fig.ta, 

which transfarm continuous signals into trains of pulses, is the method 

of reverse correlation. The applied stimulus is white noise; the method 

1s essentially crosscorrelation of the input waveform with the output 

spike signal. The result is an estimate of the linear part of the 

system. 

In the case of the Weiss model, the result will be a linear combi

nation of the impulse response h(T) of the filter, and its time deri

vative h'(T), the relative weight of the two cornponents being determined 

by the threshold value b. 

In formula: (calling the crossearrelate h* (T)) 

( 1 ) h X ( T) = b , h ( t ) +~TIZ h 1 ( T ) 
(de Boer & Kuyper, 1967) 

If the threshold value b were known, the differential equation (1) could 

be solved and exact reconstruction of the signal y(t) would be possible. 

The second step 1n the analysis, is to treat the obtained h*(T) as 

the impulse response of a linear filter c*, and to filter the original 

signal x(t) with this filter c*. See fig.1b. 
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xrt) 
("\ C" -

linear circuit 

ylr ft) 
Tx. 

trigger/pulse 
generator 

zx( t) 
,.... ...., 

fig.Ib. The function hx(T) obtained by cross correllation of the white

noise input signal with the output spike signal is a first estimate of 

the filter impulse-response h(T). The signal yx (t) leads toa direct 

estimate of band thus to h(T). 

How well the thus generated signal yx(t) resembles the true signal 

y(t), depends on the value of b. It is clear from formula (2) that when 

3 

x the b-value is high, y (t) 1s a good approximation of y(t) but when b is 

close to zero yx(t) will be close to the time derivative of y(t). 

(2) yx(t)=b.y(t)+~.y'(t) 

This signal yx(t) has very interesting properties at the original 

spike moments, i.e. the moments when y(t) crossed level b upwards. As 

a matter of fact it can be shown, mathematically, that yx(t) will be 

at a maximum (or very near to a maximum) on every one of those instants, 

irrespective of b. 

Thus on a spike-moment the signal properties of yx(t) do not have a 

specific feature which reveals the b-value (it will always coincide 
x with a maximum); however the distribution of the values of y (t) on the 

spike moments directly discloses the missing constant. 
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III Simulation of the model 

The above mentioned steps i.e. determination of h*(T), generation of 

y*( t) and finally computation of the amplitude histogram were performed in 

an electronic model, simulating figure Ja. This was clone to check that the 

theory was rightly evaluated, and to determine the influence of the 

inaccuracies involved in the actual electronic treatment of the steps, 

because these procedures were also applied to the experimental data. 

The result of the simulation with a low b-value is given in 

figure 2. 

·' . ., 

.. ~ 
·.· .... 

""·.~ ..... 
........ """"-'_...,__, 

fig.2. The two figures are result of a simulation with b nearly zero. 

The upper one is an amplitude-histogram of the signal values of y*(t) 

on spike-moments. The lower one shows the distribution of the y*(t) 

values on arbitrary moments. 

-
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this one can best be seen when the wave-form remains nearly 

constant for a few periods while the corresponding peaks in 

the histogram decrease (points of interest are marked with an 

X in figure 5). This decay is also apparentaftera period 

of high mean activity. 

VI Discussion 

From a cernparisen between outer- and inner haircell innervation 

and physiological properties we feel inclined to believe that cochlear 

sharpening is localised at the Basilar membrane/haircell transition. 

Inner haircells are more sharply tuned and make contact with many 

afferent fibres, whereas outer haircells have a many to one relation

ship with afferent fibres. Also: asynchronous activity in say 8 fibres 

(the afferents from one inner haircell) generated by the same signal 

(the y(t) signal) could enable a good representation of signals with 

frequencies up to several KC. 

Since the spikes occur only in the positive fase of the y*(t) signal, 

the receptor potential must be able to fellow a fast fenomenon like this 

(the y*(t) signal in question had its central frequency around 900 Hz) 

accurately, which implies a very short passive-membrane time constant 

(< 500 )..lsec ) 

It is clear that time constants of this order of magnitude will 

favor heavily steeper slopes against fainter ones. 

This could explain why large amplitudes of the y*(t) signal coincide 

with a great firing-probability. 

The long time constant which is apperent from the shown histogram 

may be caused by a temporary failure of transmitter stores to fullfill 

the high demand. 
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fig.5. * Piece of the y (t) signal obtained from repetitive x(t) signal 

tagether with histogram of the spike activity. 
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Introduetion 

It is cornrnonly known that two frequency components of M and 

N Hz respectively, when presented simultaneously, can give a 

beat sensation if the frequency ratio is slightly different 

from m : n (m and n being small integers, m < n). 

1 

So far three explanations of the origin of the beats have been 

proposed, as extensively reviewed by Plomp (1967): 

1) The two frequency components give rise to a combination 

tone of some order which interferes with the lower tone or 

with some other combination tone. For instance, beats pro

duced by two frequency components of p and 3p + b Hz res

pectively (b few Herz) would be generated by interference 

of the third order combination tone of the frequency 

(3p + b) - 2p= p + b and the lower primary tone. 

2) Each of the two primary components gives rise to aural har

monies, produced by distartion in the ear. So, with fre

quency components 2p and 3p + b, the beats would be gene

rated by interference of the third harmonie of the lower 

component (2p Hz) and the second harmonie of the higher one 

(3p + b Hz) which yields a beat rate of 2b. 

3) The beats are related to the periadie variations of the 

wavefarm of the superimposed sinusoids. 

In the artiele just mentioned Plomps results favour the last 

theory with strong arguments. 

Although the two described frequency components are separated 

more than one critical bandwidth in most cases, yet some inter

action takes place in the ear manifesting itself as beats. 
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To study that interaction in more detail, we confined ourselves 

to the study of stimuli with two frequency components wherein 

the frequency of the higher component is a multiple of the fre

quency of the lower one. Under these conditions the distance 

between maximally stimulated areas on the basilar mernbrane is 

as great as possible, as is the distance between the areas 

where the two components are supposed to interact. This facili

tates the experimental procedures. For instanee the region of 

the mernbrane between the maximally stimulated areas can be mas

ked without completely masking one of the partials at the same 

time. Moreover, in this way we can avoid conditions where com

bination tones play a role (Plomp, 1965). 

Two frequency components with a frequency ratio slightly dif

ferent from 1 : n can be described as two exactly tuned fre

quency components with one component shifting continuously in 

phase. Experiments with phase-locked frequency components 

enable us therefore to consider each of these phase relations 

separately. Listening to two frequency component stimuli with 

a frequency ratio 1 : n, either phase-locked or slightly mis

tuned we perceived alterations of loudness and/or timbre and/or 

pitch under certain conditions related to the phase. The ef

fects depend upon the intensities of bath components and affect 

only the lower component, only the higher or bath components. 

Of the three possibilities just described, we started the in

vestigation by studying the most simple one, that is when only 

perception of the higher component is affected. 

The aim of the investigation is to study how the interaction on 

the basilar mernbrane takes place and how the stimulus is pro

cessed, using two frequency component stimuli as described. 

Methods, apparatus and procedure 

Experiments were carried out with stimuli consisting of two 

phase-locked frequency components with a frequency ratio 1 : 2. 

The pitch and the masking level of the higher component were 

measured as a function of the phase of the lower component. The 

pitch was measured by matching with a pure tone. The white 

noise masking level was determined with a two alternative for

ced choice procedure. By varying the intensity of the noise, 
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two points of the psychometrie function were determined and 

the estimate of the 75% correct responses level was chosen as 

the masking level. 

,.------, higher freq.comp. __ - r-----, 
< 200 >l C<orl I~ ----~ C! l ' msec I 1 1 or 1 

w FT lower freq. comp. lower freq. comp. 

white noise white noise 

A<andl B<andl 

1 sec. 1 sec. 1 sec. 

Fig. 1. Temporal stimulus configuration for the masking level 

experiments. 

3 

In the measurements of the masking level the stimuli were pre

sented as illustrated in Fig. 1. The stimuli were always pre

ceded by a warning signal. The duration of the C-puls (higher 

frequency component) varied from 200 msec. at 3200 Hz to 

500 msec. at 400 Hz. 

oscillator 

noise 

generator 

1----1 + 1----i 

frequency 
divider 

phase loek 

generator 

phase loek 

generator 

Fig. 2. Schematic block-diagram of the apparatus. 
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A schematic bleek-diagram of the apparatus is presented in 

Fig. 2. Two phase-lock generators were triggered with the out

put of an oscillator, direct and after dividing the frequency 

by two respectively. The distortien of the components of the 

electrical signal over the earphone was less than -55 dB. The 

observer was seated in a sound-isolated booth. The stimuli were 

presented monaurally. 

For the used combinations of the intensities of the frequency 

components the pitch of the higher component was measured as a 

function of the phase. After that the masking level was deter

mined. The frequency of the warning was adjusted to a value 

so that its pitch correspond with the pitch as measured earlier. 

The measurements were carried out as a function of the phase 

of the lower frequency component. The phase of the higher com

ponent was always set at a value, resulting in an electrical 

waveferm over the earphone of the form: 

sin 2 Tt ft + sin ( 21t 2 ft + 90°) , gi ven a phase of 70° of the 

lower component. This resulted in easily surveyable plottings. 

Results 

The measurements described in the preceding paragraph were 

carried out for the frequency combinations 200 and 400 Hz, 400 

and 800 Hz, 760 and 1520 Hz, 1600 and 3200 Hz. The results are 

shown in Figs. 3 - 6. For each frequency combination the mea

surements were started by adjusting the intensities of the both 

components in such a way that the effect of the phase upon the 

pitch and the loudness of the higher component was optimally 

audible. Then the pitch and the masking level of the higher 

component were measured as a function of the phase of the lower 

component. After that the same measurements were carried out 

with either the intensity of the lower component or the in

tensity of the higher component increased or decreased by 5 dB. 

Por the frequency combination 760 and 1520 Hz measurements were 

carried out over the whole range of intensity combinations 

where any effect on pitch and masking level was detectable. Por 

the other frequency combinations 4 or 5 measurements were done. 

Each block in the Pigs. 3 - 6 gives the masking level and the 

pitch of the higher component as a function of the phase of the 

lower one at a specific intensity combination of both 
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Fig. 6. Masking level of the higher frequency component as a 

function of the phase of the lower frequency component for dif

ferent intensities of each of the components. 

Frequency combination 1600/3200 Hz. 

lP 75° lP 1115" 

a b c d e f g 

Fig. 7. Wavefarms of a signa! consisting of two phase-locked 

frequency components with equal amplitudes as a function of 

the phase of the lower component. 
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components. The value of the pitch of the higher component is 

plotted as the ratio of the measured pitch and the pitch of the 

higher component on itself. 

The value of the phase at which the masking level is minimal, 

turns out to correspond to the phase value at which the pitch 

drops from a maximum value to a value equal or somewhat lower 

than the pitch of the higher component on itself, thus without 

the lower component. 

The pitch shifts as a function of the phase as shown in the 

right parts of the blocks in Figs. 3 - 6 represent the pheno

menon which is known as the sweep-tone effect. 

The accuracy of the masking level measurements is 1 dB for the 

highest levels and S dB for the lowest levels. In the same way 

the accuracy of the pitch measurements varies from less than 

5 Hz to 10 or 20 Hz. So far all measurements were carried out 

by only one observer. In a preliminary testing three more ob

servers heared a shift of the pitch and a change of the loud

ness of the higher component as a function of the phase. To 

all observers the higher component gave the impression of a 

pure tone of which the frequency was varied. 

Discussion 

It is still an open question whether the time structure of a 

stimulus at some place along the basilar membrane or the ex

citation pattern of the stimulus along the membrane is the de

termining factor in the processing of pitch by the auditory 

system. To meet the aim of this investigation it is a necessity 

to consider both possibilities. Because this investigation is 

still in an early stage, several experiments, although already 

planned, have not been carried out yet. Therefore a conclusion 

about the results obtained so far is preliminary and moreover 

applies only to the link with the time-structure of the stimu

lus. Let us, in a preliminary reasoning, look how far we can 

relate the wavefarm of the stimulus to its pitch and its mas

king level as a function of the phase. Our starting point is 

the idea that the time-structure of the stimulus at some place 

along the basilar membrane determines the pitch of an acous

tical signal (a.o. Schouten et al., 1962; Ritsma, 1967; 
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Bilsen and Ritsma, 1969). 

Analogously to the electrophysiological experiments of Brugge 

et al, (1969), we assume that interaction phenomena only occur 

at a place of the basilar membrane where the amplitudes of both 

frequency components are about equal (within a 20 dB range). 

Fig. 7 illustrates the different wavefarms of a signal consis

ting of two phase-locked frequency components of a frequency 

ratio 1 : 2 with equal amplitudes. Evidently, the wavefarm of 

the signal depends strongly upon the phase relation of the 

components. 

The question arises what wavefarm is ''seen" by the haircells at 

the area concerned. The acoustical wavefarm of the stimulus 

from the earphone passes the outer and the middle ear and 

reaches the area of interaction in the cochlea as a travelling 

wave. If all those steps would have either a flat phase charac

teristic or would yield a travelling time in the transmission 

of the wave, the wavefarm of the stimulus would not change 

during its course. However, the contrary is the case (Zwislocki, 

1957; M~ller, 1963; Johnstone et al., 1970; Rhode, 1970). This 

implies a change of the waveform. 

Purthermare we assume for reasans of simplicity that mainly one 

of the possible wavefarms as illustrated in Fig. 7, is actually 

present at the area of interaction. Then the question arises 

which one of the wavefarms of Fig. 7 is being detected for each 

phase condition in the Figs. 3 - 6. In all blocks of the Figs. 

3 - 6 where a pitch shift occurs as a function of phase, the 

pitch increases with increasing phase. Por some value of the 

phase a maximum is reached. At this value the pitch drops to 

a value equal or sametimes somewhat lower than the pitch of the 

higher component sounded by itself. The phase region where the 

pitch drops is the only phase condition where - sametimes by 

extrapolation, sametimes really measured - ambiguity of pitch 

could be expected. Looking at the wavefarms in Fig. 7 and con

siclering the peak intervals and the peak heights, only Fig. 7d 

might provide the possibility of complete ambiguity. Por that 

reason we might conclude that in the case the pitch drops, the 

wavefarm at the area of interaction on the basilar membrane is 

as it is in Fig. 7d. We assume this wavefarm to be the actual 
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wavefarm under the circumstances that the pitch drop occurs. 

For lower values of the phase down to zero the pitch is always 

higher than the pitch of the higher component alone. In the 

same way fo~ higher values of the phase the pitch is always 

equal or somewhat lower than the one without interaction. 

Looking at Fig. 7 this means that the pitch is determined in 

some way by taking the interval between a lower top and the 

next higher top. 

Furthermore, it is a striking coincidence that the masking 

level for the higher component is minimal for a phase value 

at which the pitch drop takes place, i.e. when the wavefarm is 

like it is in Fig. 7d. When the difference in height between 

succeeding peaks is maximal the masking level is maximal. Al

though it is temptative to suppose a link between the diffe

rence in height and the masking level, more experimental re

sults are needed to confirm this. We are fully aware of the 

fact that the results and the reasoning just given represent 

only a rough first approach. The first thing to do now is to 

measure where exactly the interaction on the basilar mernbrane 

takes place. Masking procedures are considered for this pur

pose. Measurements as described were also carried out by 

Terhardt (1971) in a different approach. His results are com

parable with ours. 
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1 

The intensity of natural sounds usually varies with time at varlous 

rates. Many sounds have a more or less rapidly changing speetral composit-

ion. The wellknown static description of the response areas of units 

in the ascending auditory pathways with regard to frequency and intensity 

reflects only the static response and does not contain information about 

how the responses are related to the dynamic parameters of the sound. Only 

a few studies have reported on the influence on firing in primary Eighth 

Nerve fibers and cochlear nucleus units in response to sounds where the 

parameters varied in time. 

In the present study the responses of single units in the rat cochlear 

nucleus have been recorded in responses to sinusoidally amplitude modulated 

pure tones and braadband noise and to sinusoidally frequency modulated 

tones. The resulting modulation of the neural discharge frequency has been 

quantitatively determined from 

wave form. 

histograms, locked to the modulation 

Generally has been found that the galn functions, which relate the 

frequency modulation of the recorded discharges to the modulation of 

stimuli, resemble those of a lowpass filter. Insome situations, such galn 

functions have been shown to have a more or less pronounced peak near the 

cut-off frequency representing a tuning to a particular modulation 

frequency (Ratliff et al. 1967, Ratliff et al. 1969). 
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Figure 1 shows an oscillogram of the utilized amplitude modulated 

sound tagether with a histogram of the neural discharges of a unit in the 

cochlear nucleus of a rat ln response to an amplitude modulated tone. The 

smooth curve superimposed on the histogram is a single sine wave matched 

to fit the histogram according to the least mean square error criterion. 

The figures in the upper corner of this diagram give the relative 

amplitude and the phase angle of the matched sine wave. The wavefarm of 
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the amplitude modulated tone is seen in the lower part of Fig. 1. The 

degree of modulation ~s the ratio between A and B. It is usually expressed 

in per cent. 
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Figure 2 shows the relative amplitude ( dB and phase angle ~n 

degrees) of the sine wave which fits the histogram in the range of modulat

~on frequency from 1 to 1000. The cycle histograms of the activity are seen 

for different modulation frequenc . In this case the stimulus was an 

amplitude modulated tone at the unit 1 s CF (30.0 kHz) and the modulation was 

20%. Its intensity was 60 dB SPL (the threshold of the unit was 45 dB SPL). 

A pronounced enhancement of the modulation wave the neural charge 

pattern is seen in the responses of this unit at or around a modulation 

frequency of 300 Hz. At this frequency the modulation of 20%, i.e. of about 
+ - 1.9 dB, gives rise to nearly 40% modulation of the density of the record-

ed neural spike train. 

Other units, however, have a less pronounced ~n their ga~n funct-

ions. 
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Figure 3 shows a sample of galn functions obtained from responses to 

amplitude modulated tones at CF. The ratio (in dB) between the modulation 

of the neural discharge frequency and the modulation of the stimulus tones 

together with the phase angles between modulation of the response and the 

stimulus is shown. A modulation was either 10 or 20% and the sound 

intensity was about 20 dB above the unit's threshold at CF. 

In many units the gain function obtained in response te amplitude 

modulated tones was similar over a large range of sound intensities while 

in other units the gain functions changed ln a systematic way when the 

sound intensity was rised from just above threshold. In such units, low 

modulation frequencies were attenuated more at high sound intensities than 

at intensities just above threshold. In a narrow frequency region around 

the frequency of the peak in the gain function the degree of modulation 

was reproduced almost unchanged or only slightly attenuated for a wide 

range of sound intensity. In most units the phase angles of the galn 

functions were influenced very little by the change in sound intensity. 

The modulation of sinusoidally amplitude modulated broadband noise was 

also preserved in the recorded discharge pattern of cochlear nucleus units. 

The amount of modulation of the discharge frequency was, however, in many 

units slightly less for noise as compared to tones. 

The distorsion of the shape of the cycle histograms was found to be 

rather small even in cases where the sound stimulation resulted ln an 

alroost 100% modulation of the neural discharge frequency. 

Frequency modulated tones gave in these neurons a response pattern 

which was very similar to the amplitude modulated tones provided that the 

tone had a frequency which was higher or lower than the CF of the unit. 

Cycle histograms of the activity evoked by tones the frequency of which 

was equal to the CF of the unit often showed a distorted shape with the 

high content of second harmonie. The sensitivity to frequency modulation 

was higher for tones above CF than below. In the frequency range of 15 kHz 
. + a frequency roodulatlon of the slze of - 50 Hz often gave a response 

pattern which was nearly 100% modulated when the carrier frequency was 

slightly higher than the CF of the unit. 

It is thus clear that changes in amplitude or frequency are enhanced 

ln the response pattern of those units within certain ranges of rate of 

change, while it is suppressed in other rates. The units can thus be 

regarded to function like a resonant filter which is tuned to a certain 

modulation frequency. At that frequency, very small changes in am~"itude 
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or fre~uency of a pure tone or of the amplitude of a braadband noise are 

clearly reproduced in the temporal pattern of the neural discharges. It 

seems rather plausible that this enhancement of amplitude or fre~uency 

change in a certain range of modulation frequencies occurs in the neural 

excitation process in the cochlear nucleus. The fact that sinusoidal 

modulation 1s reproduced with very little distorsion suggests that even 

nonsinusoidal amplitude of frequency changes may be reproduced with high 

fidelity in the temporal pattern of the neural discharges. This reproduet

ion of changes in amplitude or frequency occurs over a large range of 

sound intensities extending to levels where the ma1n firing rate has 

reached a steady state value. 

Ratliff, F., Knight, B.W., Toyoda, Jun-ichi, and Hartline, H.K. (1967): 
Enhancement of flicker by lateral inhibition, 
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INTRODUCTION. 

l 

Two basic types of model have been proposed to account for the way in 
which we perceive complex tones. In one class, the "pattern recognition" 
models, the pitch of a complex is assumed to be derived from certain 
primary sensations, such as the pitches of certain partials contained in 
the complex. Examples of this type of model have been presented by 
Thurlow (1963), Whitfield (1970) and Walliser (1968, 1969). These models 
all require that at least one partial should be analysable from the 
complex, and in support of this idea Terhardt (1970) bas presented data 
camparing a) the frequency difference between two tones necessary for the 
perception of two separated pitches b) the "existence region" of the 
tonal residue (Ritsma, 1962). 

Terhardt finds that the curve "pitch separation" is almast identical 
with the lower boundary of the existence region, and concludes that 
"partials lying in a certain frequency region contribute to the 
perception of periodicity pitch only if those partials generate separate 
pitches". This conclusion is open to question however, since it is 
based on a comparison of the results of different subjects, and since it 
may not be appropriate to use the results for a two-tone complex as a 
basis for comparison. 

A second class of models, the temporal models, assume that the pitch 
of a complex tone is derived from the time-pattern of vibration at some 
point on the basilar membrane. These models require an interaction of 
the individual components, so that the periodicity of the input wavefarm 
is preserved. Thus on this type of model there will not necessarily be 
a relationship between the audibility of the partials in a complex and 
the pitch of the complex as a whole. Clearly then, one way of 
distinguishing between these two types of models is to see if a residue 
pitch can be heard when none of the individual components are separately 
audible. 

Experiment l. The audibility of partials in a multi-tone complex. 

Plomp (1964) found that for multi-tone complexes containing the first 
twelve harmonies, the partials can only be distinguished if their 
frequency separation exceeds the cri tical bandwidth. For two simu.~ taneous 
tones the pitches can be distinguished for separations less than the 
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critical band, at least for freequencies up to 5 KHz. A temporal theory of 
pitch perception can account for this discrepancy as follows. Consicter the 
excitation pattern along the basilar membrane for the different types of 
tonal complex (fig.l). 

Two-tone Multi-tone 

Fig. l. Idealised patterns of excitation on the basilar membrane 
in response to the two types of tonal complex. 

arrows indicate points on the basilar membrane 
whose pattern of vibration corresponds uniquely to 
one of the component tones. 

For any region on the basilar membrane where the excitation patterns of 
the individual components overlap, these components will interfere, and 
the pattem of firing will correspond to the interference pattern (Rose 
et.al. 1969; Brugge et.al., 1969). However for a two-tone complex there 
will be certain regions on the basilar membrane (see arrows) whose pattern 
of vibrationis determined solely by one or the other component tones. 
Thus the patterns of neural firings derived from these regions signal 
the separate periodicities of the component tones. For a multi-component 
complex this only occur for the lowest and highest components in a 
complex, or for components which are widely spaeed in frequency. 

This line of reasoning can explain Plomp's results, and also indicates 
that the lowest partial in a multi-component complex should be particularly 
easily discriminable. This would make Walliser's model more plausible, 
since the model assumes that the pitch of a complex tone is determined as 
a subjective sub-harmonie of the pitch of the lowest partial. A further 
predietien may be made; a band of noise in the frequency region just 
below the lowest partial in a complex will disturb the pattern of vibration 
in that region, so that the partial will now no langer have a unique 
temporal representation on the basilar membrane. Thus that partial should 
now be no more easily audible than a partial within a multi-tone complex. 
Experiment 1 was designed to test these predictions. 

Method. A method similar to that used by Plomp(l964) '-Jas tried, but was 
found to have certain drawbacks. Given two comparison tones the subjects 
sametimes seemed able to make their judgments by choosing the tone which 
was least 11 dissimilar 11 to the complex, while at the same time they seemed 
unable to hear the partial in question as a separate entity. For this 
reason a methad invalving only a yes-no decision was used. The subject 
operated a two-way switch to hear either the multi-tone complex or a 
single tone. tone was either identical to the lowest partial in the 
complex, or was of frequency about 4 J.N.D's higher than this (so that 
the camparison tone always fell within the frequency range of the complex). 
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The probability of the camparisen tone being present in the complex was 
0.5. 

3 

Stimuli were recorded on tape. For a given frequency of the lowest 
partial, multi-component signals were recorded at a number of different 
values of the spacing of the components. It was found that subjects 
maintained a fairly constant 11 false alarm" rate, of about 10%, so that 
presumably they were able to maintain a stable criterion. From the trials 
on which the correct answer was "yes", the frequency separation at which 
the partial could be separately heard 75% of the time was found by 
interpolation. Stimuli were recorded in random order, with the provision 
that no stimuli with the same lowest component were presented on 
successive trials. Each stimulus lasted 10 seconds and was followed by 
5 seconds silence in which the subject had to write down his decision. 
Each component was at approximately 40 db S.L. 

Lowest partials with frequencies 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 5000, 
6000 and 8000 Hz were used. The components in each complex were 
approximately equally spaced, but only the separation in frequency 
between the two lowest partials was set exactly. Thus the complex as 
a whole was non-harmonie, and did not produce any (residue) pitch. 

Results. 

Condition 1 • No noise. 

A pilot experiment showed that the audibility of the lowest partial 
was relatively little affected by the number of other components in the 
complex. A complete set of data was only obtained for complexes 
containing four components. The mean results of four subjects are 
shown plotted in fig .2. 

• 

s 
of lewest partial, Hz. 

Fig. 2. Mean separation 
of the partials necessary 
for 75% correct identif
ication of the pitch of 
the lowest partial. Also 
shown are the results of 
Plomp(l964) for a two
tone complex. 

multi-tone complex 

• two-tone complex 
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The results of Plomp (1964) for two-tone complexes are shown in the same 
figure. The results are quite similar, and the results of individual 
subjects fall around those of Plomp (mean of two observers). These 
results indicate that the lowest partial in a complex is about as 
discriminable as a partial in a two-tone complex. However, in this 
experiment the subjects appeared unable to 11hear out" the lowest partial 
when that partial lay above 5 KHz ( unless the other partials were so far 
separatedas to be almost inaudible). Plomp did not report such an 
effect, and presumably the discrepancy is due to the metbod differences. 

Condition 2 • With Noise. 

For this part of the experiment a 1/3 octave band of noise, with 
centre frequency 1/3 actave below that of the lowest partial, was added 
to the complex. The level of the noise was set up as follows. The filter 
was set so that its centre frequency coincided with that of the lowest 
partial, and the noise level was adjusted until it was just sufficient to 
mask the lowest partial presented alone. The centre frequency of the 
noise was then re-set to 1/3 actave lower. The edge of the noise band 
was thus separated in frequency from the lowest partial by 1/6 octave. 

Results of the same four subjects are shown in fig.3, 

Frequency of partial, Hz. 

Fig. 3. As for fig.2, 
but with a 1/3 octave 
band of noise in the freq
uency region below the 
lowest partial. Also 
shown are the results of 
Plomp (1964) for a partial 
within a multi-tone compl-
ex. 

)I 
M lowest partial, 

with noise 
•• _ _.,., mul ti-tone 

complex (Plomp) 

which also shows the results of Plomp for a partial within a multi-tone 
complex. Again the results are similar, except that the subjects in this 
experiment were unable to 11hear out 11 the lowest partial when i t lay above 
5 KHz. Fig. 4 compares the results for the noise and no-noise conditions. 
As predicted by the temporal model, the addition of the noise increases 
the frequency separation necessary for the correct identification of the 
pitch of the lowest partial, and the amount of difference is similar to 
that found by Plomp for a two-tone complex and a multi-tone complex. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the 
noise and no-noise cond-
i tions. 

,...._......r noise 

___.. no noise 

5 
Frequency, Hz. 

10.,. l. 

Experiment 2. Range over which a residue-like pitch may be heard. 

The "pattern recognition 11 would predict that a complex tone will 
only have a well-defined pitch when at least one partial in the complex 
is separately audible. The experiment of the previous section indicates 
that the limiting case will be reached when the lowest partial is no 
longer separately perceptible. These models generate two further 
predictions: 

1) Variatiens in ability amongst individual subjects, in hearing out 
partials in a complex tone, should be reflected in corresponding variations 
in the existence region of the tonal residue for those subjects. 

2) The effects of noise on the perceptibility of individual partials 
should be reflected in corresponding changes in the existence region 
of the tonal residue. 

The experiment in this section was designed to test these predictions. 

There are a number of difficulties associated with the determination 
of the "existence region". One is the possibility that combination tones 
in the frequency region below the frequency of the lowest partial 
physically presented may influence the percept. To check on this 
possibility three conditions were used: 1) Stimuli at 40 db S.L. 
2) Stimuli at db S.L. 3) Stimuli at 15 db S.L., with a 1/3 octave 
band of noise in the frequency region below the lowest partial. A second 
difficulty is that the transition between tonal and atonal is not very 
well defined, so that subjects have difficulty in making consistent 
judgments. To try and overcome this a stimulus having certain time-varying 
properties was used. The stimulus was similar to a sine-wave modulated 
100%, except that the carrier frequency alternated betweeen successive 
sections of the envelope, as in • 5. 
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Fig. 5. Diagramrnatic representation of the 11 cyclic pitch 11 stimulus. 
The 11 carrier 11 alternates between f and f + df. The envelope repet-

. c c 
ition rate 1S g. 

The two carrier frequencies were chosen to differ by about 2 Hz. 

6 

Under these conditions a pitch is heard, which varies up and down in a 
cyclic manner about two times a second. This pitch cannot be derived from 
the enve1ope repetition rate , since this is constant, and so the pitch 
car:mot be c onfused with a 11roughness" sensation. Further, the time-varying 
qualities of this stimulus serve to make the pitch very distinct, so that 
the subject now has a much clearer decision to make - is a varying pitch 
audible or not? The stimulus has the disadvantage that it is rather more 
complicated than the A.M. stimuli used by Ritsma (1962). 

Method. 

Stimuli were band-pass filtered, using a filter wi th attenuation rate 
of 24 db/ actave, with the centre frequency set to equal the 11carrier11 

frequency (f ). This removed any lower partials, and reduced the level 
of the campagent corresponding to the envelope rate (g) to-60db. 
Photographs of oscilloscope tracings showed that the main effect of the 
filtering was to reduce the slight irregularities in the wavefarm at 
points between adjacent envelope sections; there were no measurable 
changes of the position of peaks in the fine structure within the envelope. 

Subjects were instructed to listen for a varying pitch. To discourage 
them from listening to individual partials a comparison tone was provided. 
This consisted of a pulse-train of rate g Hz. which had been filtered so 
as to have a timbre similar to that of the 11 cyclic pitch 11 stimulus. 
Subjects were told that the pitch they were to listen for would not be 
greatly different from that of the comparison tone. They were allowed to 
switch bac~wards and forwards between the two stimuli as aften as they 
wished. The task was to adjust a knob (which controlled g) until the 
varying pitch was only just audible. Each match was repeated four times, 
going alternatelyup and down, and it was found that subjects were able 
to perfarm the task very consistently. In the 11noise 11 condition a l/3 
actave band of noise with centre frequency l/3 actave below f was added 
at an intensity just sufficient to mask a tone at db S.L. 8f frequency 
within the passband of the filter. 

Results. 

The results were similar to those of Ritsma (1962) except that the 
cyclic pitch could be heard for g up to 1400Hz (c.f. 800 Hz found by 
Ritsma), and that, at low S.L's the pitch could only be heard for ratios 
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Gt----«2 
15 db S.L. 

+ noise 

o----e 
15 db S.L. 

~ 

40 db S.L. 

Ritsma (1962) 

\0.,. 5 
f c 

Fig. 6. The range of values of the envelope repetition rate , g, 
over which a cyclic pitch is heard, plotted as a function of 11carrier 11 

frequency, f • Also shown are the results of Ritsma (1962), for a.m. ton~ c 

Frequency of partial, Hz. 

Fig. 7. Gomparisen of the 
separation of the partials 
necessary for a) 75% correct 
identification of the pitch 
of the lewest partial 
b) audibility of the cyclic 
pitch. 

• • lowest partial, 
with noise 

• • lewest partial, 
no noise 
cyclic pitch, 
with noise 
cyclic pitch, 
no noise 
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of f /gup toabout 12 (c.f. 25 found by Ritsma). (see fig.6). 
Fig.c7 compares the results of the noise and no-noise conditions at 15 db 
S.L. with the results of the first experiment at about 40 db S.L. Note 
that increasing the S.L. tended to increase the range over which the qyclic 
pitch was audible, so that at 40 db S.L. the dotted curves (shawing the 
existence region of the cyclic pitch) would have been shifted further 
down. We may note two points: 
l) In the two noise conditions the cyclic pitch can be heard when the 
separation of the partials is less ( by about 50% on average) than the 
separation necessary for the pitches of any of the partials to be 
separately audible. 
2) The addition of the noise has a greater effect on the "separation 
of the partials necessary for separate audibili ty of the lowest partial11 

than on the 11 existence region of the cyclic pitch", especially at low 
frequencies. These differences are significant. 

Both of these findings are contrary to the predictions from the 
pattern recognition models. The results of individual subjects also 
fail to confirm the predictions. The models would predict a correlation 
between the individual scores in the two experiments e.g. if a subject 
required a larger-than-average separation of the partials to "hear out" 
the lowest partial, then that subject should also require a larger than 
~verage separation of the partials in order to hear the cyclic pitch. 
An estimate of the ranks of the subjects was obtained by summing the 
ranks in individual conditions. These ranks are shown belaw: 

rank 

subject 

lowest partial 

cyclic pitch 

C.M. 

3 
1 

P.L. 

2 

2 

D.J. 

4 
3~ 

B.M. 

l 

3~ 

There is no correlation between the two sets of ranks (Spearmanrs 
rank correlation coefficient, r == -0.1). Note that the subjects wi th 
the highest and lowest ranks insthe 11 lowest partial" experiment 
(D.J. and B.M.) obtained equal ranksin the 11 cyclic pitch" experiment. 

We may conclude that these results do not support the predictions 
from the patiErn recognition models. This does nàt mean tha t such 
models are ruled out; they may well be appropriate at low harmonie 
numbers. However it is clear that these models do not provide an 
explanation for the limits of the existence region of the tonal residue. 
It is also clear that such models cannot provide a complete explanation 
of the way in which we perceive complex tones. 
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DIRECT COMPARISON OF ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE PITCH 

Andrzej Rakowski 

The Academ.y of Music, Warszawa, Poland 

1. Introduction. The term "absolute pitch" refers to the fa
culty of recognizing and defining the pitch of a musical 
tone without the use of a raferenee tone. This faculty is not 
attributed to the whole population but to less than 1% of it. 
People not possessing absolute pitch can accurately recogni~ 
ze a tone as higher, lower or identical with a raferenee 
tone only shortl.y after this raferenee tone is given. 

The speci:tic nature of absolute pitch may be best ravea
led in experiments concerning tonal memory. Such an experi
ment was conducted by Bachem /1954/ and successfully suppor
ted his theory /Bachem 1937/ of "chroma" identification by 
the possessors of absolute pitch. Harris /1952/, Wiekalgren 
/1969/ and Massaro /1970/ reported experiments in which ob
servers compared tones of different pitch over increasing 
intervals of time. In all these experiments the observers' 
task was essentially the same as in AX method of threshold 
measurements. The error of comparisons, increasing with time 
interval between A and X signals, was used to indica te the 
decay of pitch memory trace. 

2. Method. The present experiment was so originally designed 
as to use in it the method of adjustments in which standard 
and variable signals were separated by var;ous time inter
vals. For practical raasons the method actually used had to 
be essentially varied in comparison with the classical 
method of adjustements or "method of average error" o 

The standard signal S was exposed only once, for a relati-
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vely long time /10 sec./ then, after time interval ~t in 
which no signa! was heard, the variable signa! V appeared 
at the lower or /in equal number of cases/ upper edge of a 
frequency scala. The subjeet's task was to adjust the 
frequency of a variable tone so as to make this tone equal 
in pitch with the standard tone s. 

Owing to observers' great experience in pitch compari
sons and to the appropriate design of a tone generator, 
this task was accomplished in a relatively short time~ t' 
/average 3 sec/ which was practically invariant with 
varying time delay ~t. The variable signa! V of first rapi
dly then slowly changing frequency, acted as retroactive 
interference signa! with the pitch memory trace of signa! s, 
thus increasing the variabili ty maasure of adjustments. 
However, due to tbe fact of these conditions being equal 
for all comparisons, tbe interferring effect of signa! V 
could be taken as uniformly masking factor not influencing 
substantially the display of results for various delays At. 

Six audiologically normal music students took part in 
the experiment as subjects. Three of them had genuine, 
infallable absolute pitch according to Bachem's /193?/ cri
terion, and were chosen with the aid of especially designed 
test method. All subjects passed an intense trainjng in 

pitch discrimination tasks. 
Testing was conducted individually in a sound isolated 

booth, in sessions not exceeding 2 hours with three inter
vals. Subjects listened to tones binaurally through the 
earphones with frequency response equalised for free field 
conditions. The loudness level for all signals was 40 pho
nes, and frequencies used were 110, 400, 1000, 3000 and 
?000 Hz. Time delay At was O, 5, 10, 25 seconds, 1, 5, 30 
minutes and 24 hours. The programme was carried out by the 
experimenter but the clock dial was visible to the subject 
and he was aditionally war.ned by a signa! light two seconds 
before the end of a silence interval. Rehearsing standard 
pitch S in silence interval was encouraged except for the 
longest delay time 24 hours in which subjects were staying 
outside the laborator,y. 
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3· Results and discussion. The result of each setting was 
read out from the digital frequency meter with the accuracy 
up to 0.1 Hz. Each subject made 20 settings at any given set 
of measuring condi tions and standard óeviations we re taken 
as comparative maasure of pitch memory decay. The display of 
these computed standard deviations is shoWll. in Fig 1 in two 
separate graphs. On the left the results of 3 subjects not 
possessing the absolute pitch /NAP/ are presented, and on 
the right the results of 3 subjects with absolute pitch /AP/. 
Poi.I>:ts reprasent mean values and vertical lines show the dis
perssion of results. 

NAP AP 

7 k.Hz: 

3"Hz. 

! .-!kHz 
1 

I I ...,. HOH.: I 
,------,-.-, 
0 5 10 Z5 605 , ... 30rn ____ 24h 0 5 10 .2& 60s Sm 

At 
30,.., - 24h 

Al 

10 1DO.s 10 100 10005 
_,_~-

llt tlH' 
10 m 

10 100h 

F1g.1. variability of equal pitch adjustments by increasing 
time delay between standard and variable signals. 

The inspeetion of graphs in Fig 1 áhows, that the perfor
mancesof two groups of subjects differ markedly for longer 
time delays. At the delays ranging from 10 sec to 5 min the 
possibility of accurate adjustments based on the exact sen
aation of pitch S stored in memory seems to expire. Facing 
this fact subjects were forced to develop another criterion 
in their matching tasks. The NAP listners tried to keep the 
standard in memocy as long as possible and then having only 
a slight trace of it's senaation tried to make the V tone 
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as similar to S as posible, or merely guessed. The ver,y impor
tant factor here was the memory for a fre~ency region in 
which tbe given tone was located; the accuracy of this mat
ching however was of the order of magnitude smaller than at 
shorter delays. 

The method adopted by the possessors of AP was obviously 
different. When direct contact was lost with the pitch S sto
red in memory, they tried to reeall it with the aid of their 
own "imprinted" pitch standards, namely 12 pitches of a chro

matic musical scale. E.g. they remembered that 1000 Hz sounds 
a little lower than c6 and tried to remamber only this small 
deviation. This tecbni~e was particularily useful with S 
tone belonging to the normal musical scale. Such was the case 
with S = 110 Hz /A2/. This tone, as beloDgi.J:lg to a group of 
"imprinted" stand.ards was equally familiar to AP subjects af

ter any time delay. 
In spite of ver,y clear instructions given to Al? subjecte, 

they were not able in the course of experiment to imprint in 

the memory additional pitch standards not dependant on the 
chromatic scale. E.g. they did not remember a 1000 Hz tone "as 
such". In this aspect they performed similaril.y to NAP sub
jects. If such a fact could be confirmed in a lang lasting 
experiment, it might throw a new light on the theory of abso
lute pitch as a faculty acquired through "imprinting" in 
early childhood a limited number of standarde in individual's 
memory. 

4. References. 
Bachem,A. /193?/: Various types of absolute pitch; 

J.Acoust.Soc.Am. 9, 146. 
Bachem,A. /1954/: Time factors in relative and absolute 
pitch discrimination; J.Acoust.Soc.Am. 26, 751. 
Harris,J.D. /1952/: The decline of pitch discrimination 
with time; J.Exptl.Psychol. 43 1 96. 
Massaro,D.W. /1970/: Retroactive inter.ference in short-term 
recognition memory for pitch; J.Exptl.Psychol. 83, 32. 
Wickelgren, W.A. /1969/: Associative strength theory of 
regognition memory for pitch; J.Math.Fsychol.6, 13. 
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INTENSITY DISCRIMINATION OF NOISE BANDS AS A FUNCTION OF 
BANDWIDTH AND DURATION 

M. Rodenburg 

Dept. of Biological and Medical Physics/ Dept. of Oto
laryngology, Medical Faculty Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Frequency resolution and temporal integration are two important 

properties of the auditory system. In this study we investiqa

ted whether these processes play a role in intensity discrimi

nation of noise bands. 

1) Determination of the modulation threshold of noise bands 

as a function of the bandwidth. 

A band of noise can be regarded as a sinusoidal signal with 

irregularly varying amplitude and phase. The rate of the ampli

tude fluctuations is inversely proportional to the bandwidth 

and is independent of the center frequency of the noise band. 

For small bandwidths these fluctuations may influence the in

tensity discrimination. For large bandwidths the fluctuations 

are rapid and smoothed out by the auditory system. In that 

case the difference limen for noise is 0.5 1 dB. When the 

bandwidth is small the fluctuations are slow and deteriorate 

intensity discrimination. Zwicker (1956) has found that the 

difference limen increases when the bandwidth decreases below 

1000 Hz. Eesides the difference limen appeared to be indepen

dent of the center frequency. Bos and De Boer (1966) have con

firmed that the difference limen for noise bands depends almost 

exclusively on the bandwidth and not on the center frequency. 

Maiwald (1967) investiqated the effect of the bandwidth, too. 

He used noise bands with a lower cut-off frequency of 6.4 KHz 

and varied the upper cut-off frequency. The difference limen 

decreased with increasing bandwidth up to 3.4 KHz. For band-
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widths beyond 3.4 KHz the difference limen was constant. He 

concluded that this was due to the fact that the critica! band 

limits the bandwidth beyond this value. In that case we would 

expect that the relation between the difference limen and the 

bandwidth will be a decreasing function up to a bandwidth eer

responding with the critica! band. Beyond that bandwidth the 

difference limen will be independent of the bandwidth. This 

transition should occur at a smaller bandwidth for noise bands 

with a low center frequency, since the critica! bandwidth de

creases with frequency. Therefore we investigated the effect 

of the bandwidth at different center frequencies. A modulation 

methad was used in this experiment. The modulation threshold 

was determined for noise bands of several bandwidths at the 

center frequencies 500 Hz, 2000 Hz and 8000 Hz at a modulation 

frequency of 10 Hz. A forced-choice methad was used. The per

centage correct answers was determined as function of the roodu

lation depth. The modulation depth at the 75% point was taken 

as the modulation threshold. Two subjects participated in this 

experiment. The experimental results are given in Fig. 1. 
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The results of the two observers are similar. The modulation 

threshold decreases with increasing bandwidth up to a certain 

value and is constant beyond it. This value is 200 Hz for a 

center frequency of 500 Hz, 600 Hz for a center frequency of 

2000 Hz and 2500 Hz for a center frequency of 8000 Hz. 

2) Determination of the difference limen of noise pulses as a 

function of the duration. 

3 

From threshold measurements with tone pulses as a function of 

their duration it is known that the activity of the auditory 

system includes integration. Most authors assume that the in

tegration time is about 200 msec. and independent of the fre

quency (Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967, Zwislocki 1960, 1965). 

Plomp and Bouman (1959), however, found that the integration 

time varied with frequency. At 250 Hz the integration time ap

peared to be 375 msec. and at 8000 Hz only 150 msec. It is ob

vious that the energy of noise pulses fluctuates. The standard 

deviation UT of the energy distribution decreases with increa

sing duration. Rice (1954) derived an equation which gives the 

ratio of the standard deviation and the mean of the energy dis

tribution for relatively narrow bands of noise: 

,if 

In this formula E is the mean energy of the noise pulse with 

duration T, UT the standard deviation, fb and fa the upper and 

lower cut-off frequencies. According to this formula the ratio 

~: decreases with increasing T. The D.L. will also decrease 

w~th increasing T. When the duration of the noise pulses is 

longer than the integration time of the ear, it is the inte

gration time, rather than the duration of the noise pulses, 

which determines the threshold. The D.L. of noise pulses as a 

function of the duration should thus decrease with increasing 

T only up to the integration time. For longer durations the 

D.L. should be constant. This provides another possibility to 

estimate the integration time of the auditory system. The D.L. 

for intensity of noise pulses has been determined as a function 
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of the duration. The duration was varied from 25 msec. up to 

1 sec. White noise or bandpass filtered noise (bandwidth 

4 

300 Hz) at the center frequencies of 500 Hz, 2000 Hz and 8000 

Hz were used. Two noise pulses of different intensities were 

presented with an interval of 0.5 - l sec. between the two pul

ses. The sequence of the noise pulses was determined by a for

ced-choice generator. A psychometrie cu~ve was determined and 

the 75% point taken as the difference limen. The experiments 

were carried out at 30 dB sensation level of the pulse with the 

lower intensity. Two subjects participated in this experiment. 

Fig. 2 shows the experimental results. For white noise with a 

duration langer than 100 msec. the two subjects show difference 

limens of respective.ly 0.5 and 0.9 dB. For shorter durations 

the difference limen increases. For a center frequency of 

8000 Hz our estimate of the integration time (inflection points 

in the curves) is the same as for white noise. 
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Discussion 

In the first experiment we saw that the modulation threshold 

decreased with increasing bandwidth up to a critical value. 

These values are about twice as large as the critical bands for 

these center frequencies. The rate of increase with increasing 

center frequency is comparable with that of the critical band. 

This makes it likely that the critical band mechanism plays a 

role in the detection of amplitude modulation of wide band 

noise as was proposed by Maiwald. 

The modulation threshold of white noise as a function of the 

modulation frequency shows a low-pass characteristic with a 

cut-off frequency of about 60 Hz (Rodenburg, 1972). Attenuation 

of the fluctuations beyond this frequency causes an increase 

the modulation threshold with increasing bandwidth. For an 

ideal rectangular filter the expected number of maxima of the 

envelope persecondis 0.641 (fb-fa), fb and fa being the upper 

and lower cut-off frequencies, respectivelv (Rice 1954). This 

means that the expected number of maxima is the same as the 

cut-off frequency of the attenuation characteristic (60 Hz), 

when the bandwidth is about 90 Hz. The curves of Fig. 1, indeed 

show a breakpoint at this bandwidth. 

The results of the experiments with the noise pulses of diffe

rent durations show that the integration time is a function of 

the center frequencies. Our data show that the integration time 

is about a factor 2 longer for low frequencies than for high 

frequencies, which is in agreement with the results of Plomp 

and Bouman. For white noise the integration time is the same 

as for high frequencies. Evidentlv the system uses the smallest 

integration time available given the frequency content of the 

stimulus. 

The difference limen for noise bands of 300 Hz bandwidth and a 

duration between 200 msec. and 1 sec. is larger than for white 

noise. This is due to the reduction of the bandwidth. The dif

ference limen increases with increasing center frequency for 

durations longer than the integration time. This increase is 

mainly due to the decrease of the integration time, although 

it cannot be explained completely bv this effect. This is illus

trated by the fact, that the difference limen at 8000 Hz and 
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100 msec. is still larger than at 500Hz and 100 msec., al

though in this case the durations are the same. x) 
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Identical sounds that start within about a twentieth of' a 

second of' each other at two different sourees are normally 

heard as a single sound. The f'used sound appears to origi

nate at the souree that leads in time. The leading sound~s 

predominanee is well known as the preeedenee ef'f'ect (Wallach, 

Ne wman, & Rosenzwe ig, 1949) or Haas ef'f'ec t (Haas, 19 51 ) . How

ever, the two sounds need not be identical in order to f'use 

into a single image. The f'requency of' a tone presented 

through an earphone to one ear may dif'f'er f'rom the f'requency 

to the other ear by 2-15% and still the listener reports a 

single pitch (Thurlow & Bernstein, 1957). Even when heard as 

two pitches at much larger f'requency dif'f'erences, the re

sulting chord may have only a single spatial location. Hence, 

pitch fusion and position fusion are independent, suggesting 

separate neural mechanisms f'or pitch and localization. The 

present experiments investigated the limits of' position fu

sion f'or tones of' different f'requencies presented through 

loudspeakers in a f'ree field and through earphones. 

PROCEDURE 

Free-f'ield measurements were made in a 4 m by 4 m anecho
ic room. Two double-cone loudspeakers were placed J m f'rom 
the listener's head, one 45° to the lef't and the other 45° 
to the right of' the median plane. Tones were presented separ
ately through third-octave filters via each speaker f'or 6 or 
500 msec approximately every 2 seconds until the subject had 
marked the position or positions of' the sound or sounds and 
their temporal order on a prepared secring sheet. The onset 
time dif'f'erence, ~T, between the two speakers was varied 
f'rom 0 to 500 msec; in half' the trials the lef't speaker, 
which always had the lower f'requency, came on f'irst. The 
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frequency separation, àF', between the tones was varied from 
0 to 4200 Hz. Tones were presented at approximately 45, 65, 
and 85 phons as determined for each of the four subjects by 
loudness matches. 

Earphone measurements were made with TDH-J9 earphones. 
Tones lasted 700 msec, had a 1-msec rise-fall time, and were 
repeated aftera silent interval of 600 msec. They were set 
equally loud for each listener with the lower frequency al 
ways at 70 dB SPL. The AT was varied from 0 to 2 msec, and 
AF' from 0 to 45JO Hz with the geometrie mean constant at 
2000 Hz. On a prepared sheet, the subject marked the position 
of the sound image or images in his head. Six subjects, in
cluding the author, made two judgments of each combination 
of AF and AT. 

RESULTS 

1. Position fusion. Figure 1 shows how the percentage of 
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tone duration was 500 msec and level was 65 phons.) 
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fused judgmentst in whieh the sound image had a single posi

tion, deereased as the frequeney separation between the two 

tones inereased. Fusion under earphone and free-field lis

tening varies in mueh the same way with .D.F. Fusion fune

tions for .D.T = 2 rnsee are similar to the one shownt but at 

longer .D.Ts the funetions deerease more rapidly under both 

listening eonditions. 

The interaetive effect of .D.T and .6 F on fusion is shown 

in Figure 2 for free-field listening at 45 and 65 phons. The 

closer the two tones in frequency, the longer the onset time 

disparity at which they usually fuse. Fusion occurs more 

readily at 45 than at 65 phons, and more readily at 65 than 

at 85 phons (not shDwn}. Measurernents with 6-rnsec tones gave 

sirnilar results except that fusion occurred more often at 

small .ó.Ts. Data for .6 F = 0 Hz we re like those for 160 Hz. 

At the narrow .D.Fs fusion breaks down between 20 and 60 rnsec, 

values sirnilar to those reported for speech and ruusic (Haas, 

1951; Wallach, et al., 1949). 

2. Loealization. Figure J shows that the preeedenee effect 

holcts when two separated loudspeakers are energized by the 

same pure tones. Data at 85 phons were similar to those at 

65 phons. Generally, localization was better (i.e. was to

ward the leading speaker) at the higher levels than at 45 

phons, and also for 6-msee tones than for the 500-rnsee tones 

shown in Figure J. Although the sound seerned to eome frorn 

the sarne side as the leading loudspeaker, the listener heard 

the 500-Hz and 2000-Hz tones in back 40% of the time. 

As Figure 4 shows, even when the left and right tones 

differed as rnuch as 1900 Hz listeners eontinued to loeate 

the fused sound on the side of the leading speaker, but only 

when the left, low-frequeney speaker led. When the right, 

high-frequeney speaker led, the sound was often heard in the 

center or toward the left. This asymrnetry did not apply to 

the unfused sounds. Their separated images were alrnost al

ways loealized at the loudspeakers. Their temporal order was 

eorreetly reported at a .ó.T of 60 but not 20 rnsec. 

J. Lateralization. The lateralization (loealization of a 
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sound image inside the head) of fused tones presented through 

earphones is shown in Figure 5. Each point is based on 6 to 

12 judgments by three to six subjects. Between !:::. Fs of 0 and 

JOO Hz, which is the critical band at 2000 Hz, lateralization 

depends on !:::. T in much the same way. At 600 Hz, where five 

subjects still fused, the sound image remained more centered 

and the low-frequency side was heavily favored. The means at 

1200 Hz are for only three subjects and may not be represent-

ative. 
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DISCUSSION 

In position fusion and localization we see little evi
dence of the auditory system 1 s fine frequency selectivity. 
This finding is not inconsistent with the van Bergeijk-Békésy 
model of localization (van Bergeijk, 1962). Localization is 
presumably determined by the difference between the number 
of relevant neural units on the left and right sides of the 
auditory nervous system that respond to a given sound. For 
example, a sound reaching the left ear first would activate 
more right-side units than left-side units. It is reasonable 
to assume that a relevant unit would continue to be sensitive 
to interaural onset time differences even when the tones to 
the two ears differ in frequency, provided both tones are 
within the unit's response area or tuning curve. Since these 
binaural units have typical tuning curves and respond to a 
wide range of frequencies, small interaural frequency dif
ferences ought not disturb localization. Similarly, fusion 
would hold so long as some minimum number or proportion of 
the involved units are affected by inputs from both ears. 

Consideration of the typical tuning curve's shape sug
gests two specific psychophysical predictions. First, fusion 
should occur at wider 6Fs as intensity increases because a 
given unit responds to a wider range of frequencies at higher 
intensities. Although Perrott (1970) did measure somewhat less 
pitch fusion near threshold than at higher levels, the pre
sent free-field results plus earlier earphone measurements 
show the opposite tendency--fusion gets poorer as SPL in
creases. 

A second, more successful prediction is that the lo
calization of a dichotic tone pair would be biased toward 
the low-frequency side. The low-frequency member of the pair 
ought to affect more units than the high-frequency member 
since the typical tuning curve is steep toward high fre
quencies and shallow toward low frequencies. The laterali
zation data do show a consistent bias toward the low-fre
quency side at a 6 F of 600 Hz and a smaller bias at 300 and 
220 Hz. Perhaps, the asymmetry in free-field localization 
(Figure 4) also reflects a low-frequency bias. 

(The writer greatly appreciates the hospitality of Prof. 
J. Jauhiainen and Dr. E. Lampio at the Acoustics Lab. of the 
Helsinki University of Technology as well as the technical 
advice of J. Toivanen and the assistance of M. Pulakka. Re
search supported by a grant from N.I.H.) 
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ABSTRACT 

Assuming a logarithmic relationship between place and 

characteristic frequency, proportionality between the latter 

and phase velocity and a loss-factor independent of place, 

the wave equation for the basilar membrane displacement can 

be integrated analytically. The main theoretical results are 

as follows: 

1. The low-frequency phase-slope equals approximately 

-Kwr(x) where K is a dimensionless constant and wr(x) is 
the characteristic frequency at place x. 

2. The asymptotic high-frequency amplitude slope equals 
-6(K+l)dB/octave. 

3. Just above resonance the phase reaches a minimum value 

of about -K Radians. 

The Rhode (1971) low-frequency phase-slope date yields 

K = 27 ~ 3. The asymptotic high-frequency amplitude slope 
should therefore be (168 + 18) dB/octave. 

Surprisingly, the great frequency selectivity of the 

cochlea as reflected in the large numerical value of the 

high-frequency amplitude-slope is ~ determined by hydro

mechanical losses, which primarily influence behavior near 

resonance, but the constant K whose physical meaning is 

approximately 11 2n times the number of wavelengths" on the 

membrane for low frequencies. With the above value for K, the 

number of wavelengths becomes about 5 - considerably more 
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than found by von Békésy. 

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the phase

slopes and high-frequency amplitude-slopes of von Békésy 

(1960, pp. 446-463) are not inconsistent in the light of the 

present theoretical calculations: If the membrane becomes 

stiffer at the high amplitudes at which von Békésy made his 

measurement, both phase- and amplitude-slopes would be 

decreased. 

INTRODUCTION 

2 

Figure 1 shows a simplified electrical model of a sectien 

of the basilar membrane [cf. Zwislocki (1950) and Petersen 

and Bogert (1950)]. The total membrane is considered a series 

conneetion of infinitely many, infinitely short sections with 

parameters 1 1 , R, L, C depending on the place x. At the basal 

end (x = 0) the volume velocity (represented in the model by 

the current through L1 ) is prescribed by the motion of the 

stapes; at the apical end the "boundary condition 11 is given 

by the vanishing pressure difference (represented by the 

voltage across the terminals), i.e., a short-circuit in the 

electrical analog. 

The most apparent omission 1n the model shown in Fig. 1 is 

a component representing the restoring force due to elastic 

coupling between adjacent segments. However, this force can 

be represented in the model by including in the shunt induc

tance L a term proportional to the membrane surface tension a 

and inversely proportional to the phase velocity squared. 

Since, in this paper, the shunt impedance is not determined 

from the membrane mass density and tension but rather from 

the resonance frequency at a place x (cf. Eq. 3), the effect 

of the membrane tension is automatically included as far as 

behavier at resonance is concerned. 

However, because the basilar membrane 1s a dispersive 

transmission medium, i.e., the phase velocity c depends on 

frequency, the inductance L is not a constant, but decreases 

with frequency (cf. Eq. 27). One result of this dispersion 
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is a broadening of the frequency response at a given place ~n 

addition to that due to losses. 

THE TRANSFER FUNCTION 

The (natural) logarithm, g, of the voltage ratio between 

output and input of a section (when terminated in its charac

teristic impedance1 ) is given by 
1 

1 

g = -2 arcsinh {2[jwL1/(R+jwL+l/jwC)) 2} , 

For ~x+O one may therefore write 
1 

g = -[jwL1/(R+jwL+l/jwC)] 2 • 

Introducing the "resonance frequency" of the shunt arm 
1 

wr (x) = ( L • C) 2 

and its loss-factor (reciprocal "Q") 

ö(x) = w •R•C r 

and the phase velocity for low frequencies 
1 

c(x) = (L1 ·C) 2•/:.x 
' 

Eq. 2 may conveniently be rewritten as 

g(w,x) = -j(w/c)•[l-(w/w ) 2+jöw/w] 2 •6x r r 

where c and wr' and therefore g, are functions of x. 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The logarithmic voltage ratio G(w,x) between a place x and 

the basal input (x = 0) is obtained by integration of Eq. 6: 

x 

G(w,x) = J g(w,~)d~/ó.x 
0 

or with the integration variable z = w/wr(ç): 

zl 
G(w,x) = -jw J 

z2 

1 

c-1 ·[1-z 2+jö•z]-2 (dç/dz) dz, 

where z1 = wlwm and z 2 = w/wr(x), and wm is the resonance 

(7) 

(8) 
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frequency at the basal end: wm = wr(O). 

THREE ASSUMPTIONS 

We will now make the following assumptions: 

1. A logarithmic relation between place ç and the character

istic ("resonance") frequency wr(ç): 

ç = d·~n[w Iw (Ç)] m r 

where d is the distance along the membrane for which the 

characteristic frequency changes by a factor e = 2.718 •.. 

( 9 ) 

2. Proportionality between (low-frequency) phase velocity c(ç) 

at a place ç and its characteristic frequency w (Ç): 
r 

(10) 

where k is a constant with the dimension cm-1 

The proportionality, Eq. 10, implies that the ratio of L 

("membrane" mass) and L1 (fluid mass) is independent of place. 

3. Independenee from place of the loss-factor ó: 

ó(Ç) :; ó. <11) 

At least two of these conditions (Eqs. 9 and 11) appear to be 

reasonably well mkt above some species-dependent frequency 

(about 1 kHz in man). 

With Eqs. 9-11, analytic integration of Eq. 8 becomes 

possible. The formal result is 

1 1 
G(w,x) = -j·K[arcsin(z 2-j2ó)-arcsin(z1-j2ó)] , 

where 

K = k·d, z 1 = w/wm and z 2 = w/wr = (w/wm)·exp(x/d) • 
1 

(12) 

1 ? --
A factor (1+4ó-) 2 in the arguments of the arcsin-functions 

has been omitted because it can be absorbed into wm whose 

value would be changed by less than 3 % for ó < 0.5. 
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The physical significanee of the dimensionless constant K 

introduced here is that K/2n is approximately the number of 

wavelengths on the basilar membrane for radian frequencies 

small compared to wm (see Sectien on "Phase above Resonance"). 

[The three conditions given in Eqs. 9 to 11 are sufficient 

but not necessary for the integrability of Eq. B. Astheleast 

restrictive condition leading to equivalent results, it 

suffices that the loss-factor be constant and that L1 be pro

portionalto L·[ö tn(LC)/öx] 2 • Thus, there is a possibility of 

analytica! treatment of cases with ether than logarithmic 

place-frequency relationships.] 

PHASE AT LOW FREQUENCIES 

Splitting G(w,x) into its amplitude and phase parts: 

G(w,x) = tn[A(w,x)]+j$(w,x), 

Eq. 12 yields for w << w and ö << 2 r 

i.e., a linear dependenee of phase on frequency. 

(13) 

(14) 

Assuming 2 wm = 2n·50 kHz, Rhode's (1971) low-frequency 

phase data yields for the important dimensionless constant K: 

K = 27 + 3 (15) 

for squirrel monkey. Similar values may obtain for related 

species (including man). 

AMPLITUDE ABOVE RESONANCE 

For w > wr Cz 2 > 1), Eq. 12 yields 
1 

2 - K A(w,x) = {w/wr+[(w/wr) -1] 2
}- , 

where the identity 

j arcsin(u) 

has been used and the loss-factor ö neglected~ 

(16) 

(1 7) 
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For w >> w , Eq. 16 may be further simplified and rewritten 
r 

to bring both frequency and place dependenee into evidence: 

-K -kx A(w,x) = (2w/w ) ·e . m 
(18) 

Thus, the asymptotic slope of amplitude vs. frequency equals 

-6·K dB/octave. 

Including +6 dB/octave from the stapes displacement-to

pressure transformation and -12 dB/octave for the transfor

mation from the latter to the basilar membrane displacement, 

the theoretical slope becomes -6(K+l)dB/octave. 

With the experimental value of K = 27 ~ 3, from the low

frequency phase measurements, one obtains for the overall 

asymptotic slope 

-(168 ~ 18)dB/octave, 

a value somewhat above the range quoted by Rhode (-50 to 

-140 dB/octave) and Johnstone et al. (1970)(-95 dB/octave for ---
guinea pig at 18kHz). For frequencies nearer resonance and 

small loss-factors, the attenuation rate is even larger than 

the asymptotic values. 

The significanee of the theoretical relation between low

frequency phase-slope and high-frequency amplitude-slepe lies 

in the possibility of determining the latter from the former 

for comparison with neural tuning curves. Considerations of 

of additional sharpening mechanisms should thereby be facili

tated with important implications for a refined understanding 

of hearing. 

Equation 18 also shows that the amplitude, sufficiently 

above resonance, decays exponentially with place with a decay 

length k-1 = diK. With d = 0.6 cm (from Rhode's 2-position 
. ) -1 exper1ment , k = 0.02 cm. 

PHASE ABOVE RESONANCE 

Expansion of Eq. 12 just above resonance (z 2>1.1) gives 

for the phase 
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1 
1 1 2 --

$(w,x) = -K{än-äó·[(w/wr) -1] 2 -arcsin(w/wm)} . (19) 

This phase angle reaches a minimum about 20 % above reso

nance: 

,.. . ; -1.15·K . 
'+'m~n 

(20) 

It is interesting to note that the minimum phase angle is 

practically independent of place for w << w • (Of course, near r m 
the stapes the phase approaches zero.) 

The significanee of -$ . is that it equals 2n times the 
m~n 

number of wavelengths on the basilar membrane. With Eq. 20 and 

K = 27, the number of wavelengths becomes about 5 - in marked 

contrast to earlier conceptions which usually envisaged consi

derably smaller numbers of wavelengths. 

For comparison with experimental data, the phase angle of 
the stapes-displacement to fluid-pressure transformation 

1 
(roughly +än) and from the latter to the basilar membrane dis-
placement (close to -n) must be added. Thus 

$ = -1.15•K - 1.57 . minB (21) 

With K = 27 + 3, one obtains, 

$minB = -32 + 4 Radians, (22) 

which agrees reasonably well with Rhode's data (-22 to -28 

Radians). 

AMPLITUDE RATIO AT RESONANCE 

Expansion of Eq. 12 at resonance Cz1 = 1) for ó << 1 and 

wr << wm yields (up to linear termsin ó): 

(23) 

At frequencies considerably below resonance <z 2 << 1), one has 

1 2 -2 -2 in[A(w,x)] = iK•ó•w (wr -wm ) ( 24) 

For comparison with experiment the transformations from the 

stapes displacement to the fluid pressure and the latter to 

the basilar membrane displacement must be included. Thus, the 

overall ratio of the membrane displacement amplitude at reso

nance to the amplitude at some lower frequency w becomes 
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in[A(w ,x)/A(w,x)] = ~n(w /w·ó) r r 
1 

1 2 2 -2 -2 -;K[2·(26) - 26+6·w (w -w )J. r m 

SCHROEDER 8 

(25) 

For frequencies 10 times below resonance, Rhode's data show 

a level decrease of roughly 30 dB. With these values and 

K = 27, Eq. (25) yields 

6 = 0.02, (26) 

a value for the loss-factor which seems unexpectedly small. 

GROUP DELAY TO THE CHARACTERISTIC PLACE 

The group delay is obtained by differentiating -G(w,x) with 

respect to w and taking the imaginary part. With Eq. 12 
1 1 

óG/ów 
-1 1 2 -- 1 2 --= -jK·wr {[1-(z 2-j26) 1 2 -(wr/wm)[1-Cz1-j2ó) ] 2

}. (27) 

Thus, at resonance Cz 2 = 1) and for z1 = exp(-x/d) << 1: 
1 

1 --
T = K·w- [(26) 2 -w Iw ] gr r r m 

(28) 

To this must be added the (usually negligible) group delay be

tweenfluid-pressure and basilar-membrane displacement (2/wr·ó). 

Camparing the group delay for the resonance frequency with 

that at low frequencies (from Eq. 13): 

-1 
Tgo = K·wr (1-wr/wm)' (29) 

we see that the former is larger by a factor that depends 

strongly on ó. 

With T IT ~ 2 (from Rhode's data) and for wr/wm = 1/7, gr go 
one obtains 

ó :::' 0.1, 

a value considerably larger than the loss factor obtained from 

the amplitude at resonance. It is improbable that this dis

crepancy is due to experimental error. More likely, it reflects 

an inappropriateness of one (or several) of the assumptions 

made - or even a deficiency of the model self. 
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IMPCLSE RESPONSE 

In order to determine the impuls€ response of the basilar 

membrane, one can proceed as follows. The pressure difference 

between the scalae at place x as a function of time, p(t,x), 

for a pressure difference at the stapes (x=O) given by a 

Dirac delta-function is obtained by evaluating the inverse 

Fourier transfarm of exp[G(w,x)], with G(w,x) from Eq. 12. 

9 

For radian frequencies an octave or more below wm' the 

second arcsin-term in Eq. 12 can be replaced by its argument. 

Within this approximation, it represents a negative delay of 

K/wm' or roughly 0.1 msec, and a gain of K•o/2, or about 6 dB. 

The first arcsin-term has a well-known Fourier transform: 

p(t,x) = K·t-
1 

• exp(-o·wrt/2)·JK(wrt), 

where JK is a Bessel function of the first kind. 

The impulse response given by Eq. 30 has an interesting 

sealing property: a multiplication of w by a factor M is r 

(30) 

equivalent to a time compression by M and an amplitude expan-

sion by the same factor. The total energy contained is like-

wise multiplied by M, a fact which also follows from considera

tion of the transfer function in the frequency domain. Thus, 

for wr < wm/2 , p(t,x)/wr plays the role of a "universal" 

impulse response for the model under consideration. (In com

puting p(t,x), use can be made of the fact that a Bessel 

function with a half-integer index can be represented by ele

mentary functions.) 

For comparison with experimental data, the impulse response 

between stapes displacement and basilar membrane displacement 

m(t,x) is of interest. It is obtained from Eq. 30 by differen

tiating p(t,x) with respect to time, multiplying with the 

input impedance of the cochlea as seen from the stapes (essen

tially a real constant for radian frequencies an octave or 

more below wm) and convolving with the impulse response of the 

shunt arm at place x. Thus, 

m(t,x) = const. ~t p(t,x) * [exp(-o•w t)•sin w t]/w , (31) 
u r r r 
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where * stands for convolution 1n the timeadomain. 

CONCLUSION 

A simplified model of the basilar membrane has been made 

specific by assuming that resonance frequency and (low-fre

quency) phase velocity are (similar) exponential functions of 

place and that the loss factor associated with the membrane 

motion is indèpendent of place. The model so specified can be 

integrated analytically yielding relatively simple, explicit 

expressions for many physical observables such as phase delay, 

amplitude slopes, group velocities, impulse responses etc.. 

Several of Rhode's and Johnstone's experimental Mössbauer 

results can be matched with the assumption of but one critical 

parameter: K. (In fact, even von Békésy's measurement do not 

contradiet the model, albeit fora different value of K.) 

Thus, the same value of K ( ~ 27) can predict the low-frequency 

phase-slope, the high-frequency amplitude-slepe and the 

correct value for the minimum phase reached above resonance. 

FOOTNOTES 

1 This assumption 1s justified if the parameters of the model 

vary sufficiently slowly as a function of place. More speci

fically, the logarithmic derivatives with respect to x of 

jwL1 and (R+jwL+1/jwC)-1 must be small compared to the geo

metrie mean of these two quantities. This condition of quasl

homogeneity is,in fact, fulfilled even near resonance. Thus, 

there should be no significant standing waves on the basilar 

membrane. Indeed, standing waves have never been seen, except 

possibly beyond the characteristic place at levels considerab

ly below the resonance level (cf. Rhode (1971), Fig. 8). Did 

Nature know this when she designed the cochlea? 

2 Exact values for w may not be available. W.C. Stebbins m 
et al. (1966) give 2n•45 kHz for Macaca. Rhode (private 

communication) mentions that squirrel monkey can hear up to 

2n·60 kHz. 
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current 

(fluid volume velocity) 
... 

voltage 
(pressure difference 

between scalae) 

~ L1 (f/uid mass) 

/ ~ 

L (membrane mass) 

î 
voltage proportionaf to c membrane displacement 

(membrane compliance)l 

I flx .I 
,.. (Length of Basi/ar Membrane Section) 

Fig. 1: Equivalent electrical circuit for one sectien 

of the basilar membrane. The voltage across the 

capacitor is proportional to the membrane dis

placement. 

12 
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C. R. Steele 

Presently, Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule, Zürich 

ABSTRACT 

A model of the cochlea is analysed by the "phase integral" 

asymptotic methad, wi th which an a priori assumption of "long'' 

or "short" waves is not necessary. The possibility for inde

pendent rotation of the arches of Corti, bending of the re

maining portion of the basilar membrane, and deflection of 

the tip of the bony shelf is admitted. Results offer an ex

planation for the differences in the observations by Békésy 

(1960) and the "place" from damage evidence and the phase 

from recent work by Rhode (1971), using the Mössbauer effect. 

For frequencies over 1 KHz, it appears that no "long waves" 

occur in the cochlea. The model gives excellent agreement with 

Békésy's data for "clicku propagation along the cochlea. 

1This is a brief summary of results to appear in the artiele 
Steele, C.R., "Cochlear Mechanics", In Handbook of Sensory 
Physiology, Vol.5,The Auditory System, W.D. Keidel and 
W.D. Neff, Eds., (Springer, Berlin). 
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COCHLEAR MODEL 

The model in Fig.l is distinguished by the taper angle of the 

scalae walls, which permits a salution for the 3-dimensional 

fluirl motion as a Fourier series in e • For the fluid pressure 

on the basilar membrane 

p(r,e,o) = B
0

(r) + B1 (r) cos Ne+ •.• 

+ B1;
2

(r) sin Ne/ 2 + ••• (1) 

where B
0 

gives the average, B1 the first deviation due to 

the flexing of the basilar membrane (Mode I, Fig.2), and B1; 2 
the asymmetrie effects due to the rotatien of the arches of 

Corti (Mode II, Fig.2) and the displacement of the bony shelf 

tip (Mode III, Fig.2). Because of the narrow taper, N = 350, 

which provides a convenient large parameter for the asymptotic 

expansion of the solution. 

The stiffnesses are (Mode I) K, plate bending; (Mode II) k, 

against uniform rotatien of arches, and GJ, against relative 

rotatien between arches; (Mode III) ~ , against uniform dis

placement, and EI, against relative displacement between 

arches. The simplifying assumptions are that the edges are 

hinged, and that Modes II and III are elastically uncoupled. 

Va.lues are chosen so that the model has exactly the behavier 

under the static point laad that Békésy measured, and fits 

Békésy's pressure-volume displacement values, except near the 

helicotrema, where the model is about 3 times more compliant. 

It appears that the use of a more realistic, but more compli

cated, clamped edge condition would resolve this difference. 

It is found that, even with the addition of the actual tee

tarial membrane and the soft cells, the mass of the organ of 

Corti is negligible in camparisen with the fluid loading, in 

agreement with Békésy's observation. Only the damping due to 

fluid viscosity is considered. 
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PLATE STRIP IN INFINITE FLUID 

A simple solution can be obtained for the plate strip (Mode I) 

in a fluid, if the wall constraints are removed. For an in

viscid, incompressible fluid and a massless plate, there 

occurs a point of transition rt, given by 

K(N/rt) 5 = 2fw
2 (2) 

at which a traveling wave develops, moving toward the wide end 

of the plate, due to a prescribed uniform, far-field pressure 

in the fluid, fluctuating with the frequency w/z.rr • Thus, 

using only K from Békésy's point load tests, Eq.l gives the 

lower curve in Fig.3. If the arches of Corti are assumed to be 

perfectly flexible, so the total width of the basilar membrane 

3b/2 is used, then N in Eq.2 is increased by 50 %, and the 

upper curve in Fig.3 is obtained. The actual localization is 

between these two extremes. This indicates that 1) ~he basilar 

membrane is indeed, in the terminology of mechanica, to a good 

approximation not a t'membrane" but a plate with negligible 

tension, 2) the development of traveling waves is an intrinsic 

property of the tapered plate in a fluid - independent of size 

of fluid chambers, mass of the plate, or damping. This is in 

agreement with Békésy's experimental conclusions. 

SOLUTION 

The solutionfor the model of Fig.l is obtained, fora pure 

tone excitation at the stapes, in the form 

"7 (r) = tf (r)[l+O(N-liJ exp [i(wt- r (r))-JJ (r}] (3) 

Once the phase function f-J = S~dr is determined from the 

"eikonel" equation, the inviscid amplitude function ~ and 

the damping due to viscosity~ are easily determined. An 

approximation to the eikonel equation is 

f- b 2 Tanh /-" 1 - b 2 + -&- b 4 + .JL b ( 4 ) 
fW - Jl +EI f 4 4 k+GJ f- 2 IT2 K( ( ~ )2 + f- 2) 2 
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For long wavelengths; i.e. f-~ o, the right-hand-side gives 

the volume compliance under a static pressure difference in 

the scalae. For short wavelengths, the stiffnesses in the 

r-direction (EI,GJ,K) become significant. On the left-hand

side is the fluid effect. The height) of the model scala, 

which is chosen to be 4 mm so that the area is about that o: 

the cochlea, appears only in the hyperbalie function. Since 

for 

for 

4 

the assumption of "longwave" theory, that the pressure on the 

basilar membrane is the average of the pressure over the scala 

cross-section, is satisfied when fl < 1. 

The 2-mode model (i.e. withX ~ oO), shows the transition to 

occur at about the "Transition Pt.-Flex.Arches" curve in Fig.3. 

The significant activity is thus "shortwave". Of particular 

interest is that the maximum arch motion in the model is near 

Békésy's curve for the maximum Reissner's (rather than the 

basilar) membrane motion, while the model maximum basilar 

membrane displacement is near the damage curve, particularly 

at 1 KHz where the end effect of the helicotrema and Mode III 

are not so significant. Fig.4 shows the phase at the points 

of maximum arch and membrane motion with experimental values 

from Rhode (1971) and Békésy (1960). It seems clear that the 

components of the organ of Corti can have significantly 

different motion. 

Mode III is of dominant importance near the stapes, as shown 

by the impedenee in Fig.5. The peculiar behavier of Békésy's 

ex.perimental points near 1 KHz is now seen to be the transi

tion from the low frequency, longwave asymptote to the high 

frequency, shortwave asymptote. It appears therefore that, for 

frequencies over 1 KHz, no "longwaves" occur in the cochlea. 
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Eq.3 can be easily extended to transient excitation analysis, 

by a Laplace transformation over frequency and then a "saddle

point" estimation. The result for the front and tail of a 

"clickn propagation is shown in Fig.6. 

Finally it might be mentioned that all results are reasonably 

insensitive to variations in the model parameters. Figs.5 

and 6 are independent of the fluid viscosity. Unfortunately, 

the computations have not yet been performed for the 3-Mode 

model curves in Figs.3,4, and 6. 

References: 

Békésy, G. von (1960). Experiments in Hearing, 
McGraw-Hill, New York. 

Rhode, W.S. (1971): Observation of the Vibration of the Basilar 
Membrane in Squirrel Monkeys Using the Mössbauer Effect, 

J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 49, 1218-1231. 
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Fig.5 
Impedance of Cochlea 
at Stapes 

Békésy 
to-4 
3~5-------3~0------~25------~20 

Oistonce trom stapes, mm 

Fig.6 

MoJel ( two A1cde) 
rTatl of Di~turba.nc.e 

" 

Click Propagation along Cochlea 
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FREQUENCY AND TIME RESOLUTION OF THE EAR IN PITCH PERCEPTION 
OF COMPLEX TONES 

Ernst Terhardt 

Institut für Elektroakustik Technische Universität München, 

Introduetion 

During the past decades a lot of pitch phenomena have been reported which 

cannot be explained within the scope of the 11classical 11 place theory. 

Therefore, different mechanisms of pitch extraction like time mea-

surement and autocorrelation processes have been proposed. But these pos-

sible ions suffer from the disadvantage that crucial parts of the 

hypothesized mechanism have been attached to the stage of nervous processing 

where there are almost no observable phenomena supporting or disproving any 

assumption. Thus, the result of our ific progress is a great 

phenomena accompanied with improvement in the knowledge of discrete 

an almost complete confusion what the basic principles of pitch perception 

are concerned. 

In this paper, the phenomena observed within the area of pitch perception 

of pure and complex tones shall be considered. It will be shown that, at 

least within this area, there must not be confusion, because the pitch 

nomena which play a role in this area are compatible with a generalized 

place principle. The contents of this paper is an from a more de-

tailed which is in ion (Terhardt, 1972a, b). 

It has not always been with full consequence in the past that a 

complex tone generates two basically different kinds of pitch, although 

this was stated already by Schouten (1938, 1940). Schouten observed 

that one and the same complex tone may generate two subjective pitch 

butes which differ in quality but which have the same height: First, there 

is the 

nent is 

ving a 

ion of the sinusoidal fundamental component (if this compo

in the spectrum) and, secondly, there is the 11resiè"~", ha

timbre and the same pitch as the fundamental. 
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It fellows from this observation that we have clearly to distinguish bet

ween both kinds of subjective attributes. We call the "classical" kind of 

pitch which fellows Ohm's law, speetral pitch; the second kind of pitch 

which may be perceived without the presence of a directly corresponding 

speetral clue shall be called virtual pitch. It would be highly premature 

to conclude from the existence of the "residue" that the "classical" place 

theory must be basically wrong. Further experimental results like those con

sidered in the following sections have to decide whether and how both kinds 

of pitch have sarnething to do with each other. 

2. Sound Analysis 

In Fig.l some important data 

on the limits of the ear's fre

quency analyzing power are shown 

(slightly simplified and averaged). 

äf, plotted on the ordinate, is 

the minimal frequency distance of 

a part tone of a sound from its 

neighbours which is necessary for 

the perception of a speetral 

pitch corresponding to the tone's 

frequency fT (abscissa). In the 

special case of a harmonie sound 

(complex tone), Af is identical 

with the fundamental frequency fb. 

Two different situations are dis-

tinguished: 

If there are part tones of 

lower as well as of higher 

frequency than fT present, 

curve b is valid (after data 

of Plomp, 1964). If the part 

tone with the frequency fT 

has only higher neighbours 

(i.e., if the parttoneis 

the lewest component of the 

sound), curve c has to be 

considered as the limit of 

perceptibility of a corres-

~.---~--~--~--~----~ 

Hz 
500 

200 

c 

500 f, 1 2 kHz 5 
r-

Fig.l a: Critical bandwidth Af as a func-
tion of frequency level (see text). 

b: Frequency di stance fl. f of a part tone 
with frequency from adjacent tones 

which is necessary for perception of a 
corresponding speetral pitch (see text). 
c: Frequency distance /1,. f of two pure 
tones which is necessary for perception 
of a pitch corresponding to the lower 
tone with frequency (see text). 

d: Boundary of existence region of the 
"residue" as a function of the frequency 
fT of the lewest component (see text). 

n= number of harmonie of a complex tone 
with fundamental frequency fb. 
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ponding speetral pitch (after data of Thurlow and Bernstein, 1957; Plomp, 

1964; Terhardt, 1968a). 

3 

For comparison purposes the size of the critical bands after Zwicker and 

Feldtkeller (1967) (curve a), the boundary of the existence region of the 

"residue" (curve d, after Ritsma, 1962, 1963; Walliser, 1968), and the re

lation between fT and fb for certain harmonie numbers n are plotted in 

Fig.l. 

With respect to these data it is interesting to discuss two points. 

The first point is the possible principle underlying the observed frequency 

analyzing abilities of the ear. Here, we must conclude that the data at 

least do notdisprove a possible place principle: It was statedalready by 

Plomp (1964) that the limit represented by curve b coincides rather well 

with the critical bandwidth; this coincidence is relevant with respect to 

the question of place principle because the critical bandwidth becomes wide

ly accepted to be a measure of the inner ear's frequency selectivity 

(Zwicker, 1970). The high "selectivity" which seems to be represented by 

curve c may have to do with two different effects. On one hand, it is known 

that an "edge tone" is perceived if a sound spectrum has a sharp limit. 

This should hold also for the perception of a speetral pitch corresponding 

to the lowest partial of a high-pass filtered complex tone. On the other 

hand, the curve c originally was found in the case where only two pure tones 

with the frequency distance ~f were presented. In this case there occur 

beats with the beat frequency À f. If we consider the consequences which 

these beats have with respect to the time structure of the resulting exci

tation pattern along the cochlear partition we find that there must occur 

and vanish two separate excitation maxima periodically with the beat fre

quency Af. The nervous system which analyzes the spatial excitation pattern 

has also a certain time resolution and, therefore, should be able to find 

out these two maxima which periodically occur, if the beat frequency is not 

too high. We recognize in Fig.l that the two curves c and b differ signi

ficantly only in the beat frequency range Af ;5 300 Hz. A time resolving 

power of the nervous system as represented by an upper frequency boundary 

for the resolution of beats of roughly 300 Hz, on the other hand, is in good 

agreement with other psychoacoustic observations on perception of "auditory 

flutter" and roughness (Miller and Taylor, 1948; Terhardt, 1968a, b). Thus, 

the limits of the sound analyzing abilities of the ear as represented in 

Fig.1 may be understood simply on the basis of psychoacoustic results. 
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The second interesting point, regarding Fig.1, is the re1ation between 

frequency reso1ution of partials and virtual pitch. Plomp (1967) and Ritsma 

(1967) found that certain partials of a complex tone are dominant with res

pect to the perception of virtual pitch. Surprisingly, these dominant parti

als are partials with lower harmonie numbers out of the range of about 

n = 3 ... 6 which are rather good separated by the ear (see Fig.1, curve b). 

Furthermore, at a foregoing Symposium in 1969 the author pointed out that 

the perception of separate speetral pitches seems to be not only '~y chance'' 

connected with the perception of virtual pitch but that the pitch separation 

seems to be an essential condition for the existence of virtual pitch 

(Terhardt, 1970). This was concluded from a comparison of the existence re

gion of the "residue" (curve d in Fig.1) with the minimal frequency sepa

ration of the lowest partial from its higher neighbour (curve c). Thus, we 

again have to state that certain partials of a complex tone are dominant 

with respect to virtual pitch perception not in spite of their resolution 

by the ear but, rather, because of the resolution. This conclusion seems to 

become accepted by other authors, too (Smoorenburg, 1970; Houtsma and 

Goldstein, 1972). 

3. Scales of Speetral Pitch 

After the workof Stevens et al. (1937), Békésy (1960), Zwicker and Feldt

keller (1967) and others, it is not necessary to explain the close relations 

which were found to exist between 

(1) the "mel-scale", resulting from magnitude estimation of speetral pitch; 

(2) the "jnd-scale", resulting from the integration of jnd's of speetral 

pitch; 

(3) the scale of distance of excitation maximum from the helicotrema as a 

function of tone frequency; 

(4) the critical band scale, resulting from experiments on masking and 

loudness. 

We merely have tomention these close relations, which may be represented 

by one and the same function underlying these scales, the "Tonheit" -

function (Zwicker and Feldtkeller, 1967). These close relations strongly 

suggest that the speetral pitch is closely related to the situation of the 

excitation pattern along the cochlear partition. 

4. Basic Properties of Virtual Pitch 

The virtual pitch of complex tones has been extensively investigated (see, 

e.g., Schouten, 1938, 1940; de Boer, 1956; Flanagan and Guttman, 1960a, b; 

Schouten et al., 1962; Ritsma, 1962, 1963, 1967; Plomp, 1967; Walliser, 1969a). 
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We may summar1ze the main properties of the virtual pitch of complex tones 

as follows. 

(1) The "virtual character". 

As stated already, the presence of a part tone which corresponds to the per

ceived pitch is not essential. Furthermore, the "subjective intensity" of 

the pitch sensation depends strongly on the number and frequencies of the 

presented part tones. Recently, Smoorenburg (1970) and Houtsma and Gold

stein (1972) investigated this kind of pitch under extreme conditions (i.e., 

with presentation of only two harmonies) under which one hardly can speak 

of a "pitch sensation" (what the pitch corresponding to the fundamental is 

concerned) but perhaps rather should speak of a "pitch imagination". These 

investigations point out impressively the true character of virtual pitch: 

In contrast to the speetral pitch, the virtual pitch of complex tones can 

be perceived with all degrees of "subjective intensity". This "subjective 

intensity" may range without discontinuities from "almost pure imagination" 

(when only two harmonies are presented) towards "strong pitch sensation" 

(when a full complex tone spectrum is presented). 

(2) The ambiguity. 

In the perception of speetral pitch, there have almost no ambiguities ever 

been reported. Indeed, for subjects with normal ears it seems to be diffi

cult to err perceptually in that way that one takes a pure tone for its 

octave or its fifth. On the contrary, in the perception of virtual pitch 

such errors occur often. 

(3) The relation to dominant speetral pitches. 

For "residue tones" (i.e., high-pass filtered complex tones) Walliser (1968, 

1969a, b) has shown that the perceived virtual pitch always can be deter

mined as a subharmonie of the lowest partial present in the complex tone 

spectrum. As was already pointed out by Terhardt (1970), we may summarize 

the behaviour of virtual pitch in general, i.e., virtual pitch of complex 

tones with lower harmonies as wellas without, by generalizing the rule of 

Walliser: Virtual pitch is always a subharmonie of a dominant partial; and 

dominant are such partials which are resolvable. 

The most important conclusions which we may draw from this rough summary of 

the basic virtual pitch phenomena are: Firstly, the distinction between 

speetral pitch and virtual pitch which we introduced in section 1 is justi

fied and confirmed; from (1) and (2) it follows that one cannot assume that 

speetral pitch and virtual pitch might be established by one and the same 

mechanism. Secondly, in spite of this distinction, there seems to !.~ist a 
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relation between the virtual pitch of a complex tone and the speetral pitches 

of its partials. This will become even more evident in the following section. 

5. Pitch Shifts and Octave Enlargement 

Last, but nat least, the following phenomena have to be considered. 

(1) Pitch shifts of pure tones with constant frequency (i.e., shifts of 

speetral pitch) due to changes of SPL. 

After the investigations of Stevens (1935), Snow (1936), Cohen (1961) and 

Walliser (1969c) it is evident that lew tones (below about 1 kHz) become 

lower and high tones (above about 3 kHz) become higher when the SPL is 

increased. 

(2) Pitch shifts of complex tones with constant fundamental frequency (i.e., 

shifts of virtua1 pitch) due to changes of SPL. 

For a complex tone with a complete spectrum of partials this effect is of 

negligible quantity (Fletcher, 1934; Lewis and Cowan, 1936). This lack of 

pitch shift is in goed agreement with the results mentioned above: The vir

tual pitch of a complex tone was found to be subharmonie to the pitches of 

dominant partials; these dominant partials are situated in the frequency 

region of about 500 ... 1500Hz (3rd to 6th harmonie), and ln this frequen

cy region the speetral pitches are practically nat influenced by the SPL. 

When a complex tone without lower harmonies ("residue tone") is presented, 

the virtual pitch depends on the SPL in the same way as the speetral pitch 

of the lewest harmonie which is present (Walliser, 1969a). Thus, the prin

ciple after which the virtual pitch is subharmonie to the pitch of dominant 

partials holds in this case, toa. 

(3) Pitch shifts of pure tones due to partial masking. 

Recently, this phenomenon was investigated by Terhardt and Fastl (1971). 

Fig.2 shows the pitch shifts in termsof the equivalent relative frequency 

shift v (ordinate) as a function of the frequency fT of the tone (abscissa), 

for three different speetral configurations. 

If the speetral energy distribution of the masking sound is constant around 

the tone frequency, the pitch arises fortones above about 1 kHz (curve a). 

If the energy of the masking sound (this may be a lew-pass noise or a se

eend tone) is situated just below the tone, there is a pronounced positive 

shift for all tone frequencies (curve b). In the reversed case (masker ener

gy above tone frequency), the pitch shift behaves as is demonstrated by 

curve c: Lew tones become lower, high tones become higher. 

These pitch shifts may be explained by assuming the existence of two dif

ferent influences: One influence is the mere increase of sound energy in 
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Fig.2 Pitch shift v of 
a pure tone with frequen
cy , due to partial 

masking. v is the rela
tive frequency differen
ce between the unmasked 
and the masked tone for 
equal pitch. a: Masking 
by white noise. b: Mas
king by low-pass noise 
just below or by a 

second adjacent lower 
tone. c: Masking by 
high-pass noise just 
above or by a second 

acent higher tone. d: Pitch 
shift of -4 mels (see text). 
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l 
200 500Hz 1 2 kHz fT--- 5 

corresponding to a constant 

the speetral neighbourhood of the tone; this influence causes a r1se of the 

pitch of higher tones (curve a). The second, additional influence would be 

suggested by a place theory: Due to partial masking, the maximum of the ex

citation pattern of the tone shifts a little, away from the adjacent masker 

pattern. Curve d represents this hypothetical effect, assuming a frequency

independent place shift equivalent to 4 mels. It can be seen that, indeed, 

curve c may be interpreted as the result of the common influences of bath 

effects: with good approximation is c the sum of a and d. 

Although these pitch shifts do not directly prove any principle of speetral 

pitch perception, the situation is not as contradictory as farmer data might 

have made believe us. On the basis of the data of Fig.2, we have to concede 

a place principle a good chance. 

(4) Pitch shifts of complex tones due to partial masking. 

As was found by Walliser (1969a), the shift of the virtual of a "re-

sidue tone" has the same size and ion as the shift of the lowest (i.e., 

dominant) partial present in the spectrum. Thus, also in this case, the vir

tual pitch remains subharmonie to the pitch of the dominant partial. 

(5) Interaural pitch differences (binaural diplacusis) of speetral pitch. 

This effect, as far as normal ears are concerned, is well known due to the 

investigations of, e.g., Jeffress (1944) and van den (1970a, b). As 

was discussed already in the literature, this effect may be explained in 

the easiest way by a place theory. 

(6) Interaural differences of virtual pitch. 

phenomenon was investigated recently by van den Brink (1970b) with 

"residue tones". The result was that, again, virtual pitch remains subhar-
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monic to the pitch of dominant partials, i.e., the interaural virtual pitch 

differences are the same as the interaural speetral pitch differences of 

the present harmonies. 

(7) Pitch difference between a pure tone and a complex tone of the same 

fundamental frequency ( ''virtual pitch shift"). 

The virtual pitch of a complex tone (with or without lower harmonies) is a 

little lower than the speetral pitch of a pure tone which has the same fre

quency as the fundamental (Walliser, 1968, 1969a; Terhardt, 197la). This 

effect supports the conclusion that virtual pitch and speetral pitch must 

be two basically different subjective attributes which are not established 

by one and the same mechanism. 

(8) Octave enlargement for successive pure tones. 

This phenomenon is 

well known since 

Ward's (1954) investi

gations. Further 

measurements of the 

effect have been per

formed by Walliser 

(1969d), Terhardt 

(1971a), and Lind

qvist and Sundberg 

(1971). Fig.3 shows 

the relative fre

quency deviation Q 

of the higher tone 

from the "physical

ly true" octave fre

quency, as a func-

0 
100 200 500 Hz 1 

2 
r, 2 kHz 5 
Tl 

Fig~3 a,b,c: Octave enlargement Q for succes
sive pure tones as a function of twice the fre
quency of the lower tone of the interval, 2fT

1 
(after Ward, 1954; Walliser, 1969d; Terhardt, 
1971a). d,e: Subjective en1argement of the pitch 
intervals between the 1st and 2nd (d), and the 
2nd and 4th (e) harmonies of a complex tone, due 
to mutual partial masking (after Terhardt, 1971b) 

tion of the "true" octave frequency 2fT1 , i.e., twice the frequency of the 

lower tone. The curves a,b,c show that, in the whole frequency range of in

terest, two successive pure tones must have a frequency ratio of a little 

more than 2 in order to spread out a subjectively correct ootave interval. 

This phenomenon, wh~ch looks rather strange at first sight, fits into the 

remainder of 6ur knowledge on pitch perception of complex tones rather well 

by means of the following hypothesis: "Our sense of musical intervals, and 

thereby of the octave interval, is acquired; we acquire the knowledge of 

harmonie relations in earliest life, when we learn to recognize and to 
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understand speech sounds'' (see Terhardt, 1969/70, 1971b). In order to under

stand how this hypothesis explains the actave enlargement we have to consi

der the pitch intervals which correspond to the harmonie frequency intervals 

of the partials of veieed speech sounds, i.e., of complex tones. Since, as 

was mentioned above, the speetral pitch of a pure tone may be shifted by 

partial masking, we must that also the speetral eh of a certain 

harmonie of a complex tone may be influenced the remainder of the spec-

trum. Such pitch shifts have been determined by subjective measurements 

(Terhardt, 197lb). The result was that the speetral pitch of the fundamen

tal of a complex tone is shifted downward, and those of the 2nd and higher 

narmanies are shifted upward. Thus, the pitch intervals between the 1st and 

2nd harmonies and also between the 2nd and 4th harmonies are enlarged in 

comparison with the correspondent pitch intervals of successive pure tones. 

This kind of "octave enlargement" which is caused directly by the 

shifts due to mutual masking of harmonies is demonstrated by the curves d 

and e in Fig.3. The agreement of the tendencies of bath kinds of actave en

largement (curves a,b,c and d,e, respect ) supports the hypothesis that 

our knowledge of the harmonie pitch intervals is acquired. 

(9) Octave enlargement for successive complex tones. 

When the fundamental frequencies of two successive complex tones are ad

justed .in a way that the perceived pitch jump sounds like a correct 

actave interval, the ratio of both fundamental frequencies has a value which 

is a little greater than two, as is the case with pure tones (Terhardt, 

1971a; Lindqvist and Sundberg, 1971). Thus, for speetral pitch as well as 

for virtual , the pitch interval which is j to be a correct actave 

interval one and the same. 

6. General Conclusions 

After this rough consideration of the pitch phenomena which are relevant in 

the area of pitch perception of complex tones, we may summarize the fellow-

general conclusions. 

Speetral pitch and virtudl pitch are basically different percepts. Speetral 

pitch seems to be a 11primary sensation" which is closely related to the si

tuation of the cochlear excitation. Virtual pitch seems to be derived from 

the same clues as the speetral pitches of the dominant partials (or from 

the speetral pitches as such) by a process of complexity. An essential 

means involved in this process is the knowledge of harmonie pitch intervals 

which is stared in the hearing mechanism. This knowledge seems to be acqui

red during the learning process which enables us ln earliest life to recog-
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nize speech sounds. 

A place theory, based on psychoacoustic results and generalized according 

to this concept, has been worked out and accounts for the phenomena consi

dered in this paper (Terhardt, 1972b). 
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THE RELATION OF THE MEDIAL GENlCDLATE BODY TO THE 
TONOTOPIC ORGANIZATION OF THE AUDITORY PATHWAY 

I. C. Whitfield 

Neurocommunications Research Unit, 
University of Birmingham, England 

The lower levels of the auditory system appear to be strictly 

tonatopie in the sense that the great majority of units have well-defined 

characteristic frequencies, and that there is an orderly spatial 

arrangement of units with respecttotheir characteristic frequencies. 

This situation obtains at least as far up as the inferior colliculus 

(Rose, Greenwood, Goldberg & Hind, 1963). However, at the primary 

auditory cortex not only is the degree of tonatopie organisation very 

weak (Evans, Ros s & Whitfield, 19 65; Rigby, Ross & Whitfield, 19 68) 

but many units respond over so wide a band as to have virtually no 

characteristic frequency (Evans & Whitfield, 1964). The status of the 

medial geniculate body in this respect has been in considerable doubt. 

Early experiments of Ades Mettler & Culler (1939) suggested a spiral 

arrangement of frequency, while the first micro-electrode recordings 

(Galambos, 1952) failed to demonstrate any tarratopicity at all. 

However, more recent anatomical studies of the colliculo-geniculate 

projection (Goldberg & Moore, 1967) have indicated that a tonatopie 

arrangement might be expected to exist in the principal division of the 

medial geniculate with the high/ low frequency organisation along a 

medio-lateral axis. Morest's ( 19 65) anatomie al studies of the 

organisation of the medial geniculate body itself are not in conflict with 

such a proposal. More recently still Aitkin & Webster (1971) in 

anaesthetized and temporal lobectomised cats have reported finding a 

strict tonatopie organisation in the principal division with low 
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frequencies placed laterally and high frequencies medially. In contrast 

to these findings Whitfield & Purser reported at the Symposium on 

Basic Thalamic Structure and Function (New York, 1971) an anterior I 

posterior trend of characteristic frequency with high frequencies placed 

anteriorly, but with a scatter about the mean, very simHar to that seen 

in the cortex (Fig. 1 ). 
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Figure 1. 
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ANT. 

Regression of frequency on position for W -shaped units in 
the ventral subnucleus of a single animal. The main graph 
shows the points, the regression line and the 90% limits 
(- - - -) for the prediction of a further ob servation for the 
"upper inhibitory 11 characteristic frequencies. Curves 
a and b indicate the corresponding data for the excitatory 
and lower inhibitory characteristic frequencies respectively. 
The observed points are not shown in the latter two cases. 
The penetrations are along the anterior posterior axis, zero 
on the abscissa scale corresponding approximately to the 
FS. 5 plane. (From Whitfield & Purser, 1971.) 

The animals from which these results were obtained were intact 

unanaesthetized cats. The penetrations in these experiments were made 

along a line parallel to the antero-posterior axis of the anima!, which 

does nat exactly follow the "axis" of the media! geniculate itself; in 

particular the most anterior part of the nucleus was not sampled. 

Similarly the vertical penetrations of the Horsley-Clarke co-ordinates 
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used do not follow the vertical curvature of the laminae. I\evertheless 

the results obtained are not easily explicable in terms of failure to 

sample precisely along some true tonotopic axis, and do bear a 

remarkable resemblance to the pattern found in the cortex. 

Rose & Woolsey (1949) showed by degeneration experiments a 

connexional relationship between the antero-posterior axis of the 

nucleus and the corresponding axis of area AI of the cortex, such that 

the anterior part of the nucleus was connected with the anterior part of 

AI and the more posterior parts of the nucleus with progressively more 

posterior regions of AI. The arrangement of the thalamo-cortical 

connections is thus consistent with the findings of similarity between 

the distribution of units in AI and in the geniculate nucleus. 

We thus find that anatomical studies of colliculo-geniculate 

connections (Rose & Woolsey, 1958; Morest, 1965; Goldberg & Moore, 

1967) all suggest a medio-lateral tonotopic organisation in the principal 

division of the nucleus with high frequencies medially (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. 

The projection of the inferior colliculus on the media! 
geniculate nucleus, showing the maintenance of a tonotopic 
arrangement. {After Goldberg & Moore, 1967.) 
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This is precisely what is found electrophysiologically under anaesthesia 

and in the absence of temporal cortex. However, in the unanaesthetized 

intact animal this picture seems to be modified, and the nature of the 

modification strongly suggests that it is due to cortical influence. 

Morest's (1965) anatomical studies show the presence of cortico

thalamic fibres whose terminals course in a medio -late ral plane and 

hence presumably provide an input whose organisation is perpendicular 

to the ascending input from the colliculus (Fig. 3). 

Figure 3. 

Afferent fibres ending in the ventral nucleus of the medial 
geniculate. A, a, ascending fibres from the brachium of 
the inferior colliculus; B, b, fine deseending cortical 
fibres. Note the relative orientation of the two sets of 
fibres shown in detail at the right. (From Morest, 1965.) 

Some further physiological evidence of a dual input to units of the 

medial geniculate is provided by the behaviour of units with W -shaped 

response curves (Purser & Whitfield, 1972a). These units have fairly 

wide band inhibitory response curves with a central excitatory peak 

(Fig. 4). The bandwidth of the excitatory sectionis commonly similar 

to that of units at the cochlear nucleus level, while the wide band 

inhibitory section is comparable with the bandwidths of inhibitory units 

found in the cortex. We have on occasion observed the disappearance 
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over a period of time of the central excitatory region while the 

inhibitory limbs remain unchanged (Fig. 4). It seems possible, 

therefore, that these complex responses are composites built up from 

two separate inputs, and lend support to the idea of a cortical and a 

sub -cortical influence on geniculate units. 
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Response of a 1 W -shaped 1 unit in the medial geniculate 
body of the cat to different frequencies. The excitation 
originally present - • - • - • was replaced by inhibition 
- - - in the course of about 15 mins. (From Purser & 
Whitfield, 1972a.) 

It is now fairly well established that while the auditory cortex is 

inessential for discrimination between single steady tones, its role is 

an extremely important one in those auditory functions which depend on 

the temporal relations of sound patterns for their discrinlination ( see 

Kelly & Whitfield, 1971; Swarbrick & Whitfield, 1972). Such a 

difference in behaviour, although not sharp, would nevertheless 

presumably involve a major reorganisation of connectivity away from a 

tonotopic arrangement and towards more complex integrations. It is 

suggested that the medial geniculate body may be an important site of 

this reorganisation. 
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In this paper we will describe a model of pitch-perception based on what 

might be called '' audi tory pattern-recogni ti on." In order to clarify what 

we mean by 11 auditory pattern-recognition", we propose the following ana

logy between a classic visual pattern-recognition problem and pitch-per

ception. The letter "A", as typedon this typewriter, has something in 

common (its "A-ness") with the same letter printed by hand, in a newspaper, 

etc. In every case it is clearly recognized as the letter "A" despite the 

fact that the physical features of the various letters "A" (e.g., s1ze, 

type-style, orientation, etc.) are different. It is obviously nota simple 

matter to describe the exact process by which the nervous system perfarms 

the recognition. However, in very general terms we might describe it as 

a sequency of transformations of what we will call "patterns of nervous 

act i vi ty". The reasoning is as follows: when one looks at a letter ( or any

thing else), the physical stimulus, in this case an image, in 'transformed' 

by the sense organ into a "pattern of peripheral nervous act i vi ty 11
• At 

this peripheral level, each different physical stimulus is assumed to pro

duce a different "pattern". Next, this peripheral activity pattern 

transformed into another pattern of activity. This second transformation 

is assumed to work in such a way that after the transformation the patterns 

produced by all the letters "A" will be similar (and all the letters "B 11
, 

etc.). The aecond transformation thus serves to extract from the input 

stimulus (actually the peripheral activity pattern produced by the stimulus) 

those features which are relevant for "letter-perception''. Now consider 

the pitch problem. The musical note 11middle-C 11 always "middle-C 11 (that 

means it has the same pitch) regardless of whether it is produced by a 

clarinet, a piano, a tuning fork, etc. This can also be called a pattern

recognition phenomenon. To describe the 'recognition' process in the same 
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terms as our visual analogy, we can say it consists of a sequence of trans

formations. When a note (or ether sound) is presented, the acoustic wavefarm 

is 'transformed' by the sense organ into a "peripheral activity pattern". At 

this level, each different acoustic stimulus, each different note, has a 

somewhat different representation. Now, in order to extract pitch, the ner

veus system transfarms the peripheral activity pattern into another pattern, 

such that all stimuli with the same pitch are then similarly represented. In 

other words, the transformed peripheral activity patterns of stimuli with 

the samepitch will lookalike; the 'important' features of the transformed 

patterns be the same. This general approach to pitch-perception is what 

we will formalize later in our "pattern-transformation model of pitch". 

A characteristic feature of all pattern-recognition schemes informa-

tion loss. In our visual example information about the fine details (e.g., 

size, orientation, type-face) of the various letters is lost. Only infor-

mation relevant to letter-recognition preserved. In the auditory example 

information about which instrument produced the note is lost, and only in

formation relevant to pitch is preserved. Of course, this does not imply 

that if two stimuli are classified as belonging to the same 'pattern' (let

ter, or note, in our examples) they are indistinguishable. Obviously, 

varleus letters "A" look different, and various "middle-C"s sound differ

ent, but for the purposes of the particular recognition task at hand this 

may be ignored. Thus, building a pattern-recognition model of either the 

letter-perception or the pitch-perception process amounts primarily to de-

fining just what in format ion "lost" and what "pres erved". 

In our "pattern-transformation model" of pitch we have assumed that 

what is "lost" is information about the temporal fine-structure of the 

stimulus; details of the acoustic waveferm are assumed to be irrelevant 

(for pitch), and only the power-spectrum of the wavefarm is "preserved". 

This point of view contrasts sharply with many theories which propose that 

pitch derived from an analysis of the stimulus fine-structure (e.g., 

Schouten, 1940; Ritsma, 1962). Thus, in order to justify our position we 

present a short summary of the recent research on this problem. 

Models in which pitch is derived from some operatien on the temporal 

fine-structure of the stimulus are "phase-sensitive". That is, since the 

relative phases of the speetral components of a wavefarm determine its 

temporal fine-structure, changes in these phase relations would be expected 

to affect the pitch of the waveform. There have been several experiments 

directed specifically at this issue. Some of the results appear t: favor 

a phase-sensitive pitch model, but many do not. 
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One experiment which showed a phase effect was reported by Licklider 

(1957). Licklider produced a 16-component harmonie stimulus (16 successive 

upper harmonies of some missing fundamental) with a device which allowed 

independent control of the amplitudes and phases of the individual compo

nents. He observed (no data are given) that when the phases were adjusted 

to produce a wavefarm with pronounced peaks and valleys a very strong pitch 

was heard. When the phases were set haphazardly, to produce a wavefarm with 

a rather flat envelope, the pitch seemed to disappear. Unfortunately Lick-

lider's description of this experiment brief, and no actual data (e.g. 

pitch matches) are included, so it is difficult to knowhow heavily to 

weight this evidence on the phase question. This applies also to the expe

riment of Mathes and Miller (1947), who reported an effect similar to Lick

lider's, obtained with 3-component stimuli. More recently, what appears to 

be a clear phase-effect has been reported by Ritsmaand Engel (1964). In 

this experiment, listeners matched the pitch of four 3-component harmonie 

stimuli. The phase of the center component had been shifted 90° with respect 

to the phases of the other components (QFM). 

Ritsmaand Engel report that fortwoof the stimuli, very few matches were 

made to the fundamental frequency, but were distributed around two other 

frequencies, one above and one below the fundamental. This result contraets 

with data from other experiments in which similar stimuli had been used, 

except that all three components had been added in eosine phase (AM) (Schou

ten, Ritsma, and Cardozo, 1962, for example). In these latter experiments 

the pitch of the comparable stimuli always corresponded to the fundamental 

frequency. Ritsma and Engle explained their results with a fine-structure 

model in which pitch was assumed to be determined by the time interval 

between major peaks in the stimulus wavefarm (pitch= 1/time). 

There are other data which support a phase-insensitive model of pitch. 

For example, Patterson (1972), in an experiment quite similar to Licklider's, 

found absolutely no influence of phase relations on pitch. Pattersen mea

sured the pitch of several 6- and 12-component stimuli in which the compo

nents had been added either in eosine phase or in random phase. There were 

no differences between the pitch-matches to the two types of stimuli, des

pite the fact that the temporal fine-structures were grossly different. In 

another important study, Bilsen (1968) measured the pitch of a stimulus 

which consisted of a random noise plus its delayed repetition. This wave

farm has a random, non-periadie fine-structure, but has a power-spectrum 

with equally spaeed speetral peaks. By shifting the positions of the spec

tral peaks Bilsen was able to show that as far as pitch was concerned, the 
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nolse stimulus behaved much like a stimulus made up of discrete speetral 

components. We have recently performed two additional pitch-matching ex

periments on the phase question (Wightman, 1972). The first experiment was 

an attempt to replicate the phase effect reported by Ritsma and Engel. Our 

test stimuli were the same 3-component harmonie complexes as were used ln 

the Ritsma and Engel experiment; the phase of the center component was shif

ted 90° (QFM). In addition, we tested stimuli made up of the same components, 

but, with the components added in eosine phase (AM). Ritsmaand Engel did nat 

report data from this latter condition. In the second experiment we repeated 

some of the conditions studied by Patterson. Four 12-component stimuli (la

west component around 1400 Hz, spacing 200Hz) were presented, in three 

different phase configurations (one eosine phase condition, and two differ

ent random-phase conditions). In bath of these experiments the principal aim 

was to campare the pitches of wavefarms having the same power-spectra but 

different phase-spectra (thus different fine-structure). The results of bath 

experiments suggest that stimulus fine-structure is irrelevant for pitch. 

In the first experiment, nat only did we fail to obtain the phase effect re

ported by Ritsmaand Engel, but, more importantly, the pitch matches were 

virtually indentical in the QFM and AM conditions. T!J.e fine-structures of 

these two types of wavefarms are quite different. The data from the second 

experiment corroborate Patterson's finding that with multi-component (wide

band) stimuli as well, pitch is unaffected by changes in the phase relations 

among the components. In our replication of Patterson's experiment, the pitch 

matches to each complex were the same regardless of the phase configuration. 

In summary, taking all the available data into account, including that 

from our own two experiments, we feel the weight of evidence clearly favors 

a phase-insensitive model of pitch. 

A pitch extractor that operates on the power spectrum of a stimulus, 

rather than on the temporal fine-structure, is phase-insensitive; all wave

farms which have the same power spectrum (regardless of the temporal feat

ures of the waveforms) are predicted to have the same pitch. An autocarre

lator is one example of such a mechanism (autocorrelation is simply the 

Fourier transfarm of the power spectrum). Licklider (1951) was perhaps the 

first to propose a model of pitch (duplex theory) based on autocorrelation. 

However, even though autocorrelation is formally phase-insensitive, Lick

lider argued that the temporal aspects of stimulation could nat be com

pletely ignored. In his model, autocorrelation was computed by analyzing 

periodicities in nerve firings (this represents a computation int:_: time

domain, formally equivalent to Fourier transforming the power spectrum). 
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It might be expected that the temporal features of the stimulus would 1n-

fluence the temporal patterns of nerve-firings, Thus cklider's model can-

not fairly be called a phase-insensitive model. The pitch extractor that 

we will outline here is quite closely related to cklider's, except that in 

our model the temporal features of stimulation are ignored, for the most 

part, We compute autocorrelation by Fourier transforming a "pattern". The 

"pattern" is assumed to represent the power-spectrum of the stimulus. 

An outline of our "pattern-transformation" model 1s given in Figure 1. 

There are three operational stages. At Stage I the physical (acoustic) sti

mulus is transformed by the ear into what we will call a "peripheral acti

vity pattern" or PAP. This first transformation is assumed to resemble a 

speetral analysis of the incoming stimulus. Thus place in the PAP corres

ponds to frequency, and amount of activity at each place correlates with 

power. It is only the amount of activity at each place that is important, 

not the temporal distribution of the activity. The speetral analysis at 

this stage is obviously only a coarse analysis, due to the limited resol-

ving power of the analyser (cochlea). Also, it certainly CJntaminated 

by non-linearities; we will ignore these for the moment. The output of the 

first stage of our model, then, is assumed to be a pattern of neural acti

vity which roughly represents the power spectrum of the stimulus. Stage II 

of the model is a Fourier transformer. This is thought to be nothing more 

(nor less) than a network of neural inter-connections which takes one pat

tern of activity (output of Stage I) and transfarms it (á lá Fourier) into 

another pattern. The only mathematical operations required of this network 

are addition and multiplication by a constant; both are reasonable from a 

physiological point of view. Now, because the output of Stage I is roughly 

a power-spectrum, and the Stage II transformation 1s Fourier, the output 

of Stage II roughly represents an autocorrelation function. Actually, 

1s another 11pattern of activity" which place corresponds to the time 

( "t") dimension of autocorrelation, and the amount of acti vi ty at each 

place corresponds to the value of the autocorrelation, R(t). 

Stage III of the model is the pitch-detector. This device operates on 

the transformed PAP (output of Stage II) and outputs information about the 

pitch of the input stimulus. It not really necessary to define exactly 

now this stage of the model works, s1nce we cannot ever measure pitch ab

solutely. We can measure only how the pitch of one stimulus compares with 

the pitch of another stimulus. The basic assumption of our approach is that 

after the Stage II transformation, stimuli which have the same pitch are 

similarly represented. This means that the 'important' features of their 
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respective transformed PAP's are the same. We feel lS not unreason-

able to assume that the 'important' features are simply the positions in 

the patterns where activity is greatest. Thus, for the moment, we will 

6 

assume that Stage III is simply a "peak-picker"; locates the positions 

in the transformed PAP where activity is maximal. Two stimuli will be 

predicted to have the same pitch, then, if the maxima their respective 

transformed PAP's occur in the same places. With a single stimulus, we 

will assume its pitch (or pitches, since there is aften more than one) lS 

predicted by the position of the highest peak in the transformed pattern. 

Peaks which are located near the place in the pattern corresponding to t=O 

in the autocorrelation function must be ignored. All stimuli, even those 

which evoke no pitch percept, would produce maxima at this place. It lS 

simply a property of the Fourier transfarm of a power spectrum. Thus no 

information about pitch could possibly come from that region. 

~he predictions of the model are almast completely determined by the 

assumptions we make about the eperation of Stage I, the transformation 

from acoustic stimulus to PAP. The Fourier transfarm (Stage II) para-

meter-free, and for the moment we are making very simple assumptions about 

how Stage III operates. Since Stage I is thought to repreaent virtually 

the entire peripheral auditory system, describing how it might werk is 

at best a very complicated matter. In order to get a first look at the 

possibilities of our pitch model, we made some simplifying assumptions. 

First, we assumed that the action of the middle-ear can be represented 

by a simple low-pass filter (1000Hz cut-off frequency; attenuation of 

higher frequencies at the rate of about 12 dB/oct.). Second, we assumed 
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that the speetral analyzing properties of the inner-ear can be modeled with 

a set of bandpass filters. The transfer characteric of each of these filters 

lS assumed to be triangular in shape (on log-log coordinates), and the slopes 

of the two sides of thetriangle (in dB/act) are assumed to be independent 

of the center frequency of the filter involved. In addition, we assumed that 

on the high-frequency side the slope is greater (about a factor of 2) than 

on the low-frequency side. Thus, our simplified Stage I transfarmer has only 

two free parameters, the two slopes of the filters. 

Given our simple assumptions it is easy to compute the expected PAP 

for any stimulus. The PAP for a pure sinusoidal stimulus for example, is 

simply a triangle (on log-log coordinates), extending more to high frequen

cies than to low frequencies. For any other stimulus, we simply decompose 

the stimulus into its component sinusoids, compute the contributions of 

each to the total PAP, and (assuming linearity for the moment) add them up. 

From preliminary experiments with the model it has become clear that 

there are few data from pitch-matching experiments which are seriously 

at varianee with the predictions of the model. A wide variety of complex

tone stimuli was tested; even with our admittedly oversimplified represen

tation of the Stage I transformation, the pitches predicted by the model 

(given by the positions of the peaks in the transformed PAP) were in every 

case close to the pitches obtained from listeners' matches. Moreover, 

changes 1n the Stage I parameter values over a wide range had little ef

fect on the predictions. This was encouraging, and convineed us that the ap

proach was worth pursuing. However, it is our current feeling that compa

rison of the predicted pitches with pitch-matching data is probably not a 

powerful test of the validity of our approach. Luckily, the model prediets 

more than just the 'value' of the pitch; it gives numerical estimates of 

the strengths of the various pitches as well (the height of a particular 

peak is assumed to represent the 'strength' of the pitch). These pitch 

strength predictions constitute one of the navel features of our model. 

Thus it was of considerable interest to explore the influence of various 

stimulus and model parameters on predicted pitch strength. A few general 

examples of our first tests are shown in Figure 2. In this figure we have 

presented graphic representations of the output of Stage II (Fourier 

transformer) of the model. Each panel represents a pattern of activity: 

place is given on the abcissa of each plot, amount of activity on the 

ordinate. Pitch strength can be estimated from the sizes of the various 

peaks in the patterns. Reeall that the maxima near the t=O place (left) 

must be ignored. The positions of the various peaks give the predicted 

pitch values. 
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In the first two panels, we show how the assumed precision of speetral 

resolution (Stage I) affects the predicted pitch strengths. Speetral res

olution here is defined as the 3-dB bandwidth (in percent of center frequen

cy) of the pattern producedat Stage I by a sinusoid. This bandwidth is, 

of course, determined by the two filter-slopes; forthese computations we 

assumed that the ratio of the two slopes was 2. The input stimulus was a 

9-component harmonie complex centeredat 1400Hz (200Hz fundamental). It 

is clear that the assumption of high-resalution (right panel, 5% bandwidth) 

prediets a strenger, less ambiguous pitch than does a low-resolution (left, 

30% bandwidth) assumption. In the second two panels we consider the relation 

between predicted pitch strength and the number of components making up the 

complex-tone stimulus. Bandwidth was fixed at 10% for this example; the 

lowest component frequency in the two stimuli was 800Hz, and the separation 
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between the components was 200 Hz. The 12- component stimulus is predicted 

to have a much strenger pitch (right) than the 3-component stimulus. This 

predietien is consistent with informal reports (no data are available) about 

these stimuli. Typically, the observation is that the larger the number of 

components (particularly if the lowest component is at a reasonably low fre

quency) the strenger the pitch. In the third pair of plots we show the ef

fect of the center frequency of the stimulus. In this example we fixed band

width (10%) the number of components (5), and the spacing (200Hz). Clearly 

the stimulus centered at 1000 Hz is predicted to have a better pitch than 

the one centered at 2000 Hz. 

A few detailed examples can be given of our estimates of pitch strength. 

Assume, for the purposes of this discussion, that pitch strength is given 

simply by the absolute height of,the relevant peak in the transformed pat

tern. Now consider the function relating the strength of the pitch of har

monie complexes and the component frequencies. Figure 3 shows several such 

functions, computed for different numbers of stimulus components (spacing 

between components was constant at 200Hz). It is clear that in all cases 

pitch strength is predicted to decrease as the component frequencies are 

raised. In addition, it is always the case that increasing the number of 

components in the complex increases predicted pitch strength. But the ln

crease is considerably greater if the component frequencies are low. For 

example, if all the components are above about 2000 Hz, there is little 

difference between the strength of the pitch of a 3-component stimulus and 

that of a 12 component stimulus. However, if the frequency of the lowest 

component is 600 Hz, there is a very large difference. 

In Fig. 4 are shown additional functions relating predicted pitch 

strength and component frequency region. In this case the parameter of 

interest is the frequency difference, or spacing, between the stimulus com

ponents (for these examples all stimuli have 6 components). In general, it 

appears that if the frequency of the lowest component is fixed, pitch 

strength increases as the components are moved farther apart. Moreover, if 

we assume that the stimuli have ~ pitch if the stre~gth drops below a 

certain limit, we can compute a kind of "existence-region" for the pitch 

of these stimuli. Assume the cut-off strength value is .05. Then, we would 

predict that the stimulus with a 125 Hz spacing (fundamental) would lose 

its pitch is all the components were above about 2000 Hz, the pitch of the 

stimulus with 200 Hz spacing would disappear at 3200Hz, and the pitch of 

the stimulus with the 500Hz spacing at 5000Hz (off the figure). These 

values for the upper limits of pitch perception for these stimuli agree 
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rather well with Ritsma's measurements of the "existence-region" (1962). Un

fortunately, Ritsma's data also suggest that with component spacings of 

greater than 500Hz the upper limit decreases, and our model, in its Slm

plest form, does not make this prediction. 

The pitch strength estimates provided by our pattern-transformation mo

del are in general agreement either with available data (such as Ritsma's 

data on the "existence region") or with informal reports. Unfortunately, 

there have been few, if any, experimental attempts actually to measure pitch 

"strength". There 1s no doubt about the validity of the concept. Any lis

tener will admit, for example, that a 200 Hz pulse-train bas a very strong 

pitch, and a 3-component harmonie complex centered at 2000 Hz bas a very 

weak pitch, even though he may claim that the pitches of the two stimuli 

are the same. The difficulty is in quantifying pitch strength. Thus, as 

a check on the validity of our approach it seems highly desireable to 

develop objective experimental measures of pitch strength. Experiments 

along these lines are currently in progress. 
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Previous measures of basilar membrane (BM) motion have 
either been direct optical observation of displacement using 
stroboscopic illumination (Békésy, 1960) or indirect measure
ment of velocity using the Mössbauer technique (Johnstone & 
Boyle, 1967; Johnstone, Taylor & Boyle, 1970; Rhode, 1971). 
Both methods have inherent disadvantages. 

The present interim report is of a third methad using a 
capacitive probe. Although it requires a dry BM at the point 
of measurement and has a somewhat greater area of piek-up than 
a Mössbauer source, it has the advantages of being more sen
sitive and inherently more linear. It is used to measure the 
amplitude and phase response of the BM and incus, to measure 
linearity over a wide range, and to measure the amount of the 
combination tone 2f 1-f

2
. 

The capacitive probe is a miniaturised version of Békésy 1 s 
probe. (1960, pp. 54-57), with an active tip diameter of 
0.15 mm closely surrounded by a guard ring of 0.2 mm diameter. 
Changes of capacitance produced by the rnaving object modulate 
the amplitude of a radio frequency current passing through 
the tip. This is then amplified and demodulated. The probe is 
attached to a rnaving armature system which is used both for 
fine adjustments of the probe-membrane distance and also for 
calibration of the system by vibration of the probe through a 
known distance. Fora solid vibrating object this methad gives 
an accurate calibration. For the BM, however, with a radial 
amplitude profile comparable with the tip diameter it is cal
culated that 5 dB should be added to the measured values. The 
variations along the BM turn out to be small over the diameter 
of the tip. 

Guinea pigs of 200-500 gm were anaesthetised with Nembutal 
and paralysed with Flaxedil and artificially respired. Sound 
was introduced closed field from a Bruel & Kjaer 41J4 micro
phene driver through hollow ear bars and monitored close to 
the tympanie membrane. The posterior lateral aspect of the 
bulla was opened widely and remained open throughout the ex
periment. 

After a satisfactory N1 click threshold was 
the cochlea bone below the point to be opened, 

measurec: on 
the basal turn 
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was picked and pared away until sufficient access for visual 
placement of the capacitance probe was obtained. The scala 
tympani was then drained with tissue and the probe introduced 
so that its tip was normal to the BM and about 20 EL distant. 
The distance was continuously moni tored by ref'erence to the 
DC component of the demodulated signal, and maintained con
stant by adjustment of the electromagnetic drive. Once the 
limit of adjustment (20 EL ) had been reached due to the build 
up of fluid it was necessary to withdraw the probe and drain, 
otherwise the response became contaminated by fluid ripples 
at low frequencies. 

The frequency response of the BM was measured in two ways. 
Firstly, automatically from 20 Hz - 20 kHz by filtering the 
output of the probe amplifier with a Bruel & Kjaer 2020 Slave 
Filter (3.16 Hz bandwidth) driven by a 1024 Sine Random Gener
ator and recorded on a 2305 Level Recorder. Secondly, point 
by point, up to 50kHz using a Braakdeal 401 Lock-In Ampli
fier (PSA) phase-locked to a Dymar 741 signal generator. The 
in-phase and quadrature components were rneasured (succes
sively) to give the amplitude and phase of the vibration. The 
integrating time constant was set according to the signal to 
noise ratio, within the range 0.3-30 sec, giving bandwidths 
down to 0.008 Hz. For phase-locked measurements of the 2f 1-f

2 component of vibration the PSA was synchronised to a signal 
derived from the primaries f 1 and f 2 via a diode mixer and 
the slave filter set at 2f 1-f2 . 

When measurements on the BM had been completed the posi
tien was noted and photographed and the probe repositioned to 
measure the vibration at the end of the long process of the 
incus. The cochlea was then further dissected to obtain rnea
surements at other positions on the BM and finally to reveal 
its basal extremity. 

The interim results are selected from data based on 16 
guinea pigs, and 31 BM placements. Opening and draining the 
first turn caused the click threshold for N1 response to rise 
by less than 3 dB provided that no other damage was done. 
From then onwards, however, the N1 threshold would rise pro
gressively. In some cases measurements were made while the 
cochlea was in excellent physiological condition and again 
later after it had deteriorated. In no case was there any 
suggestion that the machanical properties depended upon the 
physiological state of the cochlea. Same results recorded 
frorn the footplate of the incus and also directly frorn the 
stapes agreed in amplitude with those frorn the long process 
of the incus. As the latter was more accessible this site was 
used routinely. 

Fig. 1a shows some typical raw data for BM and incus re
sponse obtained by the two methods. The agreement between 
autornatic platting and the PSA rneasurernents is generally 
bet ter than tha t shown in l<'ig. 1 a for the incus. Th is animal 
was chosen for illustration because it has the widest range 
of BM placements: it was, however, dead for the later part of 
the experiment. 

The incus response is flat up to 1 kHz indicating the con
stant volume displacement characteristic of the closed sound 
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system; the 1-J kHz level is rather variable from animal to 
animal followed by one or two sharp dips between J and M kHz 
nat reflected in the BM response; the 10-20 kHz region is 
again regular and smooth followed by a rather high but vari
able (from animal to animal) cut-off up to 40-50 kHz. 
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Fig. la. Automatic plots and PSA measurements: from the probe 
tube microphone at the tympanie membrane; from the capaci
tance probe on the BM and on the long process of the incus. 
At constant voltage to the sound generator. 

In some cases the very high rate of cut-off leads to an un
convincing function for the BM/incus ratio. It appears pos
sible that the sharp dips and the higher rates of cut-off may 
result from changes in the direction of incus/stapes motion. 
The component of motion measured by the capacitive probe is 
58° + 5° from the stapes axis which is substantially t:1e same 
component as that measured by Johnstone et al. (1967). 
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Fig. 1b is based on the same data as Fig. la, plus those 
from t\vO other points on the BM, reduced to constant incus 
amplitude and constant SPL. The curves have been smoothed for 
the reasons outlined above neglecting the sharp dips in incus 
response, and the dips in sound pressure due to reflections 
within the ear cavity above 20 kHz. 
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Fig. 1b. BM/incus ratio and amplitude of vibration at 100 dB 
SPL for three points on the BM. The sharp dips in the incus 
and BM responses and the interference dips in the sound cali
bration above 20kHz (Fig. 1a) have been smoothed out. Cor
rections have been applied for incus angle, probe tip diameter, 
and the frequency response of the probe tube microphone, capa
citive probe etc. 

It can be seen from Fig. lb that the steep high frequency 
slope does not continue indefinitely but reaches a plateau 
about J5 dB below the peak. This feature, common to all our 
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data, was nat reported by Johnstone et al. but has been ob
served by Rhode (1971) in squirrel monkey. 

5 

Otherwise the results are substantially in agreement with 
those of Johnstone. For constant incus amplitude the initial 
low frequency slope is 12 dB/octave, with a mean of 9 dB/ 
actave from 0.1 to 20kHz, and a maximum high frequency slope 
befare the plateau of 100 dB/octave. For constant SPL the mean 
low frequency slope is only 2 dB/octave with a high frequency 
slope of 130 dB/octave. The shape of the low frequency char
acteristic agrees rather well with the differential CM mea
surements of Dallos (1969a) in the first turn, eneauraging 
the view that the differential CM measured at low SPLs might 
reflect BM displacement. 
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Fig. 2. Phase of BM response at three positions and the 
incus relative to the driver voltage. 
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The poor filter characteristics of points on the BM com
pared with corresponding single cochlear nerve fibres recorded 
under comparable conditions (Evans, 1970) suggests the need 
for a second filtering mechanism beyond the BM. This require
ment is made stronger by the presence of this plateau in a 
region where the neural response becomes steeper. 

Fig. 2 shows examples of the phase response of the BM and 
incus relative to the driver voltage. The BM leads the incus 
by 0.25 cycles at low frequencies but eventually lags behind 
at high frequencies. In the 2-8kHz region the incus response 
again shows anomalous behaviour with an additional phase lag 
nat reflected in the BM response. Just above the BM p~ik fre
quency the phase curve steepens and then runs parallel with 
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the incus curve forming a phase plateau. The depth of this 
phase plateau below the incus curve increases with distance 
along the BM. For basal positions the phase shift can be less 
than 0.25 cycles. Such a low value is unlikely to be useful 
in a phase sensitive sharpening mechanisrn. The overall ampli 
tude and phase characteristics at constant SPL are similar to 
these of an "m 11 derived !ow-pass filter. 

The nature of the amplitude and phase plateaux rather sug
gests that the whole cochlea might be rnaving at these fre
quencies. This possibility was tested in a later experiment 
with E.F. Evans. The amplitude of motion of the cochlear shell 
was found to be more than 40 dB below the required level. 
Gomparabie measurements of spiral lamina motion have not yet 
been made although earlier findings showed the spiral lamina 
motion to be 20-JO dB below BM motion, in agreement with the 
findings of Johnstone et al. and Rhode. 

Fig. J shows an impulse response computed (with the assis
tance of G.F. Piek) frorn the amplitude and phase data. The 
nurnber of peaks present indicates that it rnight be possible 
to explain rnultiple-peaked click PSTs observed at lower fre
quencies in cochlear nerve fibres without recourse to a secend 
11 ringing 11 filter. 
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Fig. J. Impulse response of the BM cornputed frorn the phase 
and amplitude data. 

Linearity of BM vibration level was rneasured over a wide 
range in a nurnber of anirnals. Fig. 4 shows rneasurements at 
one BM placement fora nurnber of different frequencies. 
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Within the physiologically reasonable range up to 110 dB SPL 
the BM was invariably linear to within about 1 dB contrary to 
the findingsof Rhode. Above 110 dB SPL, however, significant 
deviations from linearity occurred. These were generally 
limited to frequencies above the peak response and were same
times a "stretching" type as illustrated or, at other fre
quencies or in other cochleas, a "saturating" distortion. It 
is therefore not possible to explain away the differences be
tween the shapes of the mechanical and neural filter charac
terj_stics on the grounds that the mechanical response becomes 
sharper at lower SPLs. Nor can the difference be attributed 
to some form of, say electro-mechanical, feedback to the BM 
dependent upon good physiological condition as this has no 
effect on the mechanical parameters. 
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Fig. 4. Measurement of linearity at five frequencies, shown 
relative to the BM response curve in the inset. The lines 
represent linearity. 

Fig. 5 shows a graph of peak frequency of the BM response 
( or highest frequency befare the response starts to drop 
rapidly) plotted as a function of distance from the extreme 
basal end of the BM. These data appear to fit in with the 
differential CM points derived from Dallos 1 data rather 
better than Békésy 1 s direct measurements. 
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Fig. 5. Frequency of peak BM response as a function of dis
tanee from the basal end. Also shown are the points of John
stone et al. measured from the stapes (to which 1 mm has been 
added), the data of Békésy, and cochlear microphonic data 
from Dallos (1971). 
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levelJE of 
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-55 
-37 

<-60 

-54 
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-52 

-55 
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The table gives the results of measurements at 2f 1-f2 for 
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r 2jr 1 
ratios near 1.1. Although the levels of vibration at 

2f -f were measured absolutely, they were converted to equi
valen~ levels of sound input and expressed relative to the 
average level of the primaries. Instrumental distartion in
cluding the sound generator and capacitive probe was less 
than -60 dB. 

At 110 dB SPL there is clearly a significant amount of 
distartion in the ear. As this becomes much less at lower 
levels, it is consistent with an over-loading distortion. At 
90 and 100 dB SPL the level of 2f 1-f2 reached 55 dB below the 
primaries in the better cases. This would be about 40 dB below 
the level required to account for the psychophysical and 
neurophysiological results (Goldstein, 1967; Goldstein & 
Kiang, 1968). 

Goldstein (1967, 1970) and Smoorenburg (1971) each saw the 
need to invoke a filter followed by a nonlinearity and a 
further filter to account for the observed properties of the 
combination tone 2f 1-f

2
. As 2f

1
-f2 is not present on the BM 

the non-linearity cannot be hydrodynamic (Tonndorf, 1970), 
but may be in the coupling between BM and excitation of the 
hair cells. Against this Dallos (1969b) has shown that 2f 1-f

2 in cochlear microphonics does not vary appropriately with 
f 2/f 1 and sound level. If in fact cochlear microphonics re
flect the receptor potentials, the non-linearity must be 
central to the receptor potentials. The second filter cannot 
be closely coupled to the BM and like the non-linearity it 
presumably comes after the mechanical transduetion process 
but must preeede the generation of nerve impulses. Perhaps 
the simplest assumption might be that the non-linearity and 
second filter are electrical in nature taking input from the 
local CM current or potential. 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE INNER EAR OF THE DOMESTIC PIG AND THE 
SQUIRREL MONKEY WITH SPECIAL REGARD 'rO THE HYDROMECHANICS 
OF THE COCHLEAR DUCT. 

Eberhard Zwicker 

Institut für Elektroakustik der T.U. München, Germany 

The stimulation of the sensory cells in the organ of Corti 

possibly depends on the tectorial membrane. The size as well 

as the attachment of this membrane may affect the process of 

stimulation. Since the tectorial membrane in the dornestic 

pig is not only very wide but also very thick in relation to 

what we know about the same membrane in humans, the tectorial 

membranes of several other species were investigated. Most 

of them like cat, guinea pig, and mouse have similarly large 

tectorial membranes, whereas rabbit and especially squirrel 

monkey showed membranes which seem to be more similar to the 

human tectorial membrane. 

The inner ear, the cochlear duet and especially the tectorial 

membrane of squirrel monkey were investigated-using the same 

methods as described in an artiele on inner ears of dornestic 

pigs(ZWICKER 1971). The geometry of scala tympani, scala 

vestibuli, cochlear duet, basilar membrane and organ of Corti 

was found to be in very good agreement with the data reprorted 

by IGARASHI (1964). On the other handsome differences could 

be observed for the tectorial membrane with regard to its 

size and attachment. But these differences are relatively 

small in comparison with the differences between the tector

ial membrane of the dornestic pig (D) and that of the squirrel 

monkey (S) as shown in the schematic drawings of Fig. 1. In 

the basal winding (DI, SI in Fig. 1) the difference is still 

small but becomes larger in the second winding (D II, S II) 

and is remarkable in the apical winding (III) near the 
helicotrema. 
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The:re the tectorial membrane of the dornestic pig (D III) does 

not only reach but even overlaps the organ of corti. The 

membrane is thick and seems to be fastened quite well at the 

limbus. A special net of fibres (Randfasernetz) at the outer 

rim of the tectorial membrane in radial direction could not 

be observed. The membrane did not seem to be attached to the 

Hensen cells or any other part of the organ of Corti. 

The tectorial membrane of the squirrel monkey is much thinner 

and not as wide. It just reaches in radial direction up to 

the most outward row of the outer sensory cells and does not 

end as abruptly as in dornestic pig but tapers off into single 

fibre:3 which seem to be attached in the two apical windings 

to the Deiter - cells between and behind the outer sensory 

cells. This conneetion appears to be designed in such a way 

that through holes and tunnels the liquid in the sulcus 

spiralis is connected with the liquid in the scala media. 

Although most of the single parts of the complicated structure 

of the cochlear position reach a streng similarity in monkey 

and pig, the tectorial membranes look quite different even 

though the membranes may be used for the same purpose in both 

animals. These observations give rise to the supposition that 

the ductus cochlearis is constructed in such a way that 

liquid can flow between the reticular membrane and the tee

tcrial membrane. NEUBERT (1950) has assumed an alternating 

flow at this place with the frequency of the stimulation. He 

proposed this alternating current to be responsible for the 

stimulation of the sensory cells. In order to test this 

possibility the inner ears of dornestic pigs were stimulated 

with a vibrator pin at the stapes. Only very small alternating 

currents could barely be observed but relatively streng dir

ected currents were seen. In order to see this in the binecu

lar microscope the amplitude of vibration has to be very high, 

it corresponded to about 20 dB above the threshold of pain. 

Whether this ob~erved current is a secondary effect or a 

primary effect causing the stimulation of the hair-cells and 

transferring the wide area of basilar membrane vibrations 

into a much smaller area of directed current is not clear as 

yet. Further investigations of inner ears of animals as well 
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as measurements on enlarged hydromechanical roodels are 

necessary. Nevertheless, it is of interest to realize that 

very young kittens which are deaf if under 10 days of age 

have a conneetion between tectorial membrane and organ of 

Corti(LINDEMAN, et all 1971) which does not allow streaming 

of liquid. This conneetion opens at just that time after 

birth, then they begin to hear. 
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Evidence from aural combination tones and musical tones against 

classica! temporal periodicity theory. 

Julius L. Goldstein 
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Massachusetts 02139 

ABSTRACT 

Classical temporal periodicity theory has attributed the 

distinct, though nominally related perceptual phenomena of au-

ral combination tones and musical pitch of complex tones to 

aural detection of temporal periodicities created by linear 

interterenee among Fourier components in the sound. The qrow-

ing body of psychophysical data on combination tones is 

compatible instead with a nonlinear mechanism that generates 

stimulus-like intermodulation products in the inner ear. 

Action potentials from the cochlear nerve in anesthetized 

cats give evidence of stimulus-like intermodulation products 

with properties similar to those measured psychophysically. 

Although the phase properties of these action potentials 

are not fully understood, it is already evident that the 

phase properties predicted by classical periodicity theory 

do not accord with the psychophysical data. New experiments 

on musical pitch of complex tones have demonstrated that musi-

cal perception is little affected whether the stimulus spectrum 

is presented normally (monotically) to one ear or split 

(dichotically) between subjects' two ears. This central 
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formation of musical pitch contrasts with the absence of aural 

combination tones with the dichotic stimuli. [Work supported 

by National Institutes of Health (Grant 5 POl GM14940-05)]. 

INTRODUCTION 

Classical periodicity theory has attributed the distinct 

perceptual phenomena of aural combination tones and pitch of 

complex tones to aural detection of temporal periodicities 

created by linear interference among Fourier components in the 

sound. Recent work has indicated instead that aural combina

tion tones originate as stimulus-like intermodulation products 

as a consequence of essential nonlinearities in the cochlear 

frequency analyzer, and that musical pitch of complex tones 

originates centrally in consequence of measurement across the 

frequency dimension of an internally represented short-term 

spectrum. 

1. Aural Combination Tones 

1.1. Amplitude properties from psychophysics 

Auditory perception of complex tones reveals the app

arent presence of a stimulus modification whereby a peripheral 

nonlinear mechanism adds intermodulation products to the stim

ulus (Helmhotz, 1863). The properties of this phenomenon 

differs greatly from predictions by simple nonlinear mechanisms 

(Hermann, 1891; Zwicker 1955} and so the older periodicity 

theory (Young, 1800) for aural combination tone has persisted as 

an alternative (Meyer, 1956). Interest in these phenomena was 

awakened by recent psychophysical demonstrations that signifi

cant combination tones occur at low sound levels, that they 

correspond to a stimulus modification in which the amplitudes 
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of the intermodulation products grow nearly in proportion to 

stimulus amplitude, and that they depend upon frequency para-

meters in a manner strongly suggesting cochlear origin 

(Goldstein, 1967). These findings mark the initiatien of a 

reversal of the dominant view of the past century that aural 

combination tones, independently of mechanism, are negligible 

at low sounds levels (see review by Plomp, 1965). 

All known properties of aural combination tones match those 

of stimulus tones. The earliest reported are i) a tonal sensa

tion that matches that of a simple tone of frequency fct = 

mf 1+nf 2 , where m and n are integers, f 1 and f 2 but not fct are 

stimulus tones, ii) a loudness that fluctuates in the presence 

of a probe tone of low intensity and of frequency near fct' 

iii) masking accomplished with least power by choosing the 

center frequency of a narrow band of noise at fct' iv) elimi

nation (or cancellation) by a null adjustment in amplitude and 

phase of a stimulus tone of frequency fct which is added to the 

primary stimulus [see Fig. 1), and v) agreement between the 

cancellation amplitude and the amplitude of an "equilibration" 

stimulus tone which in the presence of the lower primary 

(fl) matches the loudness of the combination tone [see Fig. 2]. 

Additional psychophysical studies have confirmed known and 

added new information (Zwicker, 1968; Helle, 1969; Schroeder, 

1969; Greenwood, 1971; Hall, 1972; Smoorenburg, 1971). Green

wood, (1971) investigated masking patterns produced by complex 

tones and complex bands of noise and found that narrow bands of 

noise in the stimulus produce aural distartion phenomena very 

similar to those of stimulus tones. Masking patterns revealed 

increments and decrements in level that were accounted for by 
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aural modification of the masker or maskee with stimulus-like 

intermodulation products. Hall (1972b) demonstrated that com

bination tones of different order but of equal frequency 

(f 2-f1 and 2f1-f2 , for f 2/f1 = 3/2) summed to yield a cancel

lation amplitude that depended upon stimulus phase in precisely 

the vectorial form predicted by a linear interaction of simple 

harmonie oscillations, i.e., in accord with stimulus-like in

termodulation products. Smoorenburg (1971) usinq an equilib

ration technique, showed that post-stimulus maskinq at the 

combination frequency 2f1-f2 produced by a two-tone masker 

(f1 < f 2 ) matches that of a stimulus consisting of the cancel

lation tone plus the lower primary (f 1 ). 

1.2. Amplitude properties from auditory-nerve physiology 

The crucial question for auditory theory is whether 

there is physiological validity in the compelling psychophysi

cal conception that aural combination tones exist as stimulus

like cochlear intermodulation products [Goldstein and Kiang, 

1968; Goldstein, 1970]. Possibly aural combination tones are 

mediated by neural periodicities that reflect aural detection 

of temporal periodici~ies created by linear interference amonq 

Fourier components in the stimulus (Meyer, 1956; Rose, et al., 

1969). Goldstein and Kiang (1968) found that action potentia1s 

from single fibers in the auditory nerve of anesthetized cats 

give evidence of stimulus-1ike intermodu1ation products with 

amplitude properties similar to those measured psychophysica1ly 

in awake humans. 

As wou1d be expected from stimulus-1ike intermodu1ation, 

auditory-nerve responses were found that were se1ective1y tuned 

as we11 as phase 1ocked to combination tones. Figure 3 shows 
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two cases of selective responses to combination tones. The 

stimulus cernprises the simple tones of frequencies f 1 and f 2 

and the combination frequency 2f1-f 2 approximates the charac-

teristic frequency of the nerve fiber. In Fig. Ja the stimulus 

is periodic, consisting of third and fourth harmonies of the 

reference fundamental. The PST histogram period is one cycle 

of the reference fundamental. No significant response above 

spontaneous is elicited by either stimulus tone presented alone. 

With both tones simultaneous a dramatic response to the combi

nation tone 2f 1-f2 is obtained. The phase-lockeà time pattern 

corresponds to 2f1-f2 , which in this case is the second harmo

nie of thè reference fundamental. For stimulus frequencies 

above about 5 kHz, no phase locking to the fine structure is 

measurable for simple-tone stimuli, but time locking to the 

envelope of tone bursts can be measured. In Fig. 3b a dramatic 

response is obtained only when both tones are simultaneous. 

When a nerve fiber is responsive to one or both stimulus 

tones, more complex response patterns are observed. Figure 4 

illustrates an example in which the fiber appears to be respon

ding to a superposition of lower primary plus the aural combi

nation tone 2f1-f2 (top row). Cancellation of the aural 

combination tone (second row) simplifies the response pattern 

to one approximating neural response to a simple tone of fre

quency f 1 . A salient property of the cancellation measurements 

is that the cancellation tone alone (third row) generates a 

phase-locked response that is in antiphase with the phase 

locking at the combination frequency arising from the primary 

stimulus (top row). These physiological experiments demonstra-

ted that cancellation levels (with f 2>f1>fcf) have simi~ar 
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dependenee upon primary stimulus level and frequencies as 

found psychophysically (see Fig. 5). 

6 

Using intracochlear differential electredes across the 

scalae Dallos (1969) searched cochlear microphonic potantials 

for distartion components that mirror the psychophysical and 

physiological amplitude data, but he found no correspondence. 

It is not clear whether the cochlear microphonic expected from 

a stimulus-like combination tone could be measured in the 

presence of the potantials generated by the stimuli used, be

cause no measurements were reported with stimuli that simulate 

the anticipated aural distortion. 

1.3. Phase properties of 2f1-f2 

Although the stimulus-like aural combination tones 

measured psychophysically and physiologically have similar 

peculiar amplitude properties, their phase properties differ 

greatly. At low and moderate sound levels, the psychophysical 

phase decreases typically at 6-10 degrees per decibel increase 

in stimulus level (Fig. 6), while the physiological phase is 

independent of stimulus amplitude (see Goldstein and Kiang, 

1968, Figs. 2,3, & 7; Goldstein, 1970, Fig. 9). In addition 

the psychophysical data show a systematic dependenee upon stim

ulus frequencies (Fig. 7); however, no corresponding physiolo

gical data are available. 

It is instructive to examine the phase properties predicted 

by classical periodicity theory. A simplified model for audi

tory nerve phase locking is given in Fig. 8a. Phase lockinq 

to combination frequencies is generated here only by the non

linearity of the transducer. The shape of the expected PST 

(or period) histogram for an abritrary combination frequency 
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can be described as a function of the memoryless rectifier and 

its signal (Goldstein, 1972). The particular form of the ree

tifier given, exponentiation, provides a good description of 

salient temporal aspects of responses to simple tones and wide 

band noise (Colburn, 1970; Siebert, 1970). Examples of expect

ed histograms given by this modelare shown in Fig. Bb; the 

four histograms are normalized for equal area. Because of sym

metries (and absence of memory following the rectifier in this 

simplified model) the expected histograms to the four third

order combination tones are identical. 

Consider the properties of a cancellation tone that is added 

to the primary stimulus (see Fig. Sa) and chosen to eliminate 

phase lockingat the combination frequency 2f
1
-f2 (i.e. null 

the fundamental Fourier coefficient of the expected histogram) • 

The cancellation phase referred to the stimulus, ~ct' and the 

cancellation amplitude referred to the rectifier input are 

~ct = n + (2~ - B - y), 

Im(z) is the mth order modified Bessel function of the first kind. 

The psychophysical cancellation data in Fig. 7 are not fit 

by the above theory. The theory indicates that ~ct approaches IT 

as f 2;t1 approaches one, while the data imply ~ct should approach 

zero. An expansion nonlinearity. is responsible for the theere

tical phase, while the psychophysical data imply a compression 

nonlinearity. Moreover, the phase characteristics responsible 

for the the psychophysical data possessfar too much curvature 

(Goldstein, 1967, sect. D) to be identified with the phase 

characteristics of single auditory nerve fibers (Goldstein, 

Baer and Kiang, 1971). By coincidence only, over the range of 
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transducer inputs (a = b) that are descriptive of the phase 

locking to primary tones measurable in auditory nerve fibers, 

the cancellation level shares some characteristics of the data 

(see table I) . 

Table I 

a • 6 1 2 4 10 
20loga/c 27.8 20 13.6 12 16.3 

Further analysis of the transducer model for neural phase 

locking provides a valuable theoretical basis for distinguishinq 

between stimulus-like and transducer-like combination tone 

phenomena in auditory nerve data (Goldstein, 1970, 1972). In 

response to a two-tone signal this model with an arbitrary 

memoryless rectifier prediets phase locking to combination tones 

having the following pertinent properties. 

i) The expected period histogram for a combination tone is 

either in phase or out of phase with respect to the period 

histograms for the input frequencies. Thus with a and 8 as 

the phases of the input tones, the expected period histogram 

for a combination frequency pf1+qf 2 will have its maximum at 

the phase of either pa+q8 or IT + pa+q8. It is useful to think 

of the farmer in phase case as arising from an expansion 

nonlinearity; while the out of phase case results from a 

compression nonlinearity. 

ii) The depth of phase locking at combination frequencies 

satifies a well defined rank ordering. A powerful ranking 

relation can be obtained by defining a measure of phase loek-

ing, S for synchrony, as the (Maximum height of the expected 

period histogram - Height of the expected period histogram 

a half cycle beyond the maximum)/(Average height of the 
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expected period histogram). The ensuing rankinq relations are 

that synchrony to a combination frequency pf1+qf
2 

cannot ex

ceed either, the synchrony to f 1 divided by the magnitude of 

p, or the synchrony to f 2 divided by the magnitude of q. 

On the basis of this theory additional physioloqical data 

(e.q., Goldstein and Kianq, 1968, Fig. 2) can be given more 

certain interpretation as requiring a transducer input contain-

inq energy at the combination frequency. Moreover, on the 

basis of this theory we have discovered that auditory nerve 

responses to narrow band two-tone stimuli, with equal ampli-

tudes and frequencies f 1 <f2 , 2f1-f2 - fcf' usually exhibit 

stimulus-like phase locking to 2f1-f2 and phase locking to 

f 2 that is transducer-like. For these cases the transducer 

model requires inputs of f 1 and 2f1-f2 , while expansion non

linearity in the rectifier generates phase locking to f
2

. 

1.4. Conclusion on aural combination tones 

Evidence ~ aceurnlating that psychophysical and 

physiological combination tone phenomena arise from a nonlinear 

mechanism that generates stimulus-like intermodulation products 

in the inner ear. The amplitudes of the combination tones 

referred to the stimulus are similar for the psychophysical 

and physiological data, but the phases are different. This 

discrepancy in phase could be caused by the presence of a 

level dependent modification of the peripheral nonlinearity 

in the alert human subjects for the psychophysical experiments, 

and its absence in the anesthetized cats in the physiological 

experiments. While the discovery of such unknown mechanism 

would be of great importance, it would not modify our concep-

tion of aural combination tones as peripheral intermodulation 

products. We must however, also recognize the possibility that 
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the phase enigma could be pointing to a gap in our conceptual 

understanding of central processing of cochlear signals 

(Goldstein, 1971). 

2. Pitch of Complex Tones 

2.1. Basic properties 

Classica! periodicity theory for musical sounds 

containing no fundamental energy appears to have a simpler 

dencuement than aural combination tones. According to the 

modern and most influential formulation, the residue theory 

(Schouten 1940a~ musical notes are signalled directly by 

temporal periods in the cochlear output that arise from 

beating amoung Fourier components of the stimulus which the 

ear's filters fail to resolve. 

The sinqle outstan.din9 empirical property (Hermann, 1912; 

schouten, 1940b; deBoer, 1956; Schouten, Ritsma and Cardozo, 

1962) is that the note communicated-i.e., the musical pitch 

reported -for inharmonic complex tones does not correspond 

to a difference frequency. The musical pitch of a complex 

tone changes nearly in proportion wi th the uniform frequency 

perturbation of its component frequencies away from an har-

monic complex. The proportionality factor may be interpreted 

- according to either speetral or temporal theories of pitch 

processing - as being inversely equal to the harmonie posi-

tion of the "effective carrier" of the internal signal 

(de Boer, 1956; Schouten, Ritsma and Cardozo, 1962). It was 

first discovered that when the complex tone is bandpass, the 

effective carrier is approximated by the center frequency of 

the band ( first effect of Schouten, et al. , 19 62) ; however 

a systematic saturation of the effective carrier occurs 
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(second effect of Schouten, et al., 1962) as the bandpass re

gion is centered about higher harmonies of a complex tone 

(de Boer, 1956; Schouten, et al., 1962). 

Neither speetral nor temporal theories could explain the 

saturation effect for effective carriers that are lower in 

frequency than any Fourier component of the complex tone 

stimulus. The discovery that aural combination tones mani

fest a nonlinear stimulus rnodification that occurs at low 

as well as high stimulus levels supplied a rational basis 

for attributing the saturation effect to pitch mediatien by 

stimuli augrnented with combination tones (Goldstein and 

Kiang, 1968; Ritsrna, 1970; Srnoorenburg, 1970); however neither 

speetral nor temporal theory was clearly favored. 

Attention was turned toward speetral theories when it 

was discovered that the effective carrier for wide band sig

nals is apProxirnately quadruple the reference fundamental 

(Ritsrna, 1967) and that the effective carriers for bandpass 

complex tones never exceed about ten tirnes the reference 

fundamental (Ritsrna, 1970; Srnoorenburg, 1970; Goldstein, 

l967b). In the region of the fourth harmonie, ether psycho

physical dataon phase effects (Mathes and Miller, 1947; 

Goldstein, 1967c) and on rnasking (Zwicker and Feldtkeller, 

1967) suggest that little temporal interaction arnong stimulus 

partials occurs in the auditory periphery at low stimulus 

levels. Secondly, in the region to the tenth harmonie, which 

is effective in cornrnunicating musical pitch, data on behaviaral 

resolution of partials and combination tones for "continuous" 

complex tone stimuli suggest (Plomp, 1964; Goldstein, 1967) 

that the auditory systern has the capability of physically 

resolving all Fourier cornponents in the stimulus or its 
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peripheral modification. 

2.2 New experiments 

GOLDSTEIN 12 

The first conclusive demonstratien against the neces

sity for cochlear periodicity detection in the mediatien of 

pitch of complex tones was the discovery that musical pitch 

is also evoked by dichotically presented two-tone complexes 

in which only one Fourier component is in each ear (Houtsma 

and Goldstein, 1970, 1971, 1972). Moreover, the sufficiency 

of cochlear periodicity detection (ofteMporal intervals corres

pondinq to pitch) is rendered highly unlikely by the similarity 

of musical pitch for normal and dichotic modes of presentation 

at low stimulus levels (e.g., 20 dB SL). At moderate and 

high stimulus levels aural combination tones are known to 

play a significant role in the normal presentation mode. 

The ability of subjects to perceive musical pitch of 

complex tones was investigated with the musical interval recog-

nition paradigrn shown in Fig. 9. Several reasons underlie the 

design of this paradigm. The use of sequences of sounds 

reflects first, the fact that recognition of pitch intervals 

rather than absolute pitch is the more natural task in rousic 

for which a natural language exists, and second, our experience 

that isolated complex tones are more apt to be perceived ana

lytically as a mixture of partial tones than as sequences of 

complex tones. Finally, the randomization of the harmonie 

numbers used in presenting any one complex tone effectively 

prevented subjects from reporting intervals on the basis of 

only a single Fourier component in each sound. 

Subjects's ability to identify the eight intervals given 

in Fig. 9 was scored in an eight alternative forced choice 

experiment as a function of harmonie number n and of reference 
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note f . Experimental results for harmonie two-tone sounds 
0 

at 20 dB SL, given in Fig. 10, (Houtsma and Goldstein, 1972) 

demonstrate the similarity of the monotic (both components 

of each sound in one ear) and dichotic (one component in each 

ear) modes of presentation. Similar experiments with harmonie 

complex tones of up to six components and with inharmonic 

complex tones confirm the behavier found with the simpler 

sounds as well as basic properties discovered by earlier in-

vestiqators of musical pitch. 

2.3. Conclusion on musical pitch 

The new experiments demonstrate that the musical 

pitch of complex tones Csans fundamental enerqy) oriqinates 

in a mechanism that reads across a central projection of 

the cochlear frequency map. No sinqle place in the spectrum 

can mediate the musical pitch of dichotically presented com-

plex tones as would be required by classical place or period-

icity theories. Althouqh clear constraints on new theories 

exist (Houtsma and Goldstein, 1971, 1972), it appears pre-

mature to decide whether to opt for a generalized place 

theory that operates on the short-term speetral envelope 

or for a generalized periodicity theory that utilizes temporal 

information from a broad range of places (cf. Whitfield, 1970). 

3. Conclusion on Classical Periodicity Detection 

Arguments that evidence for "periodicity detection" from 

musical pitch suqgests by parsimony a similar temporal mechan-

ism for aural combination tones have been dissipated. Aural 

combination tones have the properties of stimulus-like inter-

modulation products and these occur only when two or more 

simple tones are present in the same ear. Musical pitch with 
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essentially identical properties is evoked when a two-tone 

complex is presented either dichotically or monotically. 

Moreover, pitch is effectively coMmunicated only when the 

stimulus tones are sufficiently disparate in relative 

frequency. Thus the distinct phenomena of aural combination 

tones and musical pitch have very different points of origin 

in the auditory system. Aural combination tones arise from 

peripheral intermodula.tion and are stimulus-like. Musical 

pitch originates from heirarchical processing across the 

characteristic frequency dimension of central projections 

of the cochleae, while peripheral interaction among 

Fourier components of a complex tone is irrelevant. 
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FIG. 3: (a, Left) PST histograms of responses to single-tene 
(top two histograms) and two-tone (bottom histogram) 
stimuli. (Unit 451-10, CF=2.69 kHz.) The stimulus 
frequencies f 1 and f 2 are harmonically related. Each 
histogram is synèhronized with one cycle of the stimulus 
period. The rate of spontaneous activity for this fiber 
was low (5 spikes per secondl 1 so that the effect of the 
combination tone is particularly striking. 

(b, right) PST histograms of responses to single-tene 
(middle histograms) and two-tone (bottom histogram) 
stimuli. (Unit 466-19, CF=7.88 kHz.) The stimuli were 
tone bursts and the histoqrams are synchronized with the 
onset times of the bursts. The presentation time and 
duration of the tone bursts are shown by the horizontal 
lines at the bottorn of the figure. The tone bursts were 
presented at a rate of 10 per second. (From Goldstein 
and Kiang (1968), Figs. 5 and 10). 
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FIG. 8: (a, top) Simplified model for auditory-nerve phase 
locking. The nonlinearity of the rectifier within each 
channel is the only souree of phase locking to frequencies 
not represented in the stimulus spectrum. 

(b, bottom) Expected period (or PST) histograms for 
various reference frequencies--the two primaries and the 
four third-order combination frequencies. The stimulus 
to the exponential rectifier is 
a/I 2 (a) {Cos(w1 t+a) + Cos(w2t+S)}. The Bessel function 
I (g) normalizes the area of the expected histogram. The 
s?nchrony measure S quantifies the depth of phase lockinq 
(see text). 
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